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WBW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

ANNOUNCEMENT
In

the;

announcing

its

membership

Strand Theatre.
G A Parcher—Druggist.
Go-toChurch campaign
Hancock County Havings bank.
Alice Hooper—Dressmaking.
Legislative notices—Pensions.
—Special Joint Com.
—Salaries and fees.
*'
—Ways and Bridges.
**
f"
—Sea and shore fisheries.
Por sale—Comfortables and Bedspreads.
Insurance statement
Peerless Casualty

in

federal

reserve
(in effect N'ov. 18)

system

—

ELLSWOKTIt

Company.

Write for tbo Booklet.

“A Brief Explanation." It tolls how in
onderstand, readable way. Yours for the askitg.

an

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
6.43 a. m.. 4.23, p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the westat 11.10 a.
m., 6.22, p. m.

easyto-

AT ELUlWORTH POSTOP PICK.

Sign

In
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Campaign i

Union Services at

CongregatChurch, Sunday Evening
at 7.30 o’clock.

WHY I GO TO CHURCH
Answered

by Different Laymen

Atu nd your own ohureli in tin- morning, and
the Union m i vices in the evening.

at fond

effect Dec. 28, 1914.

AT PARCHER’S DRUG STORE
Ever}

good*
lilghent quality

at llie>.e low iirloes,

niiUe tUm to lie of llie

We guar-

obtainable

Rubber Gloves
Household liei

o

rill k

th
rk.

iou-s

protected in doing
washing dishea, etc.
hands

lulu's /MIGISIC OINTMENT
:or Huumaiism and Neuralgia
unu■
ii euthol, menthylsalicjlate
imieani, Imr incorporated with lanolin
Me.

;oc-20c*35C bottles
At Our Fountain We Serve

Mot Chocolate
with Cream
lt>

i'.i

liciounness to unexcelled.

Mkii'uIc MitiNlnction

10yiars* >u'<|tiaintaiice

Every Surgeon,

p*

doctor and nurse ir
world concedes that Bed Cross
Cotton is the highest type known
It satisfies the buyer, the user and tin
the

1

seller.

jruaiaiitei-d

or money

refunded.

with you should make this
you opt it at

» Main

Oiu

good.
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IT IS OOOO

The

Object

of this

Advertisement
to inform every reader of Thk American, who has need of any kind of in
iuranee that all our policies combine broad protection and prompt settle
•

Bents with the lowest

C.

W.

ixipsible

Goiro West— 10.40
Ooiiifl East— 6.16 a

5.50 v
8.55 p m.

m.

am;
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Registered mail should be

at

Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues

the vGoodyear Bystem, up-to-date shoe
18 West Mam St., EUaworth
“tacroM the bridge, but It will pay you to
Give um a trial. All kind* of repairing
at reasonable
price* If we pleaae you,
Ml your
friends; if not, tell aa.
RALPH 8. MORRISON.

l#Pwrin*t

18—

23—
22—
26—
32—
30—

fair
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Don't buy before looking

at the

fair
rain

N.

J.,

ia

visit-

quartet-Miss

Rexaix Cherry Juice is the
most economical insurance against

On* large
you can get.
bottle will insure a whole family
against coughs, colds and grippe
for a whole year. Cheap insurance
just one
isn’t it The first dose

coughs

—

Reinforced Concrete and Masonry.
Boiler Setting and Fireplaces a
Specialty.

teaspoonful will relieve your cough
four doses will stop your cough
cent bettle will
and a

—

twenty-five

C»tlm»to..n*«

Albert N. Cushman
*

Electrician and Contractoi

HSWORTH

fTl'ls! ME.,np. 0. B«i 7

break up the worst cold you ever
the
had and we guarantee it like all
Kexall Remedies in that if you are
satisfied all you have
not

perfectly

to

do is return the bottle and get

your money.

*

Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.

I

M. B. B8TEY A CO.
Ellsworth, Me
ftstey Building. Stale 8L

0

Rexall Cherry Juice Cough
Syrup is pleasant to take, tart and
like it.
tasty and children
P., hnttla- 25c- 50c- $1.00.

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms. Moore’s Rexall
WO WA8H*I.’
HO PAT,
at short notloe\ll ttide of laondry work done
Good* called tor and deilTeeed.

a

The Strand picture theatre has adopted
four-change schedule, the program

convocation.

COUCH

Walk-E-Z Coat
Electric Supplies and Fixtures.
*°ld by DAVID FRIEND Estey Building,
Ellsworth.
Dm*
*» Bw of Mackinaws. Rapairiag
Telephone 37-11._

RA B. HAGAN, Jr.

particularly strong position, and enable it to render banking service
of the very highest order. To this our customers in Hancock and
Washington counties, numbering mere than 5,000, can teat ty.
If you are not already deriving the benefits and advantages offered by this bank, we extend an invitation to become a custnier,
feeling confident that you will be highly pleased with the results.

Union Trust

special

music at

the Con-

Drug

Store.
Comer opp. Postoffice, Ella worth.

Bertha

Giles,

Mrs.

Cunning-

ham, Miss Carrie Russell and Miss Hazel
Giles. Miss Bertha Giles will be the soloist at the evening service. Miss Brown,
organist. The musical programs are as
follows: Morning—Organ voluntary, “At
Evening,” Dudley Buck; anthem, “Lift
Thine Eyes,” trio from Elijah; offertory,
“Melodie,” Demarest; postlude, “Allegro
in F,” Blair.
Evening Organ voluntary,
“Marche Heroique,” Dubois, and “Intermezzo in E,” Major; anthem, “Lift Thine
Eyes,” trio from Elijah; solo, “Abide
With Me,” Shelley; postlude. “Marohe
Solennelle,” Callaerts.
Officers of Lygonia lodge, F. and A.
were installed laBt Thursday evening
Past Master R. B. Mathews, assisted
Fast Master T. E. Hale as marshal.
fore the

installation,

which

M.,
by

by
Be-

public to
families, a

was

Masons and members of tbeir

Masons and
banquet
tbeir guests. This was followed by the
The
impressive installation exercises.
officers installed are:
Fred E Milliken,
W. M.; Carl R. Wiberg, 8. W.; W. A.
Alexander, J. W.; Charles W. Joy, secretary; G. A. Parcher, treasurer; John H.
Brimmer, chaplain; Bartlett Cottle, 8. D.;
Orrin M. Clement, J. D.; Neal A. Raymond, 8. 8.; L. B. Betts, J. 8.; George F.
After the installation
Haskell, tyler.
was

served

to the

Company.

“If the young man ever expects to succeed in business he must be economical.
No matter how small
the sum the boy or young man is receiving, he should

always

save a

of his income.”

portion

Hancock

County Savings Bank,

to 9

gregational church next Sunday at both
forenoon and evening services. In place
of the regular choir there will be a ladies’

General Contractor

kluwoktb

servative management and the efforts of officials and employees to
in every way please and Satisfy its patrons place this bank in a

postofflce half

There will be

C. E. Norris, Ellsworth, Maine,

arid

a bank lies in its strength and in the applicat'on of
for the benefit of its depositors and the conimupity.
The resources and experience of this bank, its efficient and con-

strength

Monday evening, when she was
Charles W. Hodgkins. Only a

to

married
few

im-

relatives and friends were present at the ceremony, which was performed
by Rev. P. A. A. Killam. Dainty refreshmediate

changing Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
attending
and Saturdays.
The last in the serial,
The woman’s relief corps will serve “Lucille Love,” will be presentea next
ments were served by Miss Sadie Strout, a
supper Thursday evening, Jan. 28, at 6.15 week, and will be followed soon by “The
daughter, and Miss Audrey Hodgkins, of
o'clock.
Master
s»id
to
be
one of the greatest
Key”,
j
Marlboro, a sister of the bride. InstruC. E. Monaghan has opened another picture plays ever produced.
mental music by Miss Hodgkins added to
class
at
The fourth in the series of go-to-church the pleasure of the occasion.
Society hall,
juvenile dancing
Mr. Hodgafternoons.
union
services was held lasb- Sunday
meeting Saturday
kins is a carpenter by trade, and has
James E. Lynch and wife have returned evening at the Methodist church. Rev. T. formerly resided in Bangor and Bar Harwhere Mr. Lynch has S. Ross, pastor of that church, delivering
from Old Town,
bor.
Mrs. Hodgkins is well known in
the sermon. Revs. R. B. Mathews, P. A. Ellsworth and vicinity. Both have a host
been employed for several months.
A. Killam and J. W. Tickle assisted in the of friends who will wish them well.
Mrs. Charles L. Smith left Friday for
service. The go-to-church campaign w ill
Older residents of Ellsworth learned
Brockton, Mass., called there by the sericlose with a union meeting at the Conous illness of her brother, Charles Byrn.
with regret of the death last Wednesday,
church next Sunday evening,
gregational
at Brooklyn, N. Y., of Julia Tisdale JelliMrs. Frank S. Lord accompanied her
when laymen will answer the question,
son, as it marks the passing of another
husband, Representative Lord, on hia reI Go to Church.”
Why
member of a family years ago one of the
turn to Augusta Monday, for a visit of a
A pleasant afternoon and evening was most
few days.
prominent in Ellsworth. Miss Jellispent by members of the ladies’ aid so- son was born seventy-seven years ago at
There will be no prayer meeting at the
ciety of the Methodist church Friday, at the Jellison hill farm in North Ellsworth.
Baptist church to-morrow evening. The the home of Mrs. Mary Austin, in honor She was a
daughter of the late W’illiam
pastor w ill be in Bangor attending convo- of the
seventy-fifth birthday of her and Jalia A. Jellison, of this city. Miss
cation.
mother, Mrs. Amos Rooks. After a boun- Jellison’s life, spent largely in Boston and
The Eastern Stars will] have a Salma- tiful supper, the birthday cake was cut
Brooklyn, was devoted to teaching and to
gundi social at Masonic hall next Friday and given to friends as a token of remem- social betterment work. For several years
evening, for members only. Refreshments brance.
There were eighteen present. she was matron of the Sheltering Arms
will be served.
Mrs. Rooks also received a targe shower of home for children. Until a short time beThe subject of Rev. J. W. Tickle’s ser- postcards.
fore her death she had enjoyed comparamon at the Unitarian church next Sunday
The breach of promise action brought tively good health, but an attack of pneumorning will be, “The Christ of the by Elizabeth L. Garmong, formerly of monia, aggravating a heart trouble, reFourth Gospel.”
Des Moines, la., against John B. Hender- sulted in her death after an illness of but
There were services in the
At Hancock hall last Friday evening the son, of Washington, D. C., in which she a few days.
Ellsworth high school basket-ball team seeks to recover damages of |250,000, was Lafayette avenue church in Brooklyn,
defeated the team from Bucksport semi- begun before Associate Justice A. W. King after which the remains were brought
at the supreme court in Bangor Friday. here, accompanied by her brother, Zacha
nary by the score of 30 to 8.
Creed M. Fulton, of Washington, D. C., riah Jellison, of Brooklyn, and deposited
Percy E. Higgins, of Limestone, arrived
and John B. Merrill, of Bangor, are coun- in the tomb at Woodbine to await intersel for plaintiff, and Oscar F. Fellows, of ment in the Bpring in the family lot. Beauotmstuiflu&
Bangor, and L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor, sides her brother, she leaves one sister,
for defendant.
Mrs. Caroline L. Trubshaw, of Portland.
Officers of Donaqua lodge, K. of P., were
installed last Wednesday evening
by
GKKKN LAKK.
District Deputy Roy C. Haines.
There
was also work, two candidates receiving
Mrs. Reuel Higgins, who has been ill, is
the rank of Knighthoods After work, a
banquet was served. The new officers of up and around again.
the lodge are: Clyde F. Richmond. C. C.;
George De Kush is loading cars. Mr.
Roy C. Haines, V. C.; H. L. Scammon, M. De Kush has 100 tnen employed.
at A.; John A. Lord, prelate; George L.
W. B. Crossman, of Bangor, was a visiHiggins, M. of W.; George C. Pierson, K.
tor here Monday looking after the haulof R. and 8.; E. C.
M.
of
JosF.;
Osgoo^
ing facilities.
eph Clark, I. G.; A. G. Reed, O. G.
gor this week

MAINE

Plans

The merit of
its

o^cIock.
12—
snow
.69
Established 1873.
Addie C., widow of Capt. A. J. Higgins,
20—
enow.fair cloudy
.03
died last evening at
her home on the
22—
snow
tain
.72
Surry road, after a short illness of grip,
23—
-*hir
fair
allon p. roval, observer.
terminating in pneumonia. Mrs. Higgins there was a sociable, with cards and dancwas sixty-six years of age.
She leaves
ing. Sinclair’s orchestra furnished music.
two sons—Schuyler F. Higgins, of EllsA quiet wedding took place at the home
Capt. Addison Maddox is seriously ill of
worth, and Percy E. Higgins, of Limeof Mrs. Lucretia D. St rout on Pine street
pneumonia.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN
J

High

hour before mail closes.

INSURANCE

'Ll) SHOES MADE LIKE NEW

on

rosy not prove serious.
The Calendar society of the Methodist
I
! church will hold its regular business and
WEATHER IN ELLSWORTH.
social meeting this evening at the home of
The social part of
For Week Ending at Midnight Tuesday, Mr?. Cora Pomroy.
the meeting will be in the nature of a
Jan. 26. 1015.
[From observations taken at the power “red tape” social. There will be a short
station of the Bar Harbor A Union River
program. Refreshments will be served.
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
giveu in inches for the twenty four hours
Miss Pauline Cate, of Bar Harbor, who
at
ending
midnight.j
Weather
Precip- is conducting a private dancing school at
couditionb
itatiou Society hall, will close the first series of
Temperature
lessons by a grjnd ball at Hancock hall
4am
12 m
forenoou afternoon
Wed
88—
42—
fair
fair
Thursday evening of next week. There
Thurs 23—
34—
fair
fair
will be a concert by the orchestra from 8

an

I_MASON,

ELLSWORTH,

home

Benjamin Young, of Lamoine, who is
spending the winter with bis son Mansel,
suffered a slight shock of paralysis Monday evening. To-day be is reported as
comfortable, and it is hoped his illness

POSTOPRICE

rate*.

F.

&

m:

MAIL CLOSES A1

her

Surplus. $100,000
Assets, $1,700,000

,

chestra.

4.28, p m.
6.22 p m.

ing hia mother, Mrs. Web ley Dawes.
Rev. K. B. Mathews and wife are in Ban-

is

boily need* Miiue of lliew

m;

at

ME.

Capital, 9100,000.

street, in honor of Mrs. Louise R. Pine,
who was the guest of her sister, Mrs. Sallie
C. Palmer.
Mrs. Pine returned to her
home in Allston, Mass., Saturday.

stone.

>♦■>♦0♦<>♦•>♦ *o*o#o*<>*o*o»c*o«ci
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From W rst—6 43 a
From East— 11.10 a

Guy Stroud, of Ralston,

Youareinvited. Come. Begin the New Year right
+

Company

ELLSWORTH,

The second annual Pierrot and Pierrotte
entertainment under the auspices of the
l^nitarian club will be given at Hancock
hail Thursday evening, Feb. 11. A dance
will follow, with music by Sinclair’s or-

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

MAILS EBCRIVRD.

ional

The senior class of the high school will
give an entertairfknent at the high school
building next Friday evening. There will
be a program of music, speaking, etc., and

Friday afternoon,

department—Check, Saving

Go To Church

Union Trust

home-made candy wilt be for rale.
Mrs. Myron King entertained at wbist

Bar Harbor:
Commissioners' notice.

ran give further aasurance that is now, more '.than
ever, in an
advantageous position to render an unexcelled service, combining
•'-afety First'1 with efficiency in every

Look for the “Member”

8. Stetson, master of the Btate grange, as
district deputy, having jurisdiction over
the grangeeof Qreen Mountain Pomona,
of which he is now lecturer.

•*

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
OP
ar.d Safe Deposit.

yesterday afternoon, called by the critical
illneaaof his mother, Mrs. Addie C. Higgina, who died last evening.
Roy C. Haines has been appointed by C.

Mrs. A.

Brewer,

Ellsworth, Me.
COMING KVKNrS.
ELIA WORTH.

Wednesday evening, Jan. 27, at the
home of Mrs. Cora Pomroy. Social by
Calendar society.
Admission to nonmembers, 10 cents.
at

Thursday evening, Jan. 28, 6.15 o'clock,
Grand Army hall
Supper by relief
—

corps; 15 cents.

Friday evening, Jan. 29, at high school
building-Entertainroent and candy sale
by senior class. Tickets, 15 cents.
Friday evening, Jan. 29, at Society hall
—Social dance.

Saturday evening, Jan. 30, at Society
hall—Private dancing school.
Tuesday evening, Feb. 2, at Hancock
hall—Ellsworth “Sumphunny Orchestra”,
under auspices of January ^committee of
the Congregational church.
Repeated by
request. Tickets, 25 cents.
Wednesday evening, Feb. 3, at Unitarian vestry—Supper; 25 cents.
Thursday evening, Feb. 4, at Hancock
hall—Grand ball, under the management
of Miss Pauline Cate. Concert by orchestra from 8 to 9 o’clock. Tickets, couple,
fl; spectators, 35 cents.
Friday evening, Feb. BJat Cypress hall.
LaProspect street, Cambridge, Mass
moine reunion. Tickets, 50 cents.
Thursday evening, Feb. 11, at Hancock
hall—Pierrot and Pierrette entertainment,
under auspices of Unitarian club. Admission, 26 cents; reserved seats, 35 cents.
Tuesday evening, Feb. 16, in Court hall,
Bluehili reHuntington ave., Boston
—

—

union.

Friday evening, Feb. 26, at Paul Revere
hall, Mechanics building, Boston—EUsworth reunion.

SUibtrtiswpstn'v

STRANDTHEATRE
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK
Show continues from 7.00 p. m. to 10 p. m.
Change of pictures, Mon., Wed., Fri., Sat.
Matinee

Program for To-Night and Thursday
Fourteenth in Series of Lucille Love
The

B. Lent, who was employed in
returned home.

AMATEUR NIGHT, THURSDAY

Miss Hazel Butler, who has been with
her mother, has returned to her sister,
Mrs. Charles Scribner.

Higgins and

up
814

FRIDAY

for Mrs. H.

F. Lord alone.

will be

employed

NORTH

Dance after show Sat. nights
Dance Tickets 25c. Ladies Free.
Square and

ELLSWORTH.

Round Dances.

Mrs. Helen Nason was the guest of Mrs.
Minnie Danico at Nicolin last week.
Mrs.
was

at

Harry

Wheelden,

of

Ellsworth,

Mrs. Frank Moore's several days

Latest Dancas taught at tha Strand, Friday. 3 p. m.

Ladies’ Skirts
Ladies’ finest tailored woolen skirts.

Latest Styles, $5.00

last week.
Maria L. Gray has returned from a
visit to her aunt, Mrs. Elvira Lewis, in
Steuben.
Mrs.

Ned

Hersey,

spent several
Moore's.

of

days

Southwest

recently

Harbor,
at

I am

making

Alice M.

a

specialty of these separate skirts.

Hooper,

Main St.

•

Frank

Mrs. Prank Moore left Monday night
Honolulu, for an extended visit to her
son, Charles D. Kea. She expects to arrive in San Francisco, Feb. 1, and sail
from there Feb. '& on the steamer Lurline,
arriving in Honolulu Feb. 9.
for

Crook

Saturday Night and Matinee
Kntire Change of Program

This week the
hatchery dii-

at the

ing the ice-house.

a

Mary’s Patient
The Quack

have been

ice.

crew

NIGHT

1 he Daughter of

putting
Nearly All ice-houses are tilled,
inches
thick,being put up
cakes,fifteen
crew

Faith of Two

Wifey’s Busy Bay
The Lyon

has

Bert Spencer, who is employed 8t Augusta, visited his sister, Mrs. C. F. Bennock, recently.

A1

Wednesday and Saturda) 2 o'clock
Children, 5c.

Admission, 10c.

YOUR SPARE CASH
deposited in the Hancock County
Savings Bank, Ellsworth, will
grow MORE dollars at
interest rate.

a

liberal

SUNDAY SCHOOL

EDITED BIT

It§ Motto:

31,

1915.

D- M. Stearns.

all communications

This is another record of the Lord
delivering His people by a strange instrument. strong physically, but very
weak spiritually; one who might have
been a very great man for God if he
had kept himself wholly for God, yet
honorable mention is made of him in
Heb. xi, 32. The story of Samson covers four chapters, xiii to xvi, of which
our
lesson chapter tells of the announcement of his coming, his birth
The other
and growth to manhood.
three chapters tell of his doings, and
whatever was worth while was by the
Spirit of the Lord, who is mentioned
four times txiii, 23: xiv. t», 19; xv. 14>.
It was during the longest period of
Israel’s oppression that Samson was
born and when he came to manhood
began to deliver Israel. They did eyil
again in the sight of the Lord and
were oppressed by the Philistines forThe Messenger
ty years (verse 1).
from heaven, who appeared first to
Manoah’s wife and later to Manoah,
is mentioned fourteen times and is
called the angel of the Lord ten times,
the angel of God twice anil the man o'
God tw ice. When asked his name by
Manoah he replied it is ‘‘Wonderful”
(verse 18, margin and It. V., text
which is the same name as in Isa. ix.
6, so that we recognize the Son of God.
whose goings forth have beei. from of
old, from the days of eternity (Mic.
v, 2), who appeared to Gideon, to
Moses, to Joshua and others.
As here He appeared first to Manoah’s wife, it is at least most interesting to note that He is first called
“the angel of the Lord" in His appearing to Hagar. and it is written
that “she called the name of the Lord,
who spake unto her. Thou God seest
me” (Gen. xvi. 7-13>.
This was also
in connection with a child to be born,
who was the first named before his
birth, and there were just six others
so named.
It is worthy of note that
as Manoah and his wife had no child,
80 it was also with Zacharias and
Elizabeth, and in some respects the
boys were similar (compare lesson
verses 4, 5 and Luke i, 15-17).
There is mure in these Bible records
than any of us have yet seen, and
some day in the kingdom we will be
We
surprised at their significance.
may not be able to tell why this man
and his wife of the tribe of Dan
were
chosen to be thus honored,
but possibly they were devout, lik«
the father and mother of John the
Baptist. We may judge from lesson
verse 8 that Manoah knew the Lord
and knew how* to pray and obtain an
answer. The lesson is called a temperance lesson because his wife was forbidden to drink wine or strong drink
(verses 4, 14) or to eat anything that
cometh of the vine or anything unclean.
The child was to be a Nazarite unto God all his life (verses 5, 7).
The essential thought of such consewas separation unto the Lord,
and the full requirement is given in
Num. vi, where it is seen that either
man or woman might take such a
vow, but if they became defiled the
days of their defilement were lost
(verse 12). It was a vow only for a
time, and when fu'filled the Nazarite
might drink wine (verses 13. 201. In
the case of Samson he was to be a
Nazarite from birth to death, but he
became defiled through his fellowship
with
Delilah
(chapter xvi, 17-201.
There were few Nazarltes, and our
Lord Jesus was the only perfect one
in the sense of being wholly and always separated unto God.
Because it Is so costly to be a disciple (Luke xiv, 20, 27. 33i there are few
disciples. It seems so much easier to
be in some measure conformed to this
present evil age than to be wholly separated from it.
Yet the Lord is ever
looking for any willing ones that He
may show Himself strong in their l>ehalf (II Chron. xvi, Op.
The Holy
Spirit, the same who came upon Samson from time to time and who dwells
in every true believer, has a greater
desire to fill ns than any of us can
desire to be filled, for It Is written.
"The Spirit whom He made to dwell
in us yearneth for us even unto jealous
envy (Jas. iv. 5, R. V.. margin), but
the previous verse shows us that the
great hindrance is the friendship of
this world.
It is the valley of Sorek or the lap
of Delilah or some such phase of
worldliness that hinders us from being what He would like us to be. Samson
was not in appearance a strong
man, for had he been such the Philistines would not have wondered at his
strength nor Inquired the secret of It
(chapter xvi, 5>. As his birth was a
special gift from God to his parents,
as in the case of Isaac and John the
Baptist, so was his great physical
We must first be bom of
strength.
God. born from above, and then if we
are willing to be wholly separated
•nto Him He will work in us mightily
both to will and to do.
It Is the privilege of every true believer to be strengthened with all
might by His Spirit in the inner man:
to be strong in the Lord and In the
But this can
power of His might
only be when we know our own weakness and cease to have any confidence
In ourselves and yield fully to Him.

WOMAN IN
BAD CONDITION
Restored To Health by Lydia

good

EL Pinkham’s Vegeta*
Ue Compound.
We have preat
Montpelier, Vt.
faith in your remedies. I was very ir-

to

tired and sleepy all
the time, would have
cold chills, and my
hands and feet would

NKVKR MIND.

My stomach
bothered me, I had
pair, in my side and
a bad headache most
of the time. Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has
bloat

And worry reigns supreme,
When heartache fills the eyes with mist.
And ail things useless seem.
There’s just one thing can drive away
The tears that scilil and blind
Some one to slip a strong arm round.
And whisper, “Never mind.”
—

No one has ever told just why
These words such comfort bring;
Nor why that whisper makes our cares
Depart on hurried wing.
Yet troubles say a quick “Good-day!”
We leave them far behind,
Wbeu some one slips aa arm around.
And whispers, “Never mind."

«—■—■—>—■

But love must prompt that soft caress
The love must aye be true;
Or at that tender, clinging touch
No heartsease comes to you.
And if the arm be moved by lore,
Sweet comfort you will find
Wbeu some one slips an arm around.
And whispers, “Never mind.”
—St. Lou is Globe- Democrat.
—Sen by S. J. Y.

An Honest Dependable Medicine
it must be admitted by every fairminded, intelligent person, that a medicine could not live and grow in popularity
for nearly forty years, and to-day bold
a record for thousands upon thousands

'uone

io« or

gooa
and I now feel fine. 1 am regular, my
stomach is better and my pains have all
me

left me. You can use my name if you
like. I am proud of what your remeMrs. Mary
dies have done for me."
—

Gai-tj>ier,

—

21

Ridge St., Montpelier,Vt.

of actual cures, as has Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, without
possessing great virtue and actual
worth. Such medicines must be looked
upon and termed both standard and

M. B. Friends:
Never mind is a short and easy-to-be- j
dependable by every thinking person.
remembered motto, and if we can ail live
If you have the slightest doubt
by it, even for a week, we may ease up
some of the hard places in life.
1 knew a that Lydia K. Pinkham’s Vegetalittle girl just beginning to talk, having
ble Compound will help you,write
often beard the expression, translated it
to Lydia E-Pinkham Medicine Co.
into “No mind”, with a slow little inflecj (confidential) Lynn, Masa.,for adDear

on

the last word.

She grew up to be-

sunshiny woman.
So many good letters are ready to greet

come a

am not taking room
remarks”; only enough to
writer heartily.

you I

for “extended
thank,

each

j vice.
read

j

Scaav Road, Ellswokth.
Dear Aunt Madge and M. tt. Sitter»:
Good morning!
Well, this is the second
: day of January, and this M. E. C. sixteen
! years old. It does not seem possible! What
! a p.easure it is for me to look back and think
I‘of the many friends I have found through
! this column. And would we still have this
i column,
if our
editor
bad
not
found
Aunt Madge?
1 think not. She has been left
j alone to fill it So many times, 1 think most of
us would
have become faint hearted, but she
labored diligently.
I
Well, I got a lot of nice presents, at least,!
1 think them uice. I thank Annt Madge and j
j all the sisters for the lovely Christmas cards
I 1 received. 1 received a beautiful one from
Cranberry Isles, and it was a surprise and
pleasure to me; I don’t know whether the
i lady belongs to the clan or not. Wish she
would join us, if she doe# not.
I also had a present from Aitkin from
! Aunt bue, with her own handiwork upon it,
! which 1
prire highly. Many thanks, Aunt

!

j

■

J

J
j

j

;

hue.

j

Irish
minute

Molly called to the door for just one
one day.
Wish you would come and
see me for a long call, ao we could have a
|
chat.
long
Many thanks. Aunt Emma, for
j
kind wishes; and to you, too. Aunt
j your
| Maria, for that lovely letter. I read it, pnt it
away, and then

go and get it and read it

again.
I have been

;

j

)
!

|

|

little trouble about
having
getting my Ammican, ao 'phoned Mr. Editor.
Told him I could not get along without it,
he said you mias the M. B. (That’s what!)
I got one ail right that night, thank you.
It was a sad Christmas for Mrs. H— and
family, aa her only daughter passed away
after a long and suffering illness the day before Christmas. My heartfelt sympathy goes
out to her and family.
With good wishes to all, and a long life to
the Mutual Benefit column.
Yonrs iA love and friendship,
a

Aunt Madge and alt the M. B.’$:
Now, alter finding the story I wrote up of
our little trip nicely tucked away in
my desk,
I think I will send some parts of it along, and
know if it is late in reaching you that you
will know we both thought of you at the reunion at Hillcrest as we drove by on our way
home. I could imagine that I could see your
footprints around the grounds. And. Moll,
had I known you were in Waterville at the
same time I was, I purely wo:ild have called

Dear

■

to see you.
Hope
covered.
It has beeu a

by

now you

are

fully

Dudley” passed

LUNCHEON.

munication* will be subject
approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
to

reason.

Mrs.

Frjdiy, January 29-Meeting

Pomona grange with
at North Sedgwick.

of

8edgw ick grange,

opened,
woman,

and held in strict confidence.
others wee it as I did. It really su'passes my
idea of what can be done by lives devoted to
I
the rescuing of
unfortunate children.
wrote my husband that if I were young and
had given up the hope of marrying, I should
surely become a Shaker, if they thought me
Just think, they have been in our State a
hundred years in one spot, and we know so
little of them. They are up-to-date farmers
modern machinery, houses
in every way
with all modern improvements, town school,
with Shaker teacher, of course, but I do not
think they exact it, and they ride in their
automobiles.
But one dresses in the oldstyle Shaker dress. She is eighty-one years
No bobble
old, and she looked ao prim!
skirts.
There is one barn 150 feet long and two
stories high. They drive in on the aecond
floor. It is full of cows. There is another
barn for oxen and borsea.
A family diuing-room, where all eat, you
would take for a flrat-class hotel. There are
ainall tables with snow-white linen and flue
dishes. And the food! I tell you I did Justice to the dinner, as I left Portland before
breakfast.
Now, if I had a girl of tender age and knew
I must leave her to charity in this bard
world, 1 wonld place her with the Shakers
rather than
with
of
the
other
any
institutions in Maine, that I have viaited
and I have visited nearly
all of
them.
And they are all doing a noble work. When
the children are placed with the Shakers, it
is until they become of age, if they are satisfactory. Then they are allowed to go, or to
take the Shaker vow not to marry. Some of
them repent and leave after that, but many
come back. Their religion is all right;
so^ne
different modes of worship from ours.
It did sound so good to hear them aay “yea”
and “nay”, “Brother” Henry or John, “Slater” Mary or Lacy, or whatever the names
were, ami “Elder” John to their preacher.
There, I will atop, or you will expect to
hear from me next at Alfred 8haker village.
I have not told you of the different kinds of
fancy work or poultry booses, etc. Perhaps
more another time. I had a great trip, was
Of course I visited Nell,
gone eight days.
and went to church with her and more than
twenty of her brood. Let that come in later.
Dbll.
—

Saturday, Feb.

20

—

ommends It to Friends.

Meeting of Green

Pomona grange with
grange, Hancock.
Mountain

Pamoia

MASSAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLC Kill LI..
Jan. 20, two applications were received
program of readings was
sented. At the meeting January 27,
men will fill the chairs and furnish
program. All are sorry to know of
illness of Bro. G. F. Candage.

and

a

short

SCHOODIC,

long time since

EDITOR'S POSTSCRIPT.

(Not censored by Aunt Madge.)
“Ann” writes: “1, too, wish to join tbe
others in praise o( Aunt Madge, with so
much patience with her sometimes delinquent nieces. To me tbe column has been
one very bright spot in my life.”

the
the

Mix well with corumeui to make a linn
batter. Bake iu shallow i«*u for half
an hour in hot oven.

420, FRANKLIN*.*

officers

HARBORS IDE,

were

by

assisted

Mrs.

478, SOUTH

j

BROORSVILLK.

Jan. 20, over fifty were present. Two
instructed in third and fourth de-

were

!

grees. After recess, during which cake
and coffee were served, the lecturer pre-

sented

an

interesting

program.

PENOBHCCT, 240.
Jan. 22, fifty-five were present. The
Aral and aecond degrees were worked up- I
on four candidates.
At the next meeting
I
the third and fourth degrees will be conferred. Refreshments will be served.
RAINBOW, 200. NORTH BKOOKSV1LLK.

Fifty

members

were
present at the
|
The first and second deI
grees were conferred on one candidate. !
The most exciting thing given in the lecturer’s program was the apple contest by
some of the gentlemen.
Brother AndreaUrindle and Bister Fhebe Weasel fur|
nished piano and violin music, and there
were duets by Sisters Fona
and Helen
Gray, Saunders and Gibson.

meeting Jan. 21.

A Simple Salad.
Cabbage Salad.—Chop one-half medium sized cabbage quite flue. Let It
stand In lee water one hour, adding a
tablespoonful of salt. Beat two eggs
iu a bowl, add to them one cupful of
vinegar, three tablesjxxHifuls of butter,
a little pepper and one tablespoonful of
But the twwl in a pan of
mustard.
boiliug water and stir constantly until
it begins to thicken. Remove from the
tire and add two teuspooufais of sugar.
Brain cabbage and pour the hot dreaa*
ing over it. This should be eaten cold.
Cooked With Vegetable*.
Calf's Liver c*n Casweroie.—Take a
frying pan and in it slowly fry out
four or five slices of fat salt l>ork until
Add to
the pork is crisp and brown.
the hot fat one dozen balls cut out of
potatoes, one dozen balls carrots, one
stalk celery, diced; six finely sliced onions.
Cook very slowly for ten minute*. by w hich time they should l»e a
delicate brown. Place in the casserole.
Wash and cut a calfs liVer in slices,
lay on top of the vegetables, sprinkle
salt ami pepper over all and add a pint
of ladling water and one taldc*i>oonful
of kitchen bouquet. Cover and cook in
a moderate oven about an hour and
The cover of the casserole
serve.
should not In* removed after the vegetables are put in until the dish is ready
to serve, lest the flavor l*e lost.

408.

WINTER

HARBOR.

Jelly Omelet-—Take five

Thursday evening

over tnirty were presTwo new names were accepted and
one candidate was
given two degrees.
Public installation will be held Jan. 28.

256, DEDHAM.
was
held Jan. 23.
Deputy Norris L. Heath installed the
officers in bis usual efficient manner, ably
assisted by G.
W. Brewster and wife.
The day was stormy, preventing many
from attending, bot otherwise the meeting
was most
successful.
The installation
was public.
Among those present was
Ualen Goodwin, of Bangor, a talented
soloist, who favored the grange with two
songs. Miss Mary Wilson, also of Bangor,
sang duets with Ethel Fogg, and Marcia
Burrill sang a pleasing solo. Other numbers were stories and suggestions for
grange work by members and Deputy
Heath.
An

NEW CENTPRY,
all-day session

_

HIGHLAND, 384, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
One of the pleasing features at High-

Jan. 24 was that all officers
were present
The first and second degrees were given to one candidate.
A
good program of readings, music and a
question was given. There will be work
at the next meeting.
Millie Ames has
been elected organist.
land grange

389,

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Nicolio grange held its aecond regular
meeting Jan. 16, with about fifty present,
NICOLIN,

including four visitors. Officers were insulted by A. I. Foes, of Hancock, assisted
by Mrs. Foaa and Charles Moore. After
installation, supper was served.
BBOOKL1N. 251.

steward; Marguerite Carter, chaplain;
Elsie Sherman, treasurer; Laurel
Gray,
secretary; Lawrence Kane, gate-keeper;
Mrs. Naomi Alien, Ceres; Mrs. Anna
Herrick, Pomona; Clara Herrick, lady assteward.

At the next meeting
eight candidates will receive the third
and fourth degrees, followed by a
supper.
sistant

Carrier Pigeons.
Mrs. Mary Lunt is visiting in VinalPigeons were employed In early baveo.
Egyptian days, navigators taking them j
Rev. Clarence Emery, of Charleston, will
on
their galleys and liberating them
when they arrived at their destination preach at the Baptist church Sunday, Jau.

31, at 2.30 p. in.
The Baptist society and friends are planning to give an entertaiument in Seal ove
hall, Monday evening, Feb. 1.
The many friends of Miss Lucretia Pray,
of Indian Point, are grieved to hear of her
Revenge.
"Will yon marry me. Mlsa Gassier
death.
Dear Aunt Madge.
Her passing leaves a void, not
I have at last made my visit to the Shakers.
“No, Mr. Jinks.”
only in the home she gladdened, but in
Wish I was equal to making the M. b. saud
“Oh, thank you! I waa so afraid the community and among those who
you’d say yea, for, you see. the fellows were fortunate enough to know her.
were betting no fellow bad tbe nerve
iiOoaueniuntfi
; Jan. 25.
to ask you, and I took It up In spite of
Tims and Money.
the risk.1*—Baltimore American.
Time to money,' " quoted the wise
raj.
/
Domestio Discord.
“Tee; I suppose the man who makes
“My husband used to call me his •
god of money can also serve time,"
They give »o much digestive comfort.
lovely lute.”
added the simple
[ Made from one of the flneet formulas I “And nowr
mag.—Philadelphia
ever devised,
including pepsin, bis- ! “Now he picks on mei“—Louisville Becord.
I
muth, rhubarb, mint and other carCouriers! on rnal.
minatives and digestives often pre- |
Mop the Child's Colds. They Often Resn't
scribed by physicians. Sweet and
Ffe'lonaljr.
pleasant to take, prompt tn effect
Where Truth deigns* to come her sisA clergyman writes: "I find
Colds, Croup sed Whooping Cough ere
Dyster, Liberty, will not be
which need Immediate atpep-lets extremely neat, pleasant I
tentlon. The after-effects are often
1
moat
and efficacious."
serloua. Don t take the
Rice Paper.
risk—yon don't have
Why not invest ten cents in a handf^iveovery checks the
So called Chinese rice paper Is made
?ew
some aluminum trial box?
You’ll be
Coa«>>.
the
allays
InfUmmasure to like them, and they will do 1 from tbe pith of a tree that grows In tte'»J5e
Nature to do
i1?.,V™Jf *h« G*r“* and allows
you a vast amount of good.
** y°Ur Drn“,*t'
Formosa.
order to announce their safe arrival
their friends. Tbe Romans utilized
them in communicating with each otber In wartime.
in

to

_

DYS-PEP-LETS MAKE YOU
FORGET YOUR STOMACH

far—Akeydda fj'l?'*"

BtoySbSwstTSfy.

eggs, one

ta-

blespoon ful

ent.

|

Greenville, S.C.—“It is with nlemmp
I toll other* of the great benefit I h»»
derived from Vinol, for the pant scverd
year*. 1 am 81 year* old and 1 fin,) vt
nol give* me strength, a healthspp,.
tite and overcome* nervous

diwnhJJT

Vinol i* the only tonic reconstn ioj i
have used for several years.
1 hsvj
recommended it to a gTeat many r,f m,
friends and it has always prcved <f.fiI
Mr*. 11. k. HvrnnxZ
facto-y.”
Greenville, S. C.
Such case* a* the above are constantly
coming to our attention. If people in
this vicinity only realised how Vinol».
vi go rates old people we would not bs
able to supply the demand.
It is the tissue building, curative d*.
ments of the cod’s livers, aided by the
blood making strengthening
tog prorh rtks
of tonic iron contained In Vinol. that
makes it so successful in building
up
strength for old people, dehcatc -hit
dren and for all run-down conditions
Vinol is also a most successful remedy
for chronic coughs, cokis and bronchitis
If it fails to benefit any one wbo tries
it we return your money.

Psrcher.drugglst, Ellsworth. M«

O. A.

CAUSE FOR ALARM
a Danger Sign.
Ilyonnl
Guarantee-! t>j
Iternedy

Catarrh

the

—

G. A. Pareher.
There I* no more annoying lib. wise
serious ailment than catarrh. « I ich is
Indicated
by sniffling. raising of
If it is riot
inti, ns and frequent colds.
cured it will surely affect the e.ieute
liiiirig of the air passages, an ire.
t|ii- ntly destroys the hearing
llyoiuei is the effective and n tide
for all latarrh IIIrent inly
you
breathe it, using a small Inhaler that
conns
with cveiy completr
,ldl.
The antiseptic medication of llv-mel
raw
simply has to reach all the
ami intiamed surfaces of the .nr pas.
-ages.

Its healing Iregina

at

you feel la-tter after the lii-t thatment—even almost hopeless
.me*

respond quickly.

A Delicious Dessert.
SCHOOntC.

SEAL (JOVE.

1

Cora Bread.—Take three eggs, bee tea

light; two cupfuls Hour milk, three tublesiiooufuls tneited butter or lard,
three tablespooufuLs sugar, on* small
teaAiK>onful salt, one teaspoonful soda.

the

installed by A. I.
Foss snd Carl
Woodworth, of Greenwood grange. ReThe grange
freshments were served.
voted to send the lecturer to Bangor to
the fecturers' conference.
new

Foss,

a

WHEN

pre-

I bad been looking lor your report of j
Brooklin grange met Jan. 19, with a
trip. Thanks, very many, for it, and good attendance. Past Master Allen, aswe will be glad to hear the rest that is to
sisted by Bro. Raymond Allen and Sister
“come in later”. You may all expect a
Helen Mayo, insulted the following ofgood letter from Meb next week.
ficers: Emery Bracy, master; Prin Allen,
Aunt Madge.
overseer; Mrs. Carrie Flye, lecturer; Earl
Kane, steward; Everett Cousins, assisunt

on,

sutotnntinl luncheon l»
required for the family the one
m»ggi,Mt«‘«l here linglil l>e tried.
! It is both appetizing and nourishing.

Thursday evening there was a good attendance, including every officer except
lecturer, w ho has resigned her office on
account of being away for the winter.
After electing Miss Ethel Hooper lecturer,
the

Hutchison—Eighty-Ons

Years Old—Uses No Cother Tonic but Vinol and Re*

Hancock

this

re-

“Uncle
but I want to say that I
miss bis letters, and sympathy goes out to his
family circle. Yes, N. L. Hv I, too, was so
| sorry not to be at the fair, as I missed seeing
! so many good friends.
I ju«t laughed right out when I read. Aunt
I
Marla, of you getting two Thanksgiving
dinners, and I said: “My, isn't she the smart
one!” for many of us hardly get around to
one.
I want to thank all M. b.'« who so
kindly remembered me at Christmas time. I
had fifty-five cards.
Wasn’t that a lot?
I
have enjoyed the M. B. column ao inucb ibis
fall, as many members who have been silent
so long have been heard from.
I wish everyore would send just a line or two,
beginning
alphabetically and so on duwu. Wouldn't we
have a lot of them!
j
Best wishes to each and all the M. B.’s and
theii Johns for health, wealth and happiness
for the coming year.
Ass.
|

Your letter will be

aryl answered by a

1

|

j

HOME

THE

MORE SKENGIH
FOR OLD PEOPII:

—

Sometimes, when nothing goes just right,

tion

®rangtr».

the

This column Is devoted to the Orange. M*
peciaHy to the grange* of Hancock coiyity.
The cola tun ie open to all granger* for the
discussion of topic* of general Interest, end
for report* of grange meeting*. Make letter*
abort and ''onctee. All conunnnlcntlon* roust
be signed, but natnti will not be printed except by permission of the writer. Ail com-

Thk American,
kll.-worth. Me.

5, 7).
cration

Hopeful

and

communication*, and It* -^ucees-depends largely
Com
on the support given It In thl* respect.
munlcatlon* must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
Address
will be rejected without aood rea-on

Text of the Lesson, Judg. xiii, 8-16, 24,
25—-Memory Verses, 12-14—Golden
Text, Judg. xiii, 4—Commentary PreRev.

“Helpful

3raong

MADQE".

stated

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

pared by

M»UMT

The purposes of this column are succinc y
In the title and motto-ft la for the mut 1
nenedt, and alma to be helpful end hopefull
Being for the common good, U U for the com
mon use—a public atrvani, a putveyor of fc
formation and suitgestton, a medium for the to
terchange of Ideas. 11. this capacity It solicit*

Lesson V.—First Quarter. For
Jan.

aS'jCTtWIJUtt*.

fHutual Benefit Column.

of butter, one-third cupful
of milk, one glass of soft Jelly, one
level teaspoonful of salt.
Separate
eggs, lieat w hites stiff ben* yolks thick,
fold In white* lightly.
Put butter Ut
frying pan in the stove. When hot
mix milk and salt Into the egg mixture and pour into the frying pan.
Cover and cook slowly until omelet it
well puffed and browned.
Ilnke one
minute in a hot oven to try top. Spread
jelly ovt»r one half. fold, turn on hot
platter and serve immediately.

iiyotnei is Inexpensive and
gives quick ami larinam-nt Is
G. A. Pareher sell* it oil the

Volt ceitaitily

pay” plan.

cuie.no

.flu
No-

to try
afford
this h n. -j
remedy when there Is nothing u, pay
if not iiei.edted

can

Tmperialgranum?

I Foodjor the Nursing Mother'1

I liMTMM'f tt»* U'jmjntUj
iand quality of t»r tuilk
aw
rl**o
to
r U»e • train of noro>

|tnr

for the BABY

I Imperial liranum U tho
I <oud tb*«
hard.

I firm
rood bn—
load nrb. rrj blood.
I Urad for fr—
Ham* 4
-*
ploaml 44-p. book, \
Caro of H»Ibloo.’* |nrlu«l<* the
Inataroof a friends
■ with bablea and a k
■ Cato Rag I>oll will
I ba hoc foa.
JOHN CART.* A BONR,
DMk Ul, 143 »*u* M., New

OJ

They Keep the Keys.
Visitors to Tangier and other settle
ments of Morocco notice the keys tbst
are carefully Kep; in safety in the
bouses of some of the families of so
cient descent
These keys belong to
the bouses In spam once occupied by
the Moors before tbetr expulsion from
their homes many centuries ago
The
SpHofards occupy these old bouses, but
the descendants of the Moorish owners
still guard (he keys in the hope that
the day will come when they can re
turn to (tranuda and once.more resume
control of the property from wbk-n
they were driven.
Horrors of Naval Warfare.
Naval warfare bad Its horrors before
the day of the mine nud the submarine
l-aily Oorutby Nevtll. for Instance. out
ed evidence irlveo by a uaval officer
of Die Nelson school: "Which was the
most solemn and awful moment of a
uaval battle?" he was asked by a lady.
"The moment before the battle, mad
atn. when they sprinkled the sand on
the decks to absorb the blood that was
tit
flow."
was
the
reply.—London
t'hronicle

jS
{i

1EAT

Seven
BARKS
^

v

barrel"

aud
nearly 2.IXNI years ago I’llny. the “apeela"
writer of his time, devoted an
article to the subject With all bis re
search he could locate the origin of
the Industry In place only. Kven In his
lime It was so ancient that the begin
nlng was niddeu in the make ot years

quickly clt .u»
thaayatam by it*
It

uiinl tonic action on the bow.

•la, and
rigor to
ftOBIfih.

wi.m
a weary

Clt-»ra
tha blood and eradicate* Uric AL
at all drug-

V*Price 60 centa a bottle

r acini Tart cur.

If You Are Nervous
and an toeing weight, we recommend
that you take

Olive Oil
Emulsion
raeiaaetntf

for
we

In iHiint of time the coots*rate In
diistrt la venerable
I'he (food book
"sluck

ANYTOMt ANTTMtl

BilimtM after-dinner dutr,w», r>momthana rnaof I—Itnili.drow-u
I BwundlwJii^ Umynptom ul
Me* utui'i remedy

The Barrel.
The barrel is of treat antiquity, and

mentions

York

short time.

Uvpophotpkkitt

A prescription which
gladly endorse.
a

E. G. Moore.

work,

Notico.
Pauper
contracted

worth
HAVING
support
need %ss*e*%»»e
to

City of
l<» tnp

with the

«uj«j

c tie

.v

ACbcrtiflimmit.

[Time

and Trial Prove

flje unequalled value of Beecham's Pills as the
westawrectjve of ailments of the
digestive organs

Preventive of lasting and
“•,C^rand tile,ibe8tre8ultin*
fro® defective or
®°*
°^Ba
Regular action of the stomach, liver or bowels.

Beecham’s Pills
gg»£»SZ&£S33
I,
Know

Ki

2?

during «v. y»*ar* br*i
t.ioff Jen. I. 1^15, sud »re lean I rrstder'*
K-iewi rtfi. 1 foriuU ail pi’m-u* ’metmu the*
or my %< co .m. is there is plenty of rtM>*
•tud
iccon Emulations
to car* *or them
the City Far
b mse
Aithcb B. MlTtnFLL.
»»

;-*t jr7—or biliousnoaa.
what it is to bays at your command radi

[An Invaluable Aid to Health

a.1?

1 iantfcrmmtr

KITTRKT TO UAKHIOU

■

*

For Infanta and Children.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

AU-UIIOL 3 PER CENT.

AVcOrtaUeftrpiwbnSrAj

Bears the

slratatir; ;hc nwd ondtoulj
tfogUc Sioaadis andBow&tf

pSS§SIBll^ Signature
tTOiwnr» \n°pxmimen*
ness and totContainjnrtfcr

Opium .Morphine

of

nor>!ioenl

Not Narcotic.

Mmrrtfeuamtximaa

fc

(

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

i

Apcrfrct Remedy for ConrtR

Non. Sour

S»mch.Dtafrtm

WormsfoiMibionsJwrofr
l^»3 and Loss or Sleep-

ncSur* Sipvtrart of

ai/Afsssi
Th* Centalh Compart;

NEW YORK.

Exact

GASTORIA

Copy of Wrapper.

tmi enrsva commnt.

Counpononuc.
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THE BIG REDWOODS.

Why Go To Church?
North

new

On*

Pknobucot, Mi., Jan. 7\% 1915.

To the Editor of The American :
Thu* question has been ventilated in
many of the dailies in the cities throughout the State, both from the minister's and
the layman's standpoint. The discussion,
no doubt,
has^resulted in a larger general
•(tendance, and increased interest in 8*b-

Tr** Cut In 1900 Wa* Nsariy
Fourt**n Centuries Old.

Tb* biggest standx or redwood timber are Ic Del Norte, tl utnboidt and
Uendoclno counties. Cal., but there are
Isolated group* as far north as the
Cbetco river to Curry county. Ore., and
as far south as the Santa l<ucla mountains. Monterey county. Tbe redwood
belt la from twenty to forty miles wide,
tbe trees growing on tbe west slopes of

bath observance.

SALISBURY OOVE.

Mr*. Agnes Mayo, of West Eden, wae a
Tbe high school building at Brunswick | guest at the
parsonage last week.
was
gutted by lira Thursday.
Lose,
Capt. Charles A. Hamor ia visiting rela(40,000.
tives and frienda at Cranberry Isles.
Orders to fill all Maine ice bounce to
The many friends of Capt. P. K. Iceland
tbeir capacity hare been received. This
will be sorry to bear that he is in tbe Bar
will give employment to hundreds of men.
Harbor Hospital for treatment.
All hope
The new district-attorney from Maine for a
speedy recovery.
will
be Judge John F. Merrill, of tbe
The new furnace in the grange hall,
Portland municipal court, Senator John'
lately installed by F. B. Aiken, of Ellsson
announcing Thursday that he bad
worth, is proving satisfactory, and tbe
recommended Judge Merrill to the office.
members are enjoying a cosy, warm hall
The Univeraity of Maine will soon be this winter.
equipped with a wireless station which,
Jan. 25.
R.
when finished, will be capable of sending
SOUTH BROOKS VILLE.
messages 260 miles over land, and a much
greater distance over water, and of reOwen L. Black, wbo has been employed
ceiving messages from Panams, Key West in Boston, is at home for the winter.
and otber distant places.
Warren Hutchinson and wife will celeBert Ireland, hunter and trapper, aged brate their golden
wedding Saturday
was
found
dead
in
his
thirty-five years,
evening, Jan. 30.
home at Canaan Saturday. He had been
There was an old fashioned spelling
beaten to death with a sled-stake. Verdie
match and entertainment at tbe high
W. Nelson, a neighbor, has been held on
school room Thursday evening.
suspicion. Nelson, whose wife had left
Tbe grammar and high schools, taught
Is
said
to
have
been
Irehim,
Jealous of
by Harold Warren, of Kenduskeag, and
land.
Beatrice Condon, of South Brooksville,
A marked decrease in the number of
closed January 22.
both tbe gipsy and brown-tail motbs is
Jan. 25.
C.
declared by the bureau of entomology of
the United States department of agriculaiAittllotllUlil*
ture.
This has been largely brought
about by tbe wilt disease and tbe parasites and otber natural enemies of these
pests, which have been introduced to tight

Our free Crop Book will tell you what brand will
five you the best results. Write for one today.
Write for Agent’s Terms if we are not represented
in your town.

*armenter &

Polsey Fertilizer Co.

41 No. Market St, Bosloo, Mats.

Tbe

Maine Forestrey association has
reorganized with the following offi
cers:
Edgar E. Bing, Orono, president;
Charles O. Bartlett, Bangor, vice-president, W. A. Hennessey, Bangor, secretarytreasurer; J. P. Bass, Bangor; Blaine 8.
Viles, Augusta; Fred A. Gilbert, Prof.
John M. Briscoe, H. B. Buck, Bangor;
George B. Dunn, Houlton; Forrest Colby,
Bingbatn; Alfred K. Ames, Machias;
Frank P. Thomas, Kumford, directors.
been

Fresh Corn On the Cob
—or

SEDGWICK.

the

bridge.

Rev. Elisha Sanderson, of the Baptist
church, tendered bis resignation as pastor j
Sunday morning. The church will have ;
to look a long way to find a preacher of
equal ability. Mr. Sanderson finishes his
labors

February

reported.

Points The

28.

A deiicious supper

was

served,

program provided entertainment.
Special mention is made of an original
poem by Mrs. A. U. Babson.
a

Installation of officers of Eggemoggin
A. M., occurred on WednesPast D. D. G. M. T. A.
day evening.
Smith was installing officer assisted by
1>. D. G. M.J. H. Hooper B9 grand marshal. The officers are:
W. H. Pervear,
W. M.; E. P. Clapp, S. W.; Raymond
Bridges, J. W.; Leslie Candage, S. D.; Guy
Means, J. D.; Wilbur Ford, S. S.; Eugene
Ferguson, J. S. Alfred Robbins, tyler; J.
F. Gray, marshal; A. H. Sargent, chaplain.

The

Statement

Way
This

of

Ells-

worth Falls Resident Will
Interest Our Readers.

THE SECRET OF SUCCESS

Geoiiuie Merit Repirefl to Win
the People’s Confide ce.

Slice it as
you use
it

3 Ounces

lOc

lodge, F. and

_

Take a Plug of Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all of its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug Form.
Whittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
in both quality and quantity. Try this experiment and
judge for yourself.
so

Twelve from this place attended the installation of Lookout chapter, O. E. S-,
at Hrooklin, Friday night. A fine time is
and

Dry Kernels?

Fresh tobacco in the Sickle Plug or dried up particles
of sliced or granulated tobacco? Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leafbeing preserved in its natural state, possible only by pressing the leaves into plug form and keeping it
in by covering it with a natural leafwrapper. The natural flavor and strength of tobacco escape when cut or granulated.

J. P. Carter is selling bis livestock and
will move with bis family from Carter’s
point to bis place on the eastern side of

|-

J

inimal substances to which chemical salts have been
dded necessary to make a complete plant food.
’ARJHENTER ft POLSEY FERTILIZERS are
owerful and productive because they are rich in
agredients necessary to quickly start and then
sain tain the crop through its entire growing period.

them.

there has been a falling off in the
sttendance at our rural 'churches during
the coast range
the last fifty years is apparent to the most
Tbe enormous height and diameter of
casual observer who has passed through
tbe redwood la due to the great rainthat period. Fifty years ago the populafall In tbe autumn and winter, from
tion in many of our older towns wss very
thirty to sixty Inches, and to the sea
much larger than it is to-day. It wss an
fogs wblcb bathe the coast In the sumag*- of large families, and a family group
mer.
There are two type* of tbe redof from ten to fifteen children was a comwood. those which grow on the slopes After the
mon mght.
There was a host of young
ceremony, a program was pretnd those on tbe Rats or bottom lands.
sented, consisting of piano duets' by Miss
people under twenty-five years of age, and
Tbe slope redwood Is tbe common type. Mae H. Small and Miss
our rural achoolhouses were crowded to
Ruby Dority;
and It grows mixed with other woods. solos
I
the doors with pupils.
by Mrs. W. H. Pervear and Roy
! such as red Hr. tan bark oak and white
There
Henderson; piano duets by Miss Lilia Mcwere
fewer
Sunday attracflr.
As tbe slopes become moderate,
Intyre and Miss Small, readings by Mrs.
tions and diversions
to absorb
the
tbe altitude lower, tbe soil deeper and L. C. Smith, Mrs. Grace Grant and Mrs.
attentiou
of the
paryoung, and
tbe water supply better tbe redwood H. A. Small.
ents more generally and
Interesting remarks were
regularly atI
steadily galus on tbe other species un made by Past Master Jonathan Bridges.
tended church, and required a more rigid
til on tbe ricb Rata there Is no other A bountiful supper followed,
observance of the Sabbath on the part of
tree.
Jan. 26.
H.
j
their children. There were more church
The extreme form of the redwood
members, more revivals, and a more pro:
Magazine and Newspaper Notes.
Eel
la
bere
tbe
Rat
tbe
river,
and
along
nounced religious element everywhere.
The Pine Tree Poultry Herald, pubknown
trees attain their greatest
The doctrines preached from the pnlpit
;
Linder best ; lished at Belfast, is the name of one of
and clear length.
were <-!« ar-cut and
sharp-edged, and de- height
Maine’s newest publications.
It is delivered with a power and inspiration that i conditions these trees grow to be 350
feet high, with a diameter of twenty voted primarily to poultry interests, and
penetrated the very care of one’s spiritual
feet
Most of tbe redwoods cut are especially to the poultry interests of
being. The ministers of that day believed
400 to 800 years old. and the old- Maine, tbuf. occupying a field entirely
from
in a red hot
and
little
attengave
gospel,
its own in this State.
It is of especial
est tree found during the government
tion to literary merit, the logic of theolIn 1UUO was 1,373 years value to Maine poultry men, as well to the
Investigation
our
in
ogy, or elocutionary
training
farmer who keeps but a small flock as to
smaller churches.
They claimed to be old.
!*tbe man who devotes his entire time to
normal
when
has
Tbe
tree
a
straight
received
their
divinely appointed, and
the business.
There are other departslightly tapered bole clear for more
menage* direct from God, and they
ments of interest to the home and farm,
seldom modified their discourses to please than 100 feet and a crown of horizonit is well printed in half-magazine form.
an
tal branches that may occupy from
easy-going crowd.
3in, salvation, conviction, repentance, one-third to one-half of Its total length.
Revenga.
heaven, hell, regeneration, sanctification, The enemies of redwood are few, and I Teacher—WUUe. what la your greatresurrection, immortality, Christ’s cruci- It suffers from them less than other est ambition? Willie—To wash mothfixion, were the great themes they ever trees. Tbe wind can scarcely uproot It er's ears.—Stamford Chaparral.
kept before the people, and with an in- ! Insects seem to do It little barm, and
tense and aU-abeorbing yearning for the j fungi seldom affects It Even Are, the
attwrusnnmts.
salvation of human aoula, they pressed
great enemy of all trees, though It may
thuse subjects on their hearers with an occasionally kill whole stands of young
energy of voice end force of utterance and
redwood growth. I* unable to peneimagery that made frightful and lasting trate the fireproof sheathing of shaggy
impressions on the minds of the young, bark with which tbe old trees protect
dinners in the hands of so angry God
themselves.
were held over the burning crater of hell
md singed into a state of conviction and
Heroic Conclusion.
repentance.
The Swede knew tbat be was IncomIt was little wonder that hundreds of
petent but be needed tbe Job eery badthe
young, with tender and impression*
ly Indeed. Tbe farmer aaw at a glance
|ble minds, flocked to the church divinely
Have you ever stopped to reason why
that he was a green band, but be was
illuminated and protected, as their only
urgently In need of help. So an ar- it is that so many products that are exsuccor from a
After dinner tensively advertised, all at once drop out
displeased and frowning rangement was made
deity.
tbe farmer sent bis new band dowu to ol sight and are soon forgotten? The
There were few well-trained church
plow a field and a few moments latec reason is plain—the article did not fulfil
choirs then, but everybody who could
followed blnl.
Peering from the con- the promises of the manufacturer. This
“ng was glad to get icto the big gallery
cealment of a clump of btsbes, be ob- applies more particularly to a medicine.
‘(retching acroes the front of the church, served for some time tbe frantic but A medicinal preparation that has real
ind
help to aweil the volume of song, futile efforts of his band to run a curative value almost sells itself, as like
rhey had singing schools in those days,
Finally tbe Swede an endless chain system the remedy is
straight furrow.
10(1 some fine voices that made the song
recommended cy those who have been
came to a discouraged bait mopped
•ervice a most
interesting and impressive his brow and addressed tbe horses benefited, to those who are in need of it.
feature of the Sunday program.
j A prominent druggist saya: “Take for
wearily.
With two sermons of one hour and fifty
Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root, a
well. then, go wherever you example
“Ob.
minutes each, forenoon and afternoon,
to be preparation I have sold for many years
ban
all
“It
said.
got
be
please!"
*ith a lunch at the church between
and never beatitate to recommend, for in
plowed anyway."—Everybody's
of
oar
almost every case it shows exoellent re*rvioes,
churcbee
to-day
*ould be as vacant as last year’s birds’
sults, as msny of my customers testify.
Grew Trass Around Yeur Farm.
le®ts. And
yet the churches then were
Well grown trees about the farm- No other kidney remedy that I know of
>*ten crowded with an eager throng
has so large a sale.”
boose give It character as nothing else
H.
broughout the day.
According to sworn statements and
can da
Every older farmhouse has ) verified
testimony of thousands who have
them If the owner baa not cut them
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
Setting Him Right.
down. If one wants to sell bis farm
“Vou'U have to keep quiet for six patriarchal trees work toward high Kilmer’s Swamp-Boot is due to the fact
that it fulfils almost every wish In overweeks," sold the doctor solemnly.
prices. In tbe Immediate vicinity of coming kidney, liver and bladder dis"Six weeks!” echoed the actlre poli- the boose deddooos trees are prefera- eases, corrects
urinary troubles and neuble to evergreens, especially In win- tralizes the
tician. “i thought you were a phyuric acid which causes rheuter.—Farm and Fireside.
matism.
ilcian.”
You may receive a sample bottle of
“I am.”
“Sabered day sod night the torment of Swamp-root by Parcel Post.
Address
“Then what 1 want from you Is a
until
1
me
Nothing helped
Itching piles.
Dr. Kilmer A
N. Y.,
prescription. not a penance. ”—Wash- need Dosn’e Ointment. It eared me perma- and enclose ten Co., Binghamton,
cents; also mention the
B.
Garrett,
ln«ton star.
Mayor,
John
Hon.
nently—
i Ellsworth weekly American.
Girard Ale^-AW.
That

NOW IS THE TIME
plan for your next harvest—not by castles in the
lir but by fertility in the soil. Select that fertilizer
hat will supply most perfectly the plant food reluired by the crops you are going to raise.
Pannenter & Poise? Fertilizers
ire well balanced in their composition—not only
applying just the kind of foods the crops most have
mt furnishing it in the most available form and in
he right proportions. They are composed of organic
o

Our neigh boring town, Ellsworth Falls,
points the way in the words of one of its
most respected residents:
E. P. Lord, Ellsworth Falls, Me., says:
“I had acute attacks of backache, especially severe when I stooped or lifted.
When having one of these spells three
years ago, 1 decided to try Doan’s Kidney
Pills, and got a supply at Moore’s Drug
Store. They removed the trouble in a remarkably short timt, and after taking
them I enjoyed much better health. The
cure has lasted.”
Price 50c, at all dealers.
for a kidney remedy

Don’t simply
get Doan’s

ask

Kidney Pills

—

the

same

—

that

Foster-Milburn Co.,

had.

Mr. Lord

Props., Buf-

falo, N. Y.

MI-O-NA

QUICKLY
ENDS INDIGESTION

Kat Your Favorite Food and Never
Fear After-Distress.
There is a way for you to eat whatever your stomach craves
Many will
say: “How I wish I could but I have
tried and every time it nearly kills
me.”
The real trouble is that people who
suffer the untold agony of indigestion
do not realize that the stomach has
a lot of work to perform in digesting
the food, and if crowded with extra
labor it rebels and kicks up a fearful
disturbance.
Mi-o-na, a simple and inexpensive
prescription, easily obtained from G.
A. I’archer or any drug store, will
quickly and effectively stop this disturbance, or money refunded. It not
only increases the flow of digestive
juices, but surely and safely builds up
and strengthens the stomach walls so
that what you eat is cared for as
nature intended.
It's needless for you to suffer with

indigestion,

heartburn,

Ready!
To make

nice light cake and perhaps

All from William Tell and all
because this is
the all 'round flour that keeps
the cook in a good humor.

always good

Extra nutritions ovd goes
farther—a secret of Ohio Red
Winter Who t and the special
process of milling yours only in
(29)

sour

JoProperlyTreat

a

pie or two—the kind of good living that makes the family smile.

biliousness,

and gassy or upset stomach, for
Mi-o-na tablets surely give prompt
and lasting relief and are perfectly
harmless.

“batch”

a

of old-fashioned, wholesome, home-made bread, a

William Tell Flour
WHITCUMB, HAYMES &

CO!

C. W. GKINDAL.

Rheumatism. Sore Muscles, Sprains.
Bruises, bathe the parts affected
with hot water, then with the bare
hand rub thoroughly with

HUB-MARK

Johnsons

^jjpiment
The remit will utonuh

you.

IN USE OVER IOO YEARS.
This liniment can be used
Internally and Externally.
Taken on sugar or In sweetened water
it la a quick, safe remedy for coughs,
colds, croup, sore throat and tonniitis.
25 and 50 cents at dealers.

L 8. J0HH80H St 00., Ino., Bruton, Mui.

PARSONS’ PILLS
Aid

Digestion.

Yes—Many People

have told us the same story—distress
after eating, gases, heartburn. A

RUBBERS

A HURRY CALL
for

rubbers on a nasty wet morning suggests
Hub-Mark rubbers to most people. Nowadays wise
folks consider Hub-Mark rubbers as essential to the
complete wardrobe as a pair of shoes, especially in
this climate where the three seasons are June, July
and Winter.

Hub-Mark rubber footwear is made so everlastingly good that It will give the tough pavement
a terrific
tussle
before it giws In.
Hub-Mark
Rubbers coat no more than any standard firstquality rubbers, but when you buy them you are
buying for not only one season, but perhaps two.
It's the rubber of the present as well as the future
Made In a great range of styles for men,
women, boys and girls.
When you buy rubbers ask for “Hub-Mark. **
It’s best because there are no regrets.

$S*D£Xla

before and after each meal will relieve
you. Sold only by us—25c.
E. G. Moore.

THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK
It yonr dealer cannot supply yon, write

a*

BOSTON RUBBER SHOE CO.

BstMished 1S5»

MALDEN. MASS.

ijfjc (gUaroorth American
*

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
rUBLIBHV
ITVKY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

MAIN£.

ELLSWORTH.
BT

TAB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING €*»
W. H. Titcs, Editor »nd Manager.
a year; fl.Ot* lor tlx
aid
months: 50 cents for three months; If
Miictiy In advance. $1 50, 75 and 38 ceata
respectively Single copies 5 cents.of All ar92 pei
rearages are reckoned at the rate

tBoecrlprion Price—#2.»

▼ear.

Adeertlslrg Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on appllcatloa.
Business comm anIcatlons should be addressed
to. and all checks and money orders made pay
•ole to THE HAWCOCE COUHTT PtJBLIiHIHO
Co-, Ellsworth. Maine.

poultry specialists

in the

2,500

department.

The way to have eggs late in the
year is to hatch pullets early. It is
the early hatches from which the
early pullets arc derived that are the

morbid crowds in the Hancock connty
court house.

lieved that

they

would

plan.

market in America when they attain
weight of three-fourths of a ponnd
to a pound and a half each, which
they should reach at about aix to ten

he thinks
bard to beat in this county.
She is a full-blooded Jersey cow, and to
get an impartial analysis of the milk, 12
quarts and one-half pint were taken to a
neighbor's, put through the separator,
and the butter produced was two pounds
milk

would

should begin to lay in the fail at the
time when eggs are scarce and high

price.”

and

nominations,
democrat, is

SOOU'.

butter

erence to

MmHhM fist Hi IwnSfp
OMsst Ml (Ml k twttrt IMS.
Motocsriee, Bicycles, Savin*
Sheet Music tiid Music B^iks,
Machines, Victor »nd Edismi Tslkin* Machines, Typewriters,
Vacuum Cieaner Poet Cards of local slews.

permit tbe carry-

business and

amuse-

on

richfieM of

Franklin bays and tributaries.

production

was
a

three miles

fromfthe village,

PAYMENT

EASV

TERMS

rI

99 main street 9
Bar harbor, Maine.
Main

Suinphunny Or- bwtr*.
Ladies of the Congregational church
furnished the people of Ellsworth with s
novel sod mating entertainment st Hancock hell left evening, when they intro*
duced the "Ellaworth Suinphunny Or-

£pttlKl 2follU*>.

FMFNT
I *
CLCMEn

Tbe act

boot 150.
to extent!

me

Eastern Maine railroad for
introduced
Several
cluded

an

gnarter ni
two year*

me
waa

Wednesday.

billa
act to

Thursday inprovide for legal registra-

introduced

bill introduced Thursday provided for a
change on distribution of State school
fund, payment to be made to towns and

years.

|

chestra”. It wee no me fu< ny, ell right,
end the only disappointing feature of the
evening wee tbet more did notevell them*
eelved of the opportunity to heer this
It is anwonderful array of ertiete.

to-day that the entertainment
repeated, by request, next Tueaday

nounced
will be

people

As we said some weeks ago in refthis matter, there are good

cities

evening.

Master Stetson to the effect that granges

on

bill to take

and

tbe

Mt.

“Puppchen” ..Quintette

operate
arguments on both sides of the qnes-, letting their halls to travelling moving- Desert toll
Solo, “Love’s Old Sweet Song,”
bridge as a free bridge. The
Mrs Harry E Rowe with loboee in chorus
shows
hot
the
of
most
the
war
the
tax
of
press
picture
pay
ment. The fishermen, it is evident, tion,
opinion
fGO, act provides that Hancock county is to
solo..Mrs Alloa P Royal
are not satisfied
with the present pretty generally seems to be that the is of interest to grangers throughout Han- pay |300, the town of Eden live-tenths, Mt. Bagpipe
Cecile walls.Full band
methods.
primary haa not yet bad sufficient test cock county. If it applies to grange halls, Desert two-tenths, Southwest Harbor Hand-organ Sumphunny.Miss Falvey
to be rejected.
The Portland Pres* the law doubtless also applies to town and one-tenth, Tremont one-tentb, and Tren- Solo, “Silver Threads’*.. Miss Lillis J Phillips
other public balls. State Master Stetson
The American last week inadver- favors the
ton one-tenth. Tbe county ot Hancock is “Sympathy”... Zoboea
primary. It tays:
personally investigated the matter at the to have charge of the bridge.
Quartette, “1 Want to Oo Back to Michigao,”
tently referred to Joseph Morrison as
“It is
because it
the
a

candidate for the

repnblioan

nomi

nation for street commissioner. Mr.
Morrison seeks the democratic nomi-

nation,

and G. F. Newman the

repub-

lican nomination.

According to reports from Augusta,
legislative committee on State
prison, whioh visited Thomaston last
week, found conditions there fully as
bad as tbe retiring warden, Frank J.
Ham, reported. As a result, it is not
unlikely that a recommendation for
an appropriation
for a new State
prison located in tbe central part of
the State may be presented in the
present legislature.
the

A bill to

the so-called “bine
before
the
legislature.

modify

laws”,

is
These blue laws have for years been
more honored in the breach than in
tbe observance, and sentiment alone
has been largely responsible for keepthem on the statute books. We
do not believe in letting down the

ing

bars

absolutely to business and pleas
Sunday, and in some respects
bill proposed may go too far, but

urea on

the

some
are

modifications of the present law

suggested by

common sense.

The lobster promises to figure Urge
in the Maine legislature again thU
year. The desirability of a uniform
between Massachusetts and Maine U admitted, but the
trouble seems to be that the only
law as to

length

thing Maine could do to bring about
uniformity would be to go down to
Massachusetts standard, whiob the
Maine sea and shore fisheries commissions says would be suicidal for
lobster fisheries.
Massachusetts,
claimed, has practically destroyed
its lobster business by taking small

our

it is

lobsters,

and now is

drawing heavily

upon Maine.
The democratic leaders in Congress
are becoming alarmed at the prospect
of a serious deficit in the treasury six
months or a year from now. While
the European war demand for American made goods has bolstered up general

business,

there is no revenue to
the government on these exports, and
goods are not coming from Europe in
anything like their usual volume.
The extra revenue provided by the
so-called “war” tax, seems destined
to fall far short of the loss caused
from this cause in addition to that
occasioned by the reduced tariff, and
the administration is facing the none
too cheerful prospect of being com-

pelled

in a few months to extend or
increase the “war” tax.
In another oolumn we publish a
communication under the question,
“Why Go to Cburoh?” which is es-

pecially interesting
Ellsworth,

to the

people of
church-going
just closing. Our correwhere

a

campaign is
spondent, however, does not discuss
the question, but draws a striking
comparison between the church-going days of half a century ago and
The letter should, perhaps, be
now.
headed, “Why People Used to Go to
If it furnishes any answer
to the question of why people do not
go to oiioroh now as in those days, it

Church.”

is that the compelling power of fear
conducive to cburoh attendance than the persuading power of
love. Would you fill the pews by the
old methods?
was more

The weekly news letter issued by
the United
Spates department of agriculture gives a timely hint tor farmers,

anticipating

an

on

usually high prioe

over

gives
right,
peo- internal revenue collector’s office at PortaRep. Waagatt introduced a bill to amend
ple chance to make their own nomination! for political officers instead of moutn, before making the announcement. tbe special pauper law of the town of Deer
turning the job over to a select few, He learned further that where moving Isle lo conform to tbe general pauper law
oall them ‘bosses’ or ‘leaders’ or pictures were used by the granges them- 1 of t be State.
what yon will.
It may be that peo- selves for entertainments or at dances, !
Tbe first of tbe salary billa, baaed on
ple don’t make as good selections as no tax would be required, but when tbe recommendations of tbe
special comthe bosses did, and it is true that they a
travelling show held forth, then the | mittee appointed by tbe last legislature to
don’t always, bat the point is that tax on the ball would
have to be
they are the ones who should make paid. A bijl to relieve this situation was 1 investigate the matter Ot salaries of state
and county officers,
were
introduced
them, and they do make them under introduced in the Maine
legislature yes- Friday. One of tbe bills was for changes
the plen.
If they choose unwisely
terday.
is
of
the
part
in the salaries of registers of deeds; the
sometimes, that
price
we have to pay for free government.”
Mark U. Haynes, one of the old and other for changes in salaries of sheriff.
One of the strongest argnments substantial citizens of
Trenton, died Son- | The amonnt recommended for Hancock
against the primary is that the cities day, aged seventy-six years. Mr. Haynes i county's register of deeds is fl,200, and for
or large towns can name the candihad served bis town kith fully and well in tbe sheriff, (1,400. These are the figures
dates.
In Androscoggin county at almost every capacity, from selectman to recommended by tbe special committee.
the last election, every candidate town clerk. In early life be followed the Tbe present salary of tbe register of deeds
sea, and at one time enlisted in the Eng- is (1,300 and ot the sberiff (1,000. It is
nominated lived in Lewiston.
lish army, seeing service in India. He | expected that similar bills applying to
other offices will follow, and some livewas in an Indian port in an American vesAugusta Letter.
before tbe committees on
when some trouble arose, and he, ! ly hearings
set,
Jan.
1915.
a.
Acocwta,
with one or two shipmates, enlisted in the salaries are certain. Rills for changes in
To the Editor of The American:
It was only rarely and to intimate salaries of judge of probate, county treasThe legislative wheels began to turn : army.
that Mr. Haynes could be urer and county commissioners, as recomacquaintances
Tuesday, after tbe prolonged deadlock, induced to talk of tbia
interesting chapter mended by the special committee, hare
There baa not been the usual deluge of j
in his life.
Mr. Haynes had been failing since been introduced.
bills, but some of those introduced are of j
Both branches took a recess until Tuesin health (or some time. The sad death
much importance, and will oocupy much
a few years ago of his disday.
of tbe time and attention of tbe legisla- by drowning
NOTES.
tinguished son. Rev. Artemas Haynes,
ture.
Elmer T. Waterhouse, of Portland, has
was a severe shock to him.
He leaves one
QOne of these istbe workmen’s compensaother son—Ernest Haynes, of Bar Harbor, | bean nominated by Gov. Curtis as warden
tion act «bicb came so near passing tbe
and a daughter—Mrs. Fannie Blaisdell, o{ ot tbe Slate prison to succeed Frank J.
last legislature. Two of these bills have
Ham.
Ellsworth.
been introduced in tbe Senate. Some new
February 11 will be woman’s suffrage
feat urea are embodied in these bills. One
day at tbe State bouse. Tbe representaof these allows employers the right to be Recommends Close Time on Moos*.
their own insurers under certain restricRobed J- Hodgdon, of Lewiston, presi- tives’ ball will be given up for the heartions.
There it much discussion as to dent of the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and ing, and it is a pretty safe bet that tbe
hall will be filled.
aixe of tbe
force of
to Game association, in his address at the

Clarence

a

j

j

employer’s

help

shall appty, but it is
generally conceded that it shall apply to
employers of over five persons. The Cole
bill places the enforcement and all details
of operation upon the commissioner of
labor while the Swift bill creates a new
commission for this purpose.
Another bill introduced by Senator
Burleigh looks to the substitution of the
Massachusetts ballot law for the present
Maine law. In spite of the -fact that the
present law has not mads the ballot entirely effective, there is a strong feeling
that it is tbe best solution of a hard problem and will not be changed without a
vigorous protest. Senator Hastings’ bill
to change the
method of
voting at
primaries is likely to be looked at with a
good deal of favor.
Hancock county’s delegation has been
fortunate in committee appointmenta.
An important bill was introduced In the
Senate this week by Senator Scammon
providing for the maintenance of Mt.
Desert bridge, whenever it shall be open
to the public, as a free bridge. Ocher bills
introduced by the same senator were an
act to create the Salisbury Cove water company and an act to repeal the special smelt
law in Franklin bay.
Senator Chat to, who is chairman of the
State prison committee, is on a visit to
that institution, and Rep. Ricker is with
the educational committee visiting the
several state educational institutions. S.
whom

this

law

meeting of the
Augusta last week, said:

association

annual

“Our

first work

was

to send out

a

in
cir-

asking the opinion of memcertain questions. We found that

cular letter
bers

on

this association favored a close time on
moose for a period of five years, a resident
hunting license fee of from fl.OU to f2.00,
and if we get a close time on moose to reduce the non-resident license from $26 to
$15. It seems to me that we qpould have no
trouble in having these laws enacted, be-

they appear so obviously necessary,
and because the majority of the sportsmen
of Maine want these laws.
“Last year something was said about
restricting the killing of deer to one
bock, and this was made one of the
questions that we sent out. 1 am glad to
see that the majority of our members did
not favor it. I have talked this over with
the commissioners and all aeem to agree
that such a irfw would not be wise. In my
opinion we would fall into the same
trouble we an now experiencing with the
bull moose. I feel that when the law was
passed that only bull moose of two yean
and older should be shot, it was a blow to
moose hunting in Maine.
Had the law
read one moose, without regard to sex, we
would have had better moose hunting today, but to single out the bulls for
cause

slaughter

waa a

mistake, and could only
disseminating the breed.

as it has, in
Natun maintains her

end

own

balancea.”

known in Hancock county.
Governor Curtis
Friday nominated
Eraatua J. Carter, ot Stonlngton, as inlurance commissioner.
Mr. Carter baa
lor many years been engaged in the inmrance business, and ia a member of the
democratic State committee from Han»ck county.
L. E. McGouldrick, of Machine, has been
ippointed deputy secretary ot state, succeeding Arthur I. Brown, of Belfast. Mr.
McGouldrick waa a clerk in tbe state
treasurer’s office under Treasurer Singleton, and baa also beeq, in the hotel business.
He is a son of the late Barney McGouldrick, of Cherry field.

floattmcmratt
WANTED:

50 MEN

COW MISSION KM* NOTICE.
\
Hancock m.
Bat Harbor. Maine, Jm. 94. 1918.
the undersigned. b*ftn| been duly
Appointed by tb« Hooorable B«rtr*nd
K. Clark. Judge of pro bale, with in and for
raid county, commissioner* to r reel re *0<j
decide upon the claim of the creditor* of Cllf.
ton R. Dolllver. 1st* of Rden. In *nld
county
deceased, wboee estate ha* been represented
insnlveat. hereby give public notice agreeably
to the order of Ibe a* d Judge of probate, that
•I* months from and alter Jan. IS. ISIS bare
been allowed to said creditors to present and
prose their claim, rad that we will attend to
the duties assignee us at «he office of C hat.
H.
Hinor Block.
Wood la
Bar
Harbor. Maine, on Wednesday, the seventh dar of
April a. d. 1914, and Wedoeaday the thirtieth
of
a.
d.
at
tea
June
of
the
1914,
day
clock in
forenoon of each of said days.
HABOlit F. Cabtrb.
Atnan
J.
Monas.
tom miss toners.

WI.

O. A. Parcber, tbe enterprising drugis advertising to-day for fifty men

fist,
ind

women

to

take

advantage

of tbe

ipeciai ball price offer be

is making on
Dr. Howard’s celebrated specific for tbe
:ure of constipation and
dyspepsia, and

—

What Is the Best

Remedy

Q. A. Parcber baa boon able to secure
only a limited supply of the specific, so
great is tbe demand, and you should not
delay taking advantage of tbe liberal offer
be la making tbis week.

For

This is a question naked ug many tunag
each day. The angwcr ia

We guarantee them to bo mtirfantngy
to you. Bold only by ua, 10 centg.
C. G. Moore.

Solo. “That Old Gtrl of Mine.”
Miss Phillips, with violin obligato.
“Rag Picker”

WEST PENOBSCUT.

The lax collector report* the taxes well
in and

hopes
day.

ment

to clear

bis

books at

settle-

Irgiftlatibr No tier*.
UAH

Miss Magee and Mrs. Mary H. Ueeereux and daughter Marguerite were passenger* on Monday's boat tor Orono.
F. F.

Perktns, of Sandy Point, has
bougSt the Avery lot of Mrs. Sadie Farnbam and will at once begin to cut the
lumber and wood.
Miaa Alice McGee dosed a successful
of school in the Devereux district
Jan. 23, with readings and recitations by
the pupils, enjoyed by visitor*.
term

Max and Horace Leach, Mial Perkins,
Frank Devereux arid Hollis Farnbam, are
cutting logs, lath wood and wood for J.
W. Bowden on the Ward* ell lot.
The high school at Penobscot village
begun the winter term with thirtytwo pupils, and is pronounced a very successful school, with good teacher*.
has

At the regular meeting, Spofford lodge
A. O. U. W., elected the following officers
for 1*15:
Master, Mark C. Devereux;
foreman, Sylvanua L. Heath; overseer,
Albert E. Varnurn; guide, Edwin B.
Heath; financier, Seymour F. Ward well;
receiver, Albert* P. Leach; inside watchman, Arthur M. Qrindle; outside watchman, Percy Perkins; past master, George
M. Staples; trustee, Arthur M. Orindle;
representative to grand lodge, Seymour
F. Ward well; alternate, Albert E. Varnum; recorder, John B. Wilson.
Jan. 25.
Spec.

ttl.inLO.

^*lh

~

and

of_M

Kiic

—

to

INVALIDS
Very best
lit Ohio

nurse,

?.

a p m
flu *<>)«# m favor

of

Bridge* will
room

at

the

Thursday. Feb 4,

Auguata.

the

town

of Steuben.

PENSIONS
committee on Penrinoi will give a
public hearing in it* room at the state
bonne, in Aoguata. on Wedneeday. Feb. ft. ItlS,
it 2» p m., on an act for tha relief of the
blind reaidenta of Maine.

THE

HI'M IAL 401 NT CUMNI1TKB
PPHK Special Joint Committee to which ha*
been referred all bill* relating to Work1
men’n Comnennatton or Employer#’ liability
let a will give a public hearing to all inter
rated at the State buoM In the bail of the
Honae of Repreaentatlvea. Auguata, Wed netJay. February third, at two o’clock in the
afternoon.
By order of the committee.
Howaao H. Joints. Secreter;
• KA AND SHOKK PDHRKIflt.
committee on Sea and Shore FDbrriea
give a nubile bearing in Ita room at
house, >n Auguata, on Tuesday, Feb.
1. ms, at 3 p m on the following:
No. 1. An act to repeal chapter 4 of the
law* of the year 191S. reprivatetoand>peclal
the taking of amelia in the watera of
lating
EgipliWf, Franklin bay. Taunton bay and
river and their tributariea in the town* of
Hancock. Franklin and Sullivan in the
county of Hancock.
will
THE
the State

SAL AMIES

AND

FEES.

committee
aalarlea nod
THE
give
public bearing In ita
be State bouee. In

feea will

on

a

room

Aoguata (room US),

■

u
on

rueaday, Feb. S491S. at 1 p. m.
An act to provide for the claeelttcatlon and
-ornpenaatfon of clerical employee# in ataie
tnd county oftcea.
An act to equalise the aalarlea of the Judgea
>f Probate.
An act to

treasurer#.
An

act

to

Attorneya.

equalize the aalariea of County
equalize the eniaricw of County

An act to equalize the aalarlea of County
ommlaaioaera.

insuranct Siatnunt*.
PKKRLKM CAHl'ALTI COMPANY,
ASSETS DEC.
Real e.tate,

tl. IMA.

Mortem,, loans,
Mock, mo d bond,,
uh

In ofle, and

A,ent,' balances.

bmnk,

Interest mnd rnu,
Ml other umu,
Oram* assets,
deduct Items not mdmtttod,
Admitted imu,

•
we

samples of onr
■
■ J hosiery which
furnish for you upon
you can easily earn a beautiful Dali
reunesl,
**'• yon
pair
00 shoes
We tire the option of a pre
mlum or a commission of “rvAll oroers
l»%. aii
orders *r«
Tv.T
are
delivered free at your door. We guaranies
every pair to give HiuiK'orT
'Knee.
service.
A
aatiafac'ory
A
Dost Ml card
card will
will Kring neioa liafV
postal
bring price Itsfsnd full panic
alarm by return melf. Bar 8t»ts Hosts,
r
Co.. In.r.Sl Willow Bt..nnd It
BarksrCourt.
L>ynn, Maas.
iu

HKlIXlffft

a

The

common schools, except the Farnschool, closed Jag. 22. The Farnbam
school will close in two weeks.

AND

W»yi
TBKcominitleton
give public hearing In it*
bou*e. in
Slat*
HUS. at

bam

si_.1

board, also maternity cases.
E. G.
given
Moo a a.
Bsngor, lie. Tel. 1S6I E.

care

iltl.sm ,
LIABILITIES DEC. SI. IMA.
AM unpaid loam.a.
93
L'nearned pretutuma,
a.jM *
Ml Other liabilities,
tjm U
;aeb capital,
IM OQO oo
iarplns overall liabllltlea,
ia.it* S5
rotal liabllltlea and anrplna,
■»- A. CCNNINUHAM. Dlat.
ELLSWORTH, MB.

,ill ASS
Mgr..

>

Zmmiarauiug,

8t.,

for family of
good
home. G. H. Wasmom, East
Housekeeper
Barry, Me.
for unmarried
AdHOUSEKEEPER
dreea, 8. B. A. Ellsworth. Maine.
one;

man.

loau

WATCH

J.

Kan^TBarry.

Me

Jot Salt

THE

Densonm, Foxcrott, Maine.

8s.v.‘ Perry.
1
sket:
1L“ E"!J. •»'**£"•
H. Maootuber’s
mi.

A

mjoVm

aaau

ucaert

a

s.

as

cr

*'r*'U'

Telephone

V
ltt,or,BB“on'
Pb*bb A- Moot

s!tb

83 DIVIDENDS
Coin.

0F?m°n8n.Vi!L,‘Sr*'' (,rugstoreTvecnte
“d

Vplyt. »'•

MAINE

*•*»«*••• mada and abttracts
■nd capias turnlabad an chart
natlea, and at NITRUKI nca
OFPIOBt

MORRISON,

JOY I CO. BLOCK,

•TATR

°k* or John Header piece.
tha east side Hurry
Road,
misworth, Maine, consisting of about arts
*cr®»
laBd »"d food dwelling house a
outbuildings. For particulars inquire
Fnun L. Mason, Ell.worth.
Mains, or Jons

^

TITLES

—

BOOK No. 44M issued by th# Han
cock Co. Savings Bank. Finder
BANK
plea*
P
to N.

retnrn

Wm. O. EMERY
■-LB WORTH,

FOB
Hesmiten coat of arms
white enamel on gold back,
betweei
Hancock bouse and hardwood
Pin
dar return to AMnnican office. factory.
Reward fti.

already paid semi-annually by
the Nacock Crafty
Savtaft Bank.

Put YOUR money in line with
these interest payments.

DISSOLUTION
OP
COPARTNKKNH1P.
Intelr
existing bepartnership
B. Harding and F. H Harding,
both of Sedgwick, onder the firm name of H.
» Harding A Son. was dissolved on this, the
fifteenth day of January, nine ewa hundred
and fifteen, by motoal consent
All debt*
due the said partnership are to be paid F if
Harding, and all demand! against the said
partnership are to be presented to him for
H. B. Habdinu.
payment.
F. U. Haboino.
Sedgwick, Jan. 14. 1914.

The lumbermen ere anxiously wailing
for aoow to do their hauling.

EUeworth.1

Constipation?

or

NOTICK

THE

Wescott, Keuel Whitcomb.

a

ro Take Advantage of Special Offer
Made by O. A. Parcber.

busineee In future will be carried on by the said
Oorham Stratton alone, who will pay and discharge ail debts and liabilities, and receive
all moneys payable to the said late firm.
rurroAD Pbbat.
Goan aw Stuattos
Dated at RUaworth. thla 11th day of January. 191A

cw
tween H

“Apple Blossom Time,” Zoboee. bells and

,AP1

AND WOMEN

—

rised. Save money—buy four incubatore and
borers direct from a factory in the heart of
tbe lumber lnduetry
we get rock-bottom
-you benefit. Write lor this new, free
pricee
book to day—a postal will do—but writ*.
MODEL INCUBATOR CO.. BuflMo, X. Y.

Tapley, Earl galvey, Percival

Boyden Scarce, of Eddington, has been
H. D. Ole, of Castlne, has a crew of
■ppomted by Governor Curtis as livestock choppers on the Fred Leach wood lot, and
sanitary commissioner to succeed Dr. Joly, will put op a portable mill near by to saw
of Waterville. Mr. Bearce baa long been the lumber. This lot is oo
Togas mounpromiueut in the grange, and is well tain, about a mile from the river.

An old Irish countrywoman, going to I
“Well, old man,” called oat the bachelor friend, u he beatened towards the Dublin by trsin, stepped in a first -clam let a flfty-cent package at half price, 2S
j
station, “and how’a the familyf” The carriage with her basket and made herself I cents.
much-married man laid a restraining hand comfortable. Just before the train
started, ! Tbis is an nnnsnal opportunity to obupon his shoulder.
“My children,” he the conductor passed along, and noticing i tain 80 doses of tbe beet medicine ever
said, “are at a very difficult age ju,t now.” the woman and the basket,' said gruffly,
made for ball its regular price, with tbe
“Difficult!” inquired bta friend. “But “Are you first-class, my good woman?”
“Indade. I
and thank you,” she repersonal gnanantee of a well-known bosithey’re all past the measles and the teeth- plied with aam,
“and how do you feel
smile;
aees man to refund the
ing age, aren’t theyTV “Yes, long ago. yourself?”
money if it does
But, my good fellow, yon don’t know
not give satisfaction.
what a father’s troubles are.
My chil- "IJISI OK" FACT « ss POULTKI KKKPINO
If yon oannot call at O. A. Parcher’s
dren are at the age when, it 1 nse slang,
Just oS the press-* new, usosual bookmy wife says I’m setting a bad example; bus 5 big chspisre of brand new facts on rsla■ton to-day, send him 26 oenta
by mail
and, it I speak correctly, the youngsters ing poultry. It's free and erervooe.
whether keeping S or SOW birds, needs It.
think I’m a back number.
tnd he will send you a package
Now, which Telle
about
promptly,
location,
breeds,
feeding, etc.,
would you doT”
also the new self regulating borer just dscharges paid.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Contain Memory
at mercury will surely destroy the sense of
smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous
surfaces. 8uch articles should never be used
except on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do Is ten fold
to the good you can possibly derive from
them. Ball's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
F. J. Cheney k Co., Toledo, O., contains no
mercury, and is taken Internally, acting directly npon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. In baying Ball’s Catarrh Cure
be sure you get the genuine. It Is taken internally and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J.
Cheney h Co. Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists. Price tie per bottle.
Taka Hall’s Fatally Fills for oonktipotion.

IE

accompanied by petitions signed by

An act

but

NOJfR BETTER MADE.
DESIRED

GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.

January 1 on the basis of cumThe violin playing of (larence Tapley,
ber of pupils actually enrdtled in the and the
bagpipe solo by Mr*. Alton P.
Here is a fish story from Green lake,
schools during the preceding year.
Royal were alone worth many time* the
the truth of which is vouched tor by our
Hancock county bills introduced in- price of admission. Rut these were only
Bennie
correspondent.
Higgins and cluded one by Senator Scammon tor tbe two of
many artistic numtiers on the proAleck White found two salmon weighing
incorporation of the Salisbury Cove Water gram, which was as follows:
NOTICfU
eight pounds each on top of the ioe alongCo., with a capital stock of (20,000, which
“Tipperary’'.Fall band ia costume
la hereby glrcn that the parnerside of a hole in the ioe. It seems they
may be increased to (90,000. Tbe incor- “Juanita”
.Striae instrument*
NOTICR
ship
lately
existing between
the
lumped up through the hoi* but failed to porators are William E. Peach, Bloomfield
undersigned. Clifford Perry and Oorham
Duel, “Come on Over Here,”
Stratton, carrying on businesa a* confectionJump back again.
Karl and Isabelle Falvey, with piano
Higgins, Qeorge Bunker, James Blanchat
Ellsworth
Hancock county.
ery merchants,
Maine, under the firm name of Perry A Strataccompaniment
ard, Anthony Kobicbaud, all of Eden.
Announcement made by State Grange
ton. was onrthe Itth day of January, ltd. disband
Seqator Scammon also introduced the “Beautiful Lady,”....Full
solved oy mutual contest. and that the

both sides of the question. The
politicians of both parties pretty genbills were presented in the legislature
erally are against the primary syslast Friday. They won’t go through
tem, but this is s measure on which

the

to

so as

certain

of

on

ments

doesn’t mind the storms’’. Mr.
Stinson has not drank tea or coffee (or

reduction

by

ing

isss

established

Anotber bill of

onncea.

party measure, by any means.
thirty-flve
republicans and democrats

must eventually be
themselves.

laws” of Maine

says “he

There are

The bill to abolish the sea and shore
commission has bobbed up again, and
without any provision for the administration of the affairs of this depart-

Old Reliable MUSIC STORE

ap-

tion of nurses, with degree of R. N. The
proposed law would no; restrict unregisJonathan Stinson, aged eighty-one, of tered nurses from
practicing, but would
Stonington, ia busy aa usual cutting and' impose a Sne tor practicing as registered
hauling wood to the village. He lives nurses whan not so registered. Another

Primary Convention.
The bill to abolish the direct primary and return to the convention

the referendum would undoubtedly
be invoked, and the change, if made,

its

general importance introduced Wednesday was one to modify tbe #o-called “blue

be

and three

without some protest, and not all
from the men who draw the salaries,
either.

pearance

made

bill

suffrage
Wednesday.

women

—

weeks of age, respectively, at a greater profit to the producer than at any
The early
other time of their lives.

not a

The

Sunday.
The first special act from Hancock
welcome such a
Senalor
by
county waa introduced
an act to repeal
Scammon Wednesday
North Brook lin, tbe special law of 1913 relating to tbe takcow
of Herbert ing of smelts in Egypt, Taunton and

Ersstus J. Candage, of
recently purchased a
Candage, of Ellsworth, that for

a

liCfiilatlve New* of laterest to H»ncoek County Bonder*.

(he advisa-

ita board

bringing about more cordial relations between the residents and nonresidents. Several summer visitors have
their legal resi lenoe there, and it is be-

on

salary

The first of the

changing

a

Bangor ie now enjoying tbe delecGarmong-Henderson case which system
of
making
has twice, in another phase, played to
though introduced by
table

of

towards

largest money makers for the poultry
produce- Tne early hatched cockerels can be marketed in almost any

in

JAN. 27, 1915.

WEDNESDAY,

discussing

of selectmen
from three to five members, two of whom
shall be members of the summer colony.
The proposal is finding much favor with
voters who believe that such a plan would
greatly strengthen the board and do much

This week’s edition of The
hatched pallets, if properly grown,
American is 2,45(1 copies.
Average per week for 19X4,

Harbor in

Bar

bility

&]>bntiamnit<.

STATE SOLONS.

COUNTY 008311'

for eggs next fall. It says:-—“If the
farmer wishes to benefit by the high
prices that eggs are certain to bring
next fall and winter, he should begin
to get ready for them at once, say the

ihnsma iim.

ITRaST.
PiMiM

The merchant who says he does not
leliece in advertising, nevertheless
tlaces a sign over hie door and decor
Ms his window.
The sign tells the
tasser-by where the
merchant is
ocated; the attractive window invites
iim in from the siilewalk.
That* advertising, and good as far as it goes,
>ut tl doesn’t go far enough—it doesn't
l*t beyond the sidewalk. .In advertisenent in the local paper carries the sign
ind the window to the homes of prospective customers, and pulls them
rom the home to the store.

SHIP PUKCHA'K BILL,

good roads
AND LAND VALUE
Entire Community Reaps
fit of Better

FOR PRE-LENTEN DANCES.
Gown of Shimmering SI Ivor Tie*
•uo Contrast*d With Black Velvet.
i

■

.-

Bene-

Highways.

IMPROVED WAYS TO MARKET
A

Well Constructed Highway la a
Benefit to Proparty Owners Whoao
Land le Not Dirootly on tha Routs
to Bo Improved—All Adjacent Real
Eatets Risaa In Price.

The road oulhUng specialists of the
department of agriculture have the
following to say about the benefit of
well constructed highway to prop
ertj- owners whose property Is not dlractly on the road to be Improved:
lu planning the highway system or
the main market roads It will be found
necessary to omit many roads, the Improvement of which Is greatly dealred
by abutting landowners. The fact that
sneh property holders must pay a tax
for the bond Issue Is only an npparent
Injustice, for If the highway aystem Is
well planned the entire county will
feel the benefits of tbe improvement.
As a rule, main market roads reach
the majority of producing areas, and
when they are Improved all land values
tend to Increase.
The fact mat cities aud larger towns
sre frequently taxed for boud Issues
to build highway* outside of their own
limit* is sometimes made a point of
debate in t>ond elections. It Is argued
that because a lnrge part of the county
wealth Is within the corporate limit of
such cities and towns, highway bond
nrouHo nw pahtv sown
money should also be used to construct
their street*. It U even urged that the
The gown pictured here la a shimexpenditure should be made pro|<ortion
mering affair of silver tissue, suggestate to the assessed valuation within
ing moonlight In effect The bodice of
If the proceeds of
the city limits.
■hlrred black velvet Is supported over
were
distributed
highway Isind issues
the shoulders with straps of black Jet
in this way their puniuse lu many
and finished at the top with a narrow
eases would be defeated.
j
plaiting of the silver tissue. A silver
The primary object of the county
cord encircles the waist.
The skirt
highway bond Issue la to build county
consists of a series of circular tonics.
market roads and not 19 Improve city
For the many social functions that will
streets, although a high percentage
be crowded Into the pre-Lenten sea
of the assessed valuation may lie city
son a gown of this sort la both modthe
L*
now
kuown
that
It
property.
lab and becoming for most women.
expenditure of city taxea on country
roads Is a sound principle and that It
is one of the best features of state aid
selvage
In Massachusetts the
for highways.
city of Iloston pays possibly 40 per Handsome Floor Coverings That Are
cent of the total state highway fund, |
Easily Mads and Cost Little.
but not a mile of state aid highway
When tailors make men's suits they
has been built within Its limits. New
first cut selvages from the materials
York city also paya about t» per cent
used. These selvages make much betof the cost of the state highway bonds. | ter rugs than ordinary carpet rags
Some state laws prohibit the expendl
when woven In the usual manner, and
ture of proceeds of ^tate highway
they are warm and rich looking, espebonds within corporate limits of cities
cially if dark colored warp Is used,
or towns.
says the .Mother’s Mugazine. Another
The Improvement of market roads 1 advantage In favor of selvages Is that
results lu Improved marketing condt i they come In long stripa and require
little work In preparation for the
tlons which bcnetlt the city.
Most
0

Rugs.

1

1

j
j

ciiles are essentially dependent UJ1011
the surrounding country for their pros
lierlty and development. The develop
meat of suburban property for resl
deuce purposes Is also dependent uihui
highway conditions, and It la beooni
lug evident yearly that whatever
makes for an lucreaae In rural popnlation must be encouraged.
Since the
introduction of motor traffic country
highway* are used to an Increasing
extent by city residents.
In fact, the
yo»t of maintaining many country
highways lias been greatly Increased
by the presence of city owned motor
vehicles. The general advance in faduties for doing country business from
towu headquarters when roads are lmproved is no inconsiderable factor in
the commercial life of the community.

1

weaver.

In place of sewing the rags In the
usual fashion lay the end of one atrip
1 flat upoD the end of another and sew
together without doubling. Tailors
throw away selvages and
j usually
would therefore give them away upon
others sell them to rag men
j request;
for a few centa a pound.
| If you wish to make braided rugs of
selvage they must be used double.
i

KITCHEN FURNITURE.
I

i

i

Should Bo Comfortable and Attraotlvs,
Yet Adapted to Uae.
Every kitchen should boast at least
one comfortable chair, for tbe competent cook can learn to perform many
of ber duties sitting as well as stand-

ing.

CONCRETE ROADS DURABLE.
Advuiagu

For greater efflclency and comfort
tbe kitchen table la also of Importance,
for not only should It be strong and
steady, but It should also be of tbe
proper belgbt for baking and kneading
bread. It should have a deep drawer
to bold agate and wooden spoons, forks
and knives, cookie molds, etc.
Over tbe table either a convenient
cabinet or a simple board may be nailed Into place, upon wblcb can be bung
egg beaters, bread knives, measuring
spoons—indeed, all those small things
wblcb will save a busy woman countless steps during tbe day’s work.

of This Form of Highway
Sot Forth.
Iu a bulletin published by the Mis
souri state board of agriculture appears
a *liort discussion on
the ralue of the
concrete road by J. B. Marcellus. At
teution is flrst called to the durability
"f this type of road, and one Instance
;s cited
where a concrete road at Bellefutitalue, O, has withstood the wear
a**’1 tear of traffic and weather for
twenty years with a cost of maintenance lints than $25
per mile annually.
briefly described, Mr. Marcellus
points out that the coucrete road Is a
mushy, wet mass of cement, sand and I
stone put down In the middle of a j
thoroughfare between rigidly staked
side forms, where it hardens Into InThere Is a wide use of metal lacee.
destructible rock. These roads have a
Metal laces are used extensively for
crown, are never slippery and are
Always passable. Horses not only ob- bodices and sleeves.
tain a good foothold, but. owing to tow
Two-tone net tops are among the
tractive resistance, can draw two or most fashionable laces.
three times tteir accustomed load,
Net top lace with band run design
the average cost of sixteen foot conla likely to be much used.
crete roads has been
$12,000 a mile.
Costumes of white net or lace are
Sf<me farmers advocate a ten foot contrimmed with ornaments of Jet.
ffete road -vlth dirt road at the side,
which could be built for about $7,500 a
Tulle and lace are extensively used
ttide A macadam road costing $6,000
both for day and evening robes.
*
and $300 per mile per year for
A very dashing novelty Is a gold
tJPkeep really means an Investment of lace with the dower pattern in so light
<12.000 a mile.
a silver as to look white.
The concrete road prevents the dosOverdresses of lace banging straight
ing of thoroughfares for repairs as
from the shoulders and fringed with
Well as washouts, mud and dust, all of i
beads are among the new fashion feawhich is explained, not upon theory,
tures.
“ut by actual
tests, showing that the i
of lace, tnlle or chiffon in
materials composing the road cannot ! .Skirts
ivory, white, black or creamy tones
”°*Po from the grip qt that most tenamay be worn with the same black velof all modern binding materials—
ortlsod cement In addition to the vet basque.
economy of the concrete road as to j Wide black chantllly 'and dllet lace
minimum outlay for repairs,- It means are for full skirted tunics, bounces
®
mih are mounted over taffeta, bat
great saving In time and tbs wear
®nd tear on horses and
made separate from the foundation.
wagons.

cious

Republicans Not Alone
tion lo It.

OBITUARY

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

Following are retail prices:

XOBKKT M. CAMniU.

in Opposi-

The death on Monday of Robert M.
COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Campbell takee from ElMworth one of ite Creamery better, ft...

•

[ Washington Letter to Boston Transcript. I
The position of tbs republican* of tbe

best-known business man, and at an age
which makee it more to be ngretted.
Senate toward tbe administration abip
Though the eeriooe condition of hie
purchase bill ia being either misrepre- health wee known to hie frlende, he had
sented or is much misunderstood. Not ehown gradual improvement daring the
few weeka, aad the day preceding
only baa there been no break in the line peat
hie death was one of the moat comfortable
of opposition to the government ownerbe had known for weeka. Thna the famship plan of President Wilson, but repub- ily and frienda were unprepared for the
lican antagonism is rapidly being supple- andden termination. An ill-tarn Sunday
mented with democratic distaste for a night waa followed by
rapid ainking, and
measure which already baa baen shot full
ahortly before 10 o’clock Monday forenoon
of holes. Indeed, tbere actually is no be
paeaed away.
ship purchase bill before tbe Senate. Tbs
The underlying cauer of hie death waa
original measure baa been torn to pieces Bright’a diaeaae. In Bangor, on October
by skillful and honest analysis, and tbe 6 Mat, Mr. Campbell auffered a atroke of
democrsi.c caucus has been unable to
paralyeia. After a week in tbe hospital
agree upon a substitute.
there he was brought to bia home in EllaAt no time since the debate opened worth, and bad ever elnce been confined
would the democratic leaders have dared to hia bed.
permit the administration bill to come to
Robert Middleton Campbell was born in
a vote, even were the
republicans willing. Ellsworth, May 21, 1861, the son of the
Night after night the supporters of tbe late Hugh and Lucy Campbell. As a
President bave been trying in the caucus young man be learned the
printing trade
to get their colleagues lo vote for twenty- in tbe office of Thb Elmwobth Ahebifour-hour sessions, to tire out the oppocak, and then went to Bar Harbor, where
sition, but this rote baa been refused by he worked at the trade a few years.
democratic senators who heartily oppose
He then returned to Ellsworth and
government ownership of
steamship opened a printing office, eatabliebing a
lines. These men, who possibly constipaper known ae the Ellsworth Times.
tute a majority on the democratic side, This waa succeeded
by the A deer titer,
might swallow their pill and vote for sbip and this in turn, about 1888, by the Ellspurchase if the final vote were being worth Enterprise, a stock company being
taken, but up to that point they will do formed by Mr. Campbell for tbe publicaall in their power to delay tbe bill and tion of this
paper. Mr. Campbell coneliminate tbe feature of government tinued the
publication of the Enterprise
ownership which President Wilson de- until June 10, 1911, when fire destroyed
clares to be essential.
the plant.
so far there has been no “filibuster” on
Soon afterward Mr. Campbell estabthe bill. On the contary, the republican lished the
jot*,
pUnt,

speeches

have

been

carefully planned

to

VEGETABLES.
Potatoes, bn.
Beets, i.
Carrots, ft.....
Cabbage, ft.
Onions, ft....

50
03
03
03
08
04
08
05
10
30

....

flqnasb.
Turnips.
Parsnips, ft..*...
Cranberries, qt.
Celery, bunch.
FRUIT.

Lemons, dot.
85040
«...
Oranges, dot. r..
35045
bbl.
Apples,
03.0002.50
A FEW STAPLES.

Sugar, granulated, ft.
powdered.
yellow.
Coffee, ft.

0
10
6

Tea. ft.

00088
40065

Molasses, gal...

45066

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.

Beef, ft.
35040
Veal, ft....*.*....
18080
Lamb, ft..
18036
Salt pork, ft.
15
15
Lard, tb.....
FLOUR. FEED AN*> GRAIN.
Flour, bbl.
fancy brands, bbl..
Corn, bag,(wnole, cracked or meal,
Shorts, mixed feed and middlings,
Oats, bag (#ibu).
MOUTH

OK THK

07.50 08.00

8.5009.00
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Mrs.

of President Wilson, but as a matter of
fact this series of carefully prepared addresses has discussed the White House

Endora

Garland received

The bones, the museles, end ell the
organs of the body depend for their
strength and tone and healthy aetion
on pore blood.
If the blood is re nr impure, the
bones become diseased; the muscles
become enfeebled, the step loses its
elasticity, and there is inability to
perform the nsaal amount of labor.
The shin loses its dearness, and
pimples, blotches and other eruptions
appear.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes purs
blood. It is positively unequaled in
the treatment of scrofula and other

humors, catarrh, rheumatism, dyspepsia, loss of appetite, that tired
feeling. Be sure to get Hood’s and
get it today. All drnggists.

PLUMBING,
Hot Witter Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICES

Twenty Veirs’ Experience.
Personal » Mention to ail ♦‘tails.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone IV—5.

1 70

THE—

KIVKK.

sprain last Sunday by falling
piazza.

THE WHOLE BODY
NEEDS PURE BLOOD

1.7001.75

week.

a
on

bad
her

Mr. and Mrs. Earl B. Tinker are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son,
born Jan. 21.
George W. York returned home Tuesday, after spending a week with bis sister,
Mrs. Edna Gray, at Sedgwick.

—

Indianapolis speech

senators to the

18 «??

Chickens, ft.a.
30036
Hay, loose, ton.
018.000616.00

He was well known in fraternal circles,
being a comma ride ry Mason, and a member of tbe Knights of Pythias end Odd
Fellows lodges. Though for years exercising no small influence in local politics,
Mr. Campbell never sought office for himself, the only office he ever held being m
janitor and manager of Hancock hall.
Mr. Campbell married, in 1883, Miss Ella
Man ing, of Bar Harbor, who survives
him, with two sons
Hugh and Charles.
He is also survived by two brothers—
Thomas H., long associated with h>m in
tbe printing and publishing business, and
John W., also of Ellsworth.
The funeral was held at the home on
State street this forenoon. Revs. T. S.
Ross and J. W. Tickle officiating.

that its

sponsors were runin circles trying to redraft
the bill to meet the objections which he
and other senators had raised.
Senator Lodge devoted himself to an
analysis of the fleets of the North Germm
Lloyd and the Hamburg-American lines
which he believes the administration purposes to buy, and Senator Root, of New
York, discussed the international aspects
of the ship-purchase proposition. Unfortunately the published reports of this
careful discussion have concerned themselves chiefly with the replies made by
some

Dairy butter, ft.
Fresh eggs, do*...
Fowl* lb...j,...

Campbell
printing
Charles Alley, who baa been employed
which be had since managed.
Mr. Campbell’s ambition alao led him in Bar Harbor, ia at home.
into other fields, and he was one of the
W. O. Bowden, who waa confined.to the
pioneers in the moving-picture business house laat week, ia out again.
in Ellsworth, establishing the first picture
Willie McFarland, o( Trenton, waa a
theatre to become permanent here, now guest over
Sunday at F. B. Sadler’s.
Hia sons Hugh and
known aa the Bijou.
Mrs. Linwood Leach, of East Blueblll,
Charles were associated with him in this
visited her sister, Mrs. Cora Alley, last
business.

disease the ship-purchase plan on its
merits. Senator Burton in an exhaustive
address covered almost every phase of the
general question suggested in the bill.
Senator Weeks, of Massachusetts, presented an admirable study of the details.
Senator Cummins, of Iowa, made so
masterly an analysis of the administration
measure from a legal and constitutional

point of view
ning around

46043
35086
83086

Capt. Fred Sadler, who has been ill since
last September, is reported as much better. All hope to see him about soon.
W. W. York went to Trenton last Fri-

day to attend the funeral of Capt. Fred
Murch, who passed away last Wednesday.

CLARION.
Whether it’s

a

range or a

fur-

“Clarion”, it Is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

Sinclair’s Orchestra
Music furnished for all

sions,

any number of

occa-

pieces

desired.
Prices reasonable.
Address
Sinclair's Orchestra, Ellsworth.
Telephone Connection.

PANAMA

PACIFIC EXPOSITION

TOURS, $190

to

$390

Booklet Free

MARINE

WALTER

LIST.

H. WOODS CO.

262 Washington St., Boston.<
novelty seriously and scientifically from
MRS. JAMES W. CARTER.
Hancock Counry Forts.
almost every point of view. The senators
Clara I., wife of James W. Carter, died
Southwest Harbor—Sid Jan^21, U 8 lighthave been keenly disappointed that so litearly Monday morning at her home in house tender Lilac
tle of their solid argument has reached
Hid Jan 24, tug and coal barge bound east
West Ellsworth, after a long and brave
Fox
Jan 23. scb Margaret, Boston for
In port
the public through the press.
She was in the
Walter Bray, Orland, Me., I
fight against cancer.
cargo mdse
Milbridge.
24 fox. 34 mink;
It may be said, however, that it has had
caught
of
her
Bass
Harbor—In
sch
Vere
B
age.
port—Jan. 20,
fifty-sixth year
Thomas Callahan,
North
great weight with the democratic leaders,
Mrs. Carter was one of the leaders in Roberts (Br) Beaver Harbor, N B, for Halera, Monroe. N. H., caught 28
Mass, cargo pulpwood.
fox with Page methods.
who already are convinced that if they the
she
was
a
in
leader
community;
fact,
Stamp for testimonials and
should jam through the ship purchase bill in any work which she undertook. As
Warranted
terms.
BORN.
land,
Bait and J
water, snow sets.
in anything like the form suggested by one of the charter members of Harvest
scent in pint jars, for sale by
the White House it would
unworkBEAL— At
Jan
to Mr and Mrs

Trapping

—

able,
were

it not

worse.

prove
Bo completely at

the democrats

over

Friday’s debate closed
taken until Monday to

the

that

a

bill

sea

when

recess

was

the agents
of the President in the Benate to get tothemselves
get her and decide among
whether they can offer a revised measure
that will command their op n respect.
it is to be borne in mind that notwithstanding the President has forced upon
Congress a ship purchase program which
is

j

enable

absolutely revolutionary

in

j
j

character,

and commits the government to an investment of thirty million dollars in an untried field, the only speech in defence of
the bill has been made by Senator Fletcher
of Florida, who is in charge of the measure.
Otherwise the democratic senators
have sat dumb before a discussion of a
measure so far reaching that it ia charged
that its consequences ultimately might
lead to

war

with

one

or

more

Home grange, she gave her whole heart
grange work, and to her more than to
any one person is the grange indebted for
its growth and influence in the community. She had held various offices in
She was for several years
the grange.
postmistress at West Ellsworth.
Besides her husband, she leaves three
Harold P. Carter and Mrs.
children
Howard H. Hooper, of Ellsworth, and
Mrs. Ruby Cunningham, of Bluebill.
Tbe funeral was held at West Ellsworth
this afternoon.
to

European |

powers.

Id fairness to the democratic party it
should be said that many democratic
senators are flatly opposed to the whole
plan of President Wilson. Some are out-

I

—

Ellsworth,
20,
Charles A Beal, a daughter.
LAWFORD-At Bar Harbor, Jan 10Mo Mr and
Mrs Arthur H Lawford, a daughter.
LEACH—At Penobscot, Jan 20, to Mr and Mrs
Pearl C Leach, a daughter,
MAYO—At Castine. Jan 17, to Mr and Mrs
Ray Mayo, a daughter.
ROBBINS—At Deer Isle. Jan 16, to Mr and
Mrs Allen Robbins, a son.
SANBORN —At Brooksville, Jan 20, to Mr and
M rs John C Sanborn, a son. [Murry Lloyd, j
TINKER —At Ellsworth, Jan 22, to Mr and
Mrs Earle I) Tinker, of Somerville, Mass, a

FALLS.

j

lopa

poor health.
Mrs. Charlotte Byrne and sister, Mrs.
spoken against it, and others are likely Eliza Ulmer, of Bangor, have been visiting
Pressure from the White House relatives here for two weeks.
to be.
Mrs. Morris Chick and son, of Brewer,
may force some of these men to vote for
the bill, but not all. The republicans are were here Saturday and Sunday, guests of
standing as a unit, with the possible ex- her sister, Mrs. Albert M. Hamilton.
ceptions of La Pollctte, Clapp, Norris and
and
who have
Samuel

Kenyon,

who in the past systematically
have voted with the democrats whenever'
they could.
Cummins, of Iowa, who is a near progressive, is now working heartily with
the regular republicans against the bill, j

Republican opponents cannot join hands
openly with the democratic opposition,
but it is an open secret in the Senate
chamber that the republican opposition
would make much less headway it it were
not receiving so much quiet support on
the other side of the chamber. The republicans believe they have the bill beaten,
at least in its present form, and although
they deeply regret that their course may
cause the failure of the supply bills and
hence an extra session, they regard it as a
patriotic duty to oppose a scheme which
they sincerely believe to be dangerous and
unwise.

Beaufort’s Novel Plan.
A new snd interesting example of the
spirit of progress which now animates our
townBand cities is the plan adopted by
Beanfort, 8. C.
Beaufort has been in the habit of get*
ting along like other small towns with an
underpaid town government and a board
of trade whose activities are hampered by
laok of funds. But the town has now decided on a new regime.
Its plan is to have a city manager to
carry on the town's business and a paid
secretary to do the hoard of trade's work
and to have them one and the same man.
The town and the board of trade between
them can afford to hire a good man, and
both jobs do not involve more work than
a good man can handle.
World's Work.
—

DIKD.

in

CARTRR-At Ellsworth: Jan 25. Mrs Clara I
Carter, aged 56 years. 10 mouths.
CAMPBELL—At Ellsworth. Jan 2ft, Robert M
Campbell, aged 5f years, 8 mouths, 4 days.
COLE-At Bangor, Jan 17. Oceaua Cole, of
bucksport, aged 62 years, 4 months.
DYER—At Cape Rosier, Jau 21, Margaret
Jane, widow of John Dyer, aged 75 years, 11
months, rt uH’vs.
Candage
wife,
been visiting A. W. Ellis and wife, have DOUGLAS—At Bucksport, Jnn20, Mary ElizaWo iain Warteu Douglas,
beth, wife of
returned to their home at Seal Harbor.
i
aged 5y ye • rs, 8 ruwut hs, 15 days.
C. A. Higgins, who has been home for GREENE—At Deer Is.e, Jan )!, Winfield, sou
of Mr and Mrs F Lamout Greene, aged 4
two weeks on account of lack of snow,
years, 8 months.
returned to his work at Green Lake Tues- * HAYNES
At- Trenton, Jan 24, Mark H
Haynes, aged 76 years.
day.
HIGGINS —At Ellsworth, Jan 26. Addie C,
William F. Robinson, manager of the
widow of A J Higgins, aged 66 years, 11
mouths, 19 days.
Union Iron Works, of Bangor, was here
JELLISON—At
Brooklyn, N Y. Jan 21, Miss
Tuesday afternoon looking over the new
Jn * Tisdale Jettison, daughter of ilffe late
I
Wimuiii ami Julia A Jeliison, of this city,
mills.
aged 77 years.
Mrs. Eva Fitzmaurice returned to Bos- MURCH
At Trenton Jan 20. Capt Fred L
Murch, ageti 46 years. 3 months.
ton Tuesday night, after a week with her
PETTEE —At Birch
Harbor, Jan 21, Mrs
Brown
and
wife.
Mrs.
W.
H.
parents,
Elmira Lindsey Pettee, ageti 84 years.
Fitzmaurice spent Sunday in Bangor with SW
\ZEY—At Portland, Jan 25, I .aura, widow
friends.
of Edward Swazey, foi merly of Bucksport.
YOUNG—At Bar Harbor, Jan 20, O W Young,
AMHERST.
aged 7t> years.

PAGE, Orland,

“OLD RELIABLE”
Your money is safe and
earning, when in the HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS BANK.
^rotessionai Catos.

MAKKIKD.

i CROSBY —ROBBINS—At Bucksport, Jan 20,
N S Swazey, Miss
Hazel Mildred
| by Rev to
Melviile Harding Robbias, both
Crosby
Hollis D. Jordan, of Wtaltham, was here i of Bucksport.
over Monday night.
JORDAN—WATSON—At Somesville. Jan 17,
by Rev J N Walker, Mi«s Lena Jordan to
Mrs. Fred Gracq has been down from
Luring Watson, both of Seal Harbor.
few days.
Green Lake hatchery
STEWART-DRISKO-At Corea, Jao 22, by
Rev E S Drew, Miss Maude A Stewart, of
Albert E. Foster and Freeman Jordan
Corea, to Frank E Drisko. of Columbia
Falls.
were at Mr. Foster’s camp at Otis a part of
I STKOUr— HODGKINS—At Ellsworth, Jan 25,
last week.
by Rev P A A Killam, Mrs Lucretia D
] Htrout.
of E Isworth, to Charles W HodgMrs. Susan Googins is at Ransom Bon- I
kins, of Bangor.
sey’s helping care for Mrs. Bonsey, who is

KLLHWORTH

EDGAR R.
Maine.

ICE

r\L

S CO T T

II

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent U iiioo Safe Deposit ft Trust Co., of rort*
and, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Maiu and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth, Me.

WILLIAM SEMPLE

dr

OSTEOPATH

Specialties: Nervous Diseases,
(Diseases of Stomach.
Treatment and Conanltation, by Appointment, in Ellsworth on Fridays.
Address, Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor, Maine
Telephones 1868 and 708-1

Commission

fUrtdjants.

BOSTON

V

fonpiissioN MERCIAN1*
WANT

j

Live

Poultry
and

—

Farm Produce.

j

George Williams has purchased
pair of horses.
Mrs. Urban Dickey and children
on her parents Sunday.
The

men

who

waiting for

snow

came

a

new

astimiamcn*.
called

have gone back

again.

Miss Bernice Clark, who is teaching at
Great Pond, visited at her home Friday
and

We have a pleasant laxative that will
do just what you want it to do.

jte%a£&(9tde'tJEi&6,

APPLES and

Gripe

We sell thousands of them and we
have never seen a better remedy for the
bowels. Sold only- by us, 10 cents.

Saturday.

C.
E. G. Moore.
“No man is as well known as he tninks
be is,” says Caruso, the famous tenor.
When the mail-order house finds a
“I was motoring on Long bland recently.
town whose local merchants do not adand
I
a farmentered
broke
car
down,
My
The farmer and I vertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing
house to get warm.
chatted, and when he asked my name I list.
told him modestly that it was Caruso. At
The local merchant who does not ad
threw
that name he
up his hands.
vertise is throwiug open the door to the
‘Robinson
he
exclaimed.
‘Caruso!’
Caruso, the great traveler! Little did I mailorder house, which does advertise,
expect ever to see a man like yer in this ; and which is looking for just such open
here humble kitchen, sir!’
tngs.
Jan. 25.

_

1

HALL & COLE
Fruit and Produce
Commission Merchants
Apples and Cranberries
Onr Specialties
101-102 Faneull Hall Market, Boston

Do Not

out of the woods

(established 1850

Sold for you

POULTRY

commission at
market prices, by
on

highest

WALL & t<>., 38 Clinton St., Boston.
Write lor market reports and shipping

P.

H.

cards.

HAY WANTED
W. J.

Phelps

Chamber of Commerce, Boston.
Mat: Beacon Trust Oo.

<

|

|

week, returned to ElJeworth Fells Saturday.
Arthur Leland, of West Eden, end bis
sisters. Misses Dorothy and Sylvia, of Mt.
Desert, spent Sunday with their grandfather, T. T. Leland.

NEWS.

COUNTY

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Bernard Webb is in poor health.
Tberon Staples and H. E. Robertson
were

week-end visitors in Franklin.
Kosa

Miss

Bowden,

Tunk Pond, spent the

;

teaches at
week-end at her
who

home.
was in Cherry field
installed the officers of
Friday night
Nokomis temple, P. 8.
Mrs. Lacy Webb and daughter Gladys
have gone to Northeast Harbor, where
Mrs. Webb ha9 employment.

Maria

Mrs.

Havey

and

Bernice Johnson, who teaches in the
Gordon district, spent Saturday and Sunday at the home of John Springer.
Miss

Beatrice

Gordon

has

returned

Surry, and Miss Ellen from
Swanvilie where they have been teaching.
home from

Golden Role society will

The
supper

Havey
Jan. 30.

and

have

a

in Hooper,
Saturday evening.

entertainment
hall

Co.'s

Mrs. Louise Holt is hostess.

regular meeting of Navajo
council the following officers were elected :
Prophetess, Edith Abel; Pocabontas,

!

Among those with heavy teams who went
North Anson last week to work for L.
B. Googins were A. B. Marshall, Lawrence
Hodgkins, Charles Corson, Leland Hop-

to

kins.

Ralph Springer

Jan.

and Howe Komer.

Jo_May.

F*.
on

A.

his

Wilbur has gone to Bangor to

DeMeyer

is

*

church, of Southwest Harbor, after being
closed some toonibs, was reopened for
The pastor. Rev.
service, Dec. 27, 1914,
William D. Van Valkenburgh, bus taken
immediate hold

upon the various interests
of the church, and with the A<d of those
interested

in the welfare of the charch

effected the reorganization of most of
different branch*5 of church work.
The Epwcrrtb League held a meeting at
Mrs. Frank Gilley’s, and elected the folPresident, UUa Mary
lowing officers:
Whitmore; first vice-president, department of spiritual work, Mrs. Fred Ralph;
second
vice-president, department of
world evangelism, Mias Florence Knowles;
third vice-president, department of social
service. Mias Lora Mayo; fourth vicepresident, department of recreation and
culture, Miss Gladys Whitmore; secretary,
Mrs. Gerald K. Stanley; treasurer. Miss
Cora Mills.
It was decided to bold monthly business meetings the last Monday evening of
has

EA3TBROOK.
Libbie

brought her K«iag mac bine the sewing
completed by twenty-one led tee gave satisfaction. A public supper wee prepared
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
by the circle committee et 6 30, end the
JfKTHODIST CHURCH IfOTKS.
townspeople made possible • ueet tutd to
The
Peoples’ Methodist Sp» scops! be raised tor the repairs on the church.

(MMJNTY NEWS

offering from

a

felon

linger.

Miss Vara Butler is working in FrankStella Butler.

lin for Mrs.

Miss Bernice Page is keeping house for
Mrs. Fred Joy, while she is in Bangor
with her son Freddie.
has been

Mrs. Hamlin Eingmsn, who
working in Hancock, returned home Friday. They will live in the Charles HardiTheir many
son
bouse
this winter.
friends hope th'.*y will build in the spring.

the

Jan. 25.

LOWELL ANIMAL

8PRAY.

furnishiugs

furniture and

InFraf

bouse-

H. Ma?c bss bis

his prosperity to the fertility of his soiland he keeps it right up to par.
Lowell Animal fertilizers give you punt
food in Nature’s most concentrated and available forms because they are made of Bone,
Meat and Blood, with high grade Potash
added in proper proportions. They are active
all the time—from planting to harvest—and
store up a reserve fertility for future seasons.
o-vc-i

saw

The Johnson cottage, which it is understood will cost nearly flO.OOO, is fast nearing completion, under the supervision of
The
the contractor, R.
M. Norwood.

•

cottage is located between the Cooper
cottage and the Claremont house on
Clark's point, which gives a pretty view of
gomes sound.
The fishermen

pleasure

are

WHAT

dren.
Daniel

MOTHERS
| NEED
Too manu women struggle
under pains and aches.
They are not side—but weak,
nervous, irritable.
#

Such women need that bloodatrengtb that comaa by taking
SCOTT'S EMULSION. It alao
itrengtbens the nerve*, aid* the appetite and check* the decline.

if eifa er mtie firm mmtjy
er M rmm gk**, SCOTT’S
ESKJLStQN wig kmiU her up.
SHUN SUBSTITUTES.

m

ii—in ■ ..
A

#b

rntafnaill

A WmYaiwcwn
» food
require**
__

buildI up wasted

tonic that will rapidly

Olivo Oil
Emulsion

sou

—

E. Q. Moor*.

leaves

one

daughter

—

Mrs.

Leighton, of Milbridge, and one
J. W. Pettee, who have tenderly

cared for her

during her illness.
grandchildren.

leaves several

She also
Services

were held at the Baptist church
Saturday
afternoon, Rev. E. S. Drew officiating.

Jan. 25.

Jattietop.

C.

Harsh physics r ict, weaken the bowels,
chronic constipation. Doaa’s Regoleta
operate easily, tone the stomach, cure constipation. Me. Ask your druggist for them.
—AdsA

better.

Mrs. Irene Pomroy, of Ell*worth, ia visiting Miss Nancy Brown.

Edgar S ringer and wife, of Lamoioe,
were guests of Mre.
Springer’s parents, N.
H. Tinker and wife, Saturday and Sunday.
Jan. 23.
KlD.

—

tbe

one

worms

safe and reliable remedy for
stomach disorders.
At dealand fl.00. Advice tree. Write

and

--

_J—'

analysis

LOWELL FERTILIZER CO.,* SsUftfiT

NEWS.

COUNTY
•

week in Rockland

lately.
Gilbert Rice, of Boston, was
tbe island laat week.

welcome

a

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

visitor to

Mi«a Hattie Ooniiera ia rlaiting beralster in DebloU.

Fred I. Hall, of North Brooklin. ta
working in tbe abop of Artbar t*. Hargrnt.
Mra. Velma Sargent ia on a two week.’
trip with her buaband, Ralph Sargent. on
tbe missionary boat Sunbeam.

Harr; B. Mevnell and wife, tiring
Canada,

an

the birth

of

receiving congratulation,
a

in
on

daughter.

Mn. Grace W front a r Jo; baa been in
Henry Tracy, contractor on tbe Born-;
bam wharf job, baa finished for tbe win- j town reoentl; dreesmaking. She will return to Koaton the flrat of February
ter, and will complete tbe work in tbe
The ladiee’ aid aociet; met Thursday
early spring.
H waa noted to
rjtbel M. and Harry W. Bunker are still with Mra. Stan Wileon.
attending school at Southwest Harbor. ! change the name to tbe Tillage aid society,
There are few young people on tbe island aa tbia aociet; ia for tbe beoeflt of church
and commnnit;.
this winter.
Somaia will meet Frida;, Jan. IS). It
;onng ladle* night, with M:-v<
Mildred Clark and Kolb Leighton a* matrona. Supper will be aerred at 6 o'clock.
Program tod dancing In tbe evening.
Jau 25.
H.

All sign* point *.o next muon being tbe
banner season of all. Eeery hou»e will be

occupied
ber of

for I be full summer, end
faces will be seen.

will be

> num-

nee

Philip E. Bunker, s student In Uilman
Harbor, spent
high school, Northeast
Haturday and Sunday «itb nia parents,
Leslie K. Bunker and wife.
Alonzo

J.

Bryant

and

his

crew

EAST 8l'RKY.

George fl. Weaeon

of< North Ell-worth

carpenters are still working on tbe new
Burnham bungalow, to be occupied by
Or. and Mrs. Talley, of Philadelphia.

Ulmer,

glad

student

getting

is

on

well

Mr*. J. A. Chatto haa returned from

The boat shop of Arthur L Sargent prea busy appearance.
At present be is
building a twenty-six foot launch for
Leslie R. and Lawrence L. Bunker. This
boat will have two four borne-power engines and two and one-half horse-power
bolster, and be ready lor the water about
February 15. The next boat will be
thirty-one feet long and nine and onehalf feet wide. Mr. Sargent also has bad
orders for three others to be built this
winter and spring.
Jan. 2b.
st'B.
sents

BASS HARBOR.
W. B. Watson
ness

was

in Rockland

on

of the unfortunate children
from Hancock county.
Fir* destroyed the house owned by
Clara 8. Conary Jan. IS.
It bad been
occupied the past year by Carl Chriatianaon and family, who were
mowing their
good* to the Freetby houae.
Jan. 21.
C.
the intercut

1

aimnttsnr«rr.*

QUARRIES, FACTORY

busi-

and CAMPS

last week.

Thurston returned from a business trip to Boston
Saturday.
Tbe annual meeting of the ladies’ aid
society was held Thursday afternoon and
evening with Mrs. Albert D. Moore.
Thirty-one were present. A bountiful
supper was served. Tbe table was beautifully decorated with carnations and
lighted by candles.
After supper tbe
annual business was transacted, the reports of the secretary and treasurer read,
and tbe following officer* elected:
Mrs.
Howard Kelly, president;
Mr*.
May
Rich, vice-president; Mr*. Harsh KitMrs.
tredge, secretary;
T. 8. Tapley,
treasurer; Mias Nell Norwood. Mrs. Lizzie
Kelly and Mrs. A. D. Moore, committee
on work; Mrs. U. W.
Billings, Mr*. Julia
Newman, Mrs. Rita Wallace, committee
on music; Mrs.
Msy Rich, Mrs. Ida Dix,
Mrs. Mary Rich and Mrs. Sarah
Kittredge.
committee on entertainment. After the
business meeting, an impromptu entertainment waa given, followed by games
and singing. A letter from one of the
charter members, Mrs. Amelia
Rich, was
read.
Mrs. Rich was unable to be
present on account of illness.
J*n- 28.
X. Y. Z.

ABHVILLE.

The next meetinr of the
Wednesday
club will be held at the home of
Mrs.
Sarah Bartlett.

Ralph Robertson,

who

has been attend-

inran automobile tcbool in New York,
returned home Satordiy.
Lawrence Orcntt, who ia
attending
business college in
Bangor, spent the
week-end it hie home here.
Mrs. W. M. Pettee entertained her
Sunday school claaa at her home
even-

Refreshments

Friday

were

served.

Mn. Leman A!bee, who
accompanied
sister, Mrs. Margaret (Hikes, and
young son, to New York, returned home
last week.
her

A

go-to-Sunday-school day was obthe Aahville Sunday school Jan.
No announcement was made
that it
was to be a special
day, yet Bfty were present.
Mrs. W. M. Puttee's claaa
gave a
■•rved at

me.

**•

LOCA-

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS.
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS

Maurice

ing.

an

eight-day* trip to Augusta, llailowrll,
Freeport, Portland, Pownal and Alfred, in

bis school work.

Wheelwright.

Mr*. Fletcher of

two areelca.

with

The Caroline Hire house, purchased by
Mrs. Wheelwright, baa been remodeled lo
such an extent that it does not look like
tbe same bouse. This cottage will be occupied next summer by friends of Mrs.

hu

housekeeper.

Mra. Suaan Mosley baa been at the home
of her aider. Mra. J. A. Chatto, the peat

one

in

to know be

u

Mim Winifred Lord i» teacher al the
Maine cbildrrn'a society al Augusta.

of our island boys,
Kockland high school,
made a few days’ visit with bis aunt and
All are
uncle, W. A. Freeman and wife.
Harold

now a

Jonas Lindsey is Ui.
w. M. Pettee *ll employed in
South
Goulds boro two day* last week.
|

program u follows:
Song,' dan;
addreaa of wrimiM,
Philip Martin;
Ada
Bartlett; tone, bo;a; recitereading'
tion. Wilton Hanna; Mercian, clan; aon«,
claaa.
Jan. 25.
Phikbe.

special

BOTTOM.
Maurice Allen .pent

ers’, 36c, 50c

Ankara, MaJac.

—

Writ* for oar free book lot. fft fW*s n saarnntasd
of every brand of l^owall Animal PsrtilUsrs and la full of
Information a* to fertilisation for all crops.
tf w« an rtf* rpmwlif la jrsar Isesltty, writs at far tbs aftncy

_

Charles

irritated uerve aud allays the infiammatioa.
Oet a bottle of Sloan's Liniment for IS cents
of any druggist and hare it in the house
against Colds, Sore and Swollen Joints, Lumbago, Sciatica and like ailments.
Your
money back if not satisfied, but it does give
almost instant relief.

u—*
no c

clkSoTiTrsrraiE®?!* 6m

looking forward with

to next

who went
to the
Tinker,
itfomiamnu*.
Snug Harbor, Staten Island, N.
PARTRIDGE COVE.
V., in the early winter, is much pleased
Mrs. W. A. Emery spent the week-end with all his
If Mothers Only Knew
surroundings, and as he has a
I in Ellsworth.
well-paid situation, concludes that he is How frequently children softer from
1
A. H. Meare, who has been at home safely anchored there for some time to worms they would take more precaotions
against this ooinmon ailment of child1 since
Christmas, returns this week to bis come. The postcard views of the buildHood, urown (oiks also bin
work.
and
ings
well-kept grounds, sent his
worm! very frequently. Signs
show
an
ideal
little city devoted
Edgar Springer and wife went to Sound friends,
ol worms are:
Deranged
Saturday, returning Sunday. Mias Natalie to the welfare of retired sailors.
furred
stomach,
tongue,
The Congregational sewing circle on
Tinker returned with them.
belching, variable appetite,
Jan. 25.
Hubbard.
Wednesday of last week was hired to sew
| increased thirst, acid or heavy
for Mrs. Margaret Trondy, who is an exTraise Mark
enlarged abHANCOCK.
pert In preparing work, and aa she
domen, variable bowel action, pale face
T. J. Hodgkins and wife, of Chicago,
ot leaden tint, bloiah ringe around eyes,
are spending three weeks at Biloxi, Mias.
itching of nostrils, languor, irritability,
Try This Fur Neoraigta.
Thousands of people keep on angering with disturbed sleep, grinding of teeth, irreguFrom there they will go, about the second
Neuralgia because they do not know what to larity of polee.
week in February, to Mobile, Ala., for do for It. Neuralgia is a
Over SO years ago my father discovered
pain in tee nerves.
three weeks, before returning to their What you want to do is to soothe the nerve It- the formula ot Dr. True’s Elixir, tbe Famself. Apply Sloan a Liniment to the surface
home in Chicago.
ily Laxative and Worm Ex palter. This
over the psi of u 1 part-do not r u b It in. Him, u’e
Liniment penetrates very quickly to the sore, remedy baa a world-wide reputation as

n»<*

In tart,
and F-ui< «fr»w. T.
p weefca earlier than the t fresn Mow
mv nrwl t wo or taw*
In tbr *sm« Md. with the rich! a**d and the tight
Lowell Potato Grow,

Sailor’s

•»use

k a most reliable prescription which we
always recommend for that pu

She

•itUNilMOorand fralt Shew.**

r««4 *Wi

«

_

Frank Moore at North Kilswortb. Mrs.
Moore expects to leave at an early date for
Honolulu, where she wifi visit her son,
Charles Kee, who has been in business in
Honolulu tor two years. She will take
in the Panama exposition en route, and
return to Maine in the early summer.

SlM RiSbo*
wi »t»w«

-1

Monday, the opening of
the season at Long pond, when the ice*
The Knights of the Maccabees bad a each
month, at the homes of the members. fishing begins.
Many of the fishermen
public installation at the grange ball Sat- All those interested in the
Valeria Hooper; Wenonab, Alice Watson;
league are in- have camps at this popular lake, and some
was
the
evening.
night
Although
vited to the business meetings as well as are planning on a week’s outing in camp.
Powhatan, William Richardson; K. of R., urday
and the installing officer from
to the weekly devotional meetings held Fred
Della Jellison; C. of W., Bertha Blaisdell; stormy,
Mayo, who bougbt the Harmon
an
in
did
not
appearance, W
put
Refreshments bangor
K. of WT„ Susan Hooper.
ednesdays at 7 p. m.
camp, has remodeled it and built a large
still they held their meeting, with fiftyThe Ep worth Herald, the official league addition, and has one of the finest winter
were served at the close of the council.
seven members and
visitors present. A
paper, has been ordered for the use of the camps at this lake.
The officers of Puritan Temple, No. 56, bountiful
was
and
a
fine
served,
supper
members.
Topic cards, containing the
P. S., were installed Thursday evening,
George Harmon, who broke his leg and
The officers
program was earned out.
with the leaders of the devotional
topics,
Jan. 21, by Maria Havey, D. D. G. C., as- were installed
by Past Commander Eu- meeting, have been received. Each mem- the bones of his ankle, on Thanksgiving
sisted by I^ottie Clark as G. 8. and Bella
day, is again out among his friends.
gene Clark, assisted by Walter A. Googins. ber should
procure one, as they contain Though he will be
Milne as G. M.
The officers are: P. C.,
compelled to use
Gem.
Jan. 25.
matters of interest.
Maria Havey; M. E. C., Alice Watson; E.
crutches for some weeks to come, he says
The Junior Kpworth League will be
INDIAN POINT.
S., Jennie Smytbe; E. J., Mattie Havey;
| it seem* good to get around on the streets
started soon.
M-, Edith Abel; M. of K. and C., Mabelle
Mrs. Elisabeth Liscomb spent the week*
again. Mr. and Mrs. Harmon and their
The ladies’ aid society, an important
Gerrisb; M. of F., Carrie Tripp; Pro., end at her home in Bar Harbor.
son
Ronald returned a short time ago
part o( church life, is (rowing in mem- from their
Geneva Dickens; O. G., Nicholas Abel.
j
trip to Boston, where Mr. HarJohn L*. Pray, of Weet Eden, spent Sunand in usefulness. The meeting mon
bership
was
served
the
close
at
of
the
Supper
went for .a hospital examination of
and
wife.
with
John
Abram
day
at Mrs. Eben Richardson’s Jan. 14 found
the bones of the leg, and the son Ronald
meeting, and the remainder of the evening
Victor Gooch and wife and G. L. Foster fourteen ladies and three children preswas spent in playing games.
The brothwas operated on for removal of adenoids
and wife, of Bar Harbor, were here Sun- ent.
The fingers kept pace with the
ers will serve sapper at the next meeting.
and tonsils.
were
made
too.
day.
tongues,
Arrangements
Jan. 25.
H.
Jan. 25.
Spec.
W. H. Higgins has been doing some car- for the tale and play Friday, Feb. 12, in
WEST FRANKLIN.
COREA.
work
E.
E.
at the home of
Brailey Masonic hall. The officers of the aid
penter
George Bradbury i» catting (tone tor at West Eden.
Min Inez Rowe, of Swan's bland, ia
President, Mrs. Gerald K.
society are:
Mrs.
Jacob visiting rclativn twr*.
Bradbury A Orcutt.
Miss Lucretia Pray died at the home of Stanley; vice-president,
Mrs. George Smith, ot Lamuine, visited her sister, Mrs. M. F. Harding, Jan. IS, at Walls; secretary, Mrs. Edgar Robbins;
A aeddiof took place at the Baptist
H. Msyo.
friends here lest week.
the age of seventy-nine-years and ten treasurer, Mrs. B.
Weekly church Friday evening, Jan. 22, whan
She leaves one other sister at meetings are held Thursdays at 1.30 p. m. Maude A., daughter of Otis II. Bleu art,
Mrs. Margery Goodwin and Miss Janie months.
The Sunday school, with B. H. Mayo as was
Seal Cove—Mrs. Clara Sawyer, besides
married to Frank E. Drisko, ol Col•re visiting in Bar Harbor.
nieces and nephews.
interment superintendent. Miss Lore Mayo, secre- umbia Fails. Rev. E. F.
Drew, ol Winter
Several of our local fishermen have re- many
was at Mountain
View cemetery, West tary and treasurer, is again in full run- Harbor, officiated, the single ring serturned with good catches of fish.
Eden.
ning order.
vice being need. The bride was becomGeorge B. Coombs wbo is cooking for
H.
Jan. 25.
During the week of prayer, beginning ingly gowned in pule blue silk memaltne
Butler ic Butler spent the week-end at
Jan. 3, the various societies of the church and curried a
large bouquet ol pink roues.
HANCOCK POINT.
home.
assisted the pastor in conducting a aeries An informal
reception followed the cereA. L. Partridge went to Bangor Friday of services which proved interesting and
Neil Newman, pulpwood buyer for the
Refreshments
were
served.
mony.
on
business.
and
well
Fibre
was
in
which
were
attended.
Penobscot Chemical
Co.,
helpful,
Many beautiful and useful presents were
The
on
and
town to-day.
Mr.and Mrs. Arthur Kief have a daughSunday
meetings
Monday received by the bride. Mr. and Mrs.
evenings were conducted by the pastor. Drisko left next morning for West Eden,
E. E. Coombs will haul stave wood from ter—Edith Elisabeth.
the land of Littefleld A Thomas, and will
home from The aid society, assisted by the ladies’ where he is teaching.
William Gallison is at
The bride and
sewing circle of Manset, bad charge of groom are held in high esteem by many
land it at the mill.
Brownville Junction.
the interesting program Taesday evening.
friends, and their future is bright with
Tbe many friends of Mrs. Sarah J. BragMrs. C. A. Penney is visiting her son in
The Kpworth league, under the leaderdon were pained to learn of her severe ill- Bangor.
promise.
Mrs. Beed is keeping house for
ship of Miss Mary Whitmore, the presiJan. 25.
8.
ness at her home at Beechland.
her.
dent, had a helpful meeting on WednesMrs. Lucy Ball went to the hospital
Tbe Nutting mill, which has been operSEAWALL.
day evening. Friday, the week of prayer
ating in the eastern part of the town, will Wednesday and was operated upon Fri- was closed by the exercises of the Sunday
James Fernald, who has been quite ill
is
as
well
as
cm
be
exmove in a few days to a Location near the
She
doing
day.
school. The subject, “Prayer,” was the the
past week, is improving.
railroad station.
pected. Mrs. HalTs mother, Mrs. Crim- ! basis of the songs, readings and remarks
Muse haa been visiting his sitJoseph
is
with
the
children
their
daring
F. L. Hodgkins, deputy fish warden, min,
of this service.
ter, Mrs. Qeorge Dolliver.
called on friends here Saturday on his way mother’s absence.
The society is indebted to Jaimes Scott,
The Ramsdell A Dolliver Co.’s mill is
Jan. 25.
E.
home from a business trip to tbe shore
Sim Marshall. Miss Doris Marshall, a
and is sawing laths and trap
towns in the eastern part of the county.
choir of our sweet-voioed young girls, and completed,
WEST SULLIVAN.
material.
to
the
Miss
Cora
Mills
and
Mrs.
team
organists,
The high school basket-ball
played
Clyde Ober is at home from Stonington. James
The Christinas club wa« pleasantly enScott, for special music during the
a fast and exciting game with the CherryB. Morton Havey returned from Charles- week.
tertained by Mrs. Alma Sparing. Next
fields Wednesday night. There was also
ton Wednesday.
The official board, a very important week it will meet with Mrs. Ina Hill.
a game between the young ladies of the
Mrs. Fannie Moore and granddaughter,
Ralph Moore, of Prospect Harbor, is part of the church organization, has been
Franklin and Milbndge team. The attendrevived and is ready
for work.
Mrs. Thelma Dolliver, returned last week from
visiting his sister, Mrs. H. H. Havey.
ance was large and the borne team netted
Arthur
Richardson
was
elected
secretary. visiting Mias Dolliver’s sister, Mrs. Winquite a sum of money.
Capt. J. K. Mitchell was in Ellsworth
She was also chosen to act as treasurer of held Kent, at Newagen.
They spent
Some of tbe largest pine that remain in Wednesday on business.
the church until the board can elect some Christmas at “The Cuckolds"
light stathis section of tbe State are being cot by
Mrs. Orville Gordon was a passenger to
one to permanently fill this office, held so
tion. On their return they visited friends
E. W. Hastings.
These grew near his Ellsworth Saturday.
and
so
long
efficiently by the late William and relatives in Bangor and vicinity.
residence, and one of them came so near
George Rinaldo and wife have returned ! Whitmore.
They report a pleasant trip.
d
<g damage when it fell in tbe wind from a visit in Steuben.
The third Friday of each month was seJan. 23.
.orm a few months ago that, for safety,
T. E. D.
Miss Sara Bunker has returned home j lected as the time for the regular monthly
he decided to cat those nearest his buildfrom Chester, where she has been teach- j meeting of the official board. The next
NORTH LAMOINE.
ings.
ing.
meeting, Feb. 19, will be at Otis Mills’, at
Echo.
Jan. 25.
Eugene Walla, of Bomesville. is visiting
Jan. 25.
M.
7 p. m.
his mother, Mrs. Roland Carter.
TRENTON.
Preaching services are held every SunMrs. A. L. Holt is with her niece. Miss
WEST SURRY.
day at 10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m., with Sunday
W. M. Hopkins was in Stillwater last
Gertrude Bragdon, daring the absence of
Mrs. Susie Willins, who was ill last school
immediately after the morning ser- her
week to see bis son Allen.
mother, Mrs. L. J. Bragdon.
week, is improving.
vice. All are cordially invited to attend
Lewis B. Googins and Leroy Daria are
The many friends of Mrs. L. J. Bragdon
Miss Georgia Saunders visited relatives any of the services at any time.
in North Anson on business.
are glad to bear of her successful
in Eaat Orland, last week.
surgical
George Moore, wile and daughter reByron Carpenter, of Bu Harbor, Joined treatment at the Eastern Maine general
Miss Della Blaisdell went to Bucksport
home
trom
Boston
last
week.
at
turned
his wife here at Christmas, and is busy hospital
Bangor last week.
Sunday to visit her aunt, Mrs. £. L. Dorr.
Jan. 25.
Prank Spratt spent the past week at his
getting ready for hanling firewood. Their
Y.
All are glad to hear that Pearl Anderthree children have good situations for the
farm here, returning to Bar Harbor Monson, of South JSurry, is improving, after winter.
FBKNCHBORO.
day.
an attack of pneumonia.
Mrs. Gaeaie Hart, of Stonington, was
Mr. Was*, proprietor of the canning
A. C. Jordan was in Bar Harbor Sunday
Mrs. Arthur Young, of East Sorry, and
factory, who, with his family, has been called home by the illness of her mother,
to see Mrs. Jordan, who is in the hospital
her sister, Mrs. Able, of Bar Harbor,
spending a few weeks at his home in Mrs. bora Lunt.
there.
who have been here tor a few weeks, have
Miss Doris Kelley, who has been visitHarrington, returned to Southwest HarBenjamin Garland’s children are absent retained to East Surry.
bor last week.
ing her sister, Mrs. Van Norden, has retrom school on account of the whooping
Jan. 25.
L.
Wednesday evening, Jan. 20, the Pitts- turned to Boston.
oougb.
BIBCH
field basket-ball team played a
HARBOR.
Congratulations are extended to Pearl
lively
Miss Addie Severance, who baa been
M. H. Winslow and wife have returned game with the local town team at Ma- Rice and wife on the birth of a ton \
visiting at Benjamin Garland’s the past
sonic bail, winning by a score of 22 to 12.
from a visit in Cherryfield.
[Charles Kimball]; weight ten pounds.
Between periods the grammar and high
Jan. 21.
u.
Elmira
Lindsey, widow of William school
ahbtitisnnniu
i
girls played an interesting game,
Pettee, died at her home here Thursday
SOUND.
won by the former team.
morning, aged nearly eighty-four years.
Harvard Tinker, who haa been ill, ia
Kdwin Hersey is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
She was the last of a large family of chillast

At the

FARMER

THE PROSPEROUS

to his stock.

mill completed,
aud it wit! soon be in full opera! ion. It is
The merry
situated on the Mayo shore.
hum of the saw- mill, which baa not been
heard for many years in this village, w ill
again be in evidence.
8.

;

FERTILIZERS <s

~

who
Arthur L. Robinsor,
receotly
opened a store in the Harmon block, ha*
just returned from a business trip to Bostou and has add' d

1

Located

on

the line of the

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Kive opportunity tot hone dMlriof to roik?
• change in location for a mw
start in life.

Undeveloped

Water Powers,
Unlimited Raw Material,
and

Good

Await

Farming

Land

Development.

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attention
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
are

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
PORTLAND, MAINE.

HEALTHY HAIR
SOFT And FLUFFY
Beautiful hair does not just happen
always a matter of care and
proper nourishment of the hair roots.
but is

No matter if your hair is
failing out,
stringy, lifeless, and full of dandrutl.
I arisian Sage, an
inexpensive tonic
>old by G. A Parcher, is all that is
ever needed.
It nourishes the hair
roots and stimulates the growth of
uew

hair.

All dandruff is

entirely

removed
with
one
application,
and itching scalp and
falling hair
'ease; your hair will be bright, vigorous, soft and
fluffy.
Whether your hair ia oily, dry or

brittle, Parisian Sage immediately re-rittle,
moves the causo and
by toning up the
icalp quickly restores the hair to its
original brilliancy and vigor.
This delightful tonic is a real necesand wilt not fail to give a lasting
sity
benefit to your hair and scalp.

Itaal Nottttt.
STATE Or MA1NB.
Babcock m.
Ellsworth Municipal Court.
Cam No. 9024.
January term, a. d. 1915.
Simon Gagnon#for the benefit of Felix Yollet to otherwise called Folia Guyette

HIGH GRADE
AN IMAL

vo

TO MAKE FARMING PAY
*n

the rmp from planting
A fertlllwr made of Fish, I tone RlonH
mL* “d
-n,i
Memt
Potash will do this. It raust he ESSKX
Our from crop book will
help you.
W. want an ESSEX Agent in your town. Write na.
ESSEX FERTILIZER CO, 39 No. Market St, BOSTON, MASS.
of

to h arrest.

Amede Levesque and certain spruce pulpwood attached on the writ.
Simon Qafnon, for the benefit
of Felix Yollette.
otherwise called
Felix Cuvette of Ellsworth. Hancock county.
Maine, rae brought a lien suit against
Amede Levesque, of Lewiston, Maine, com*
morantof Towuship No. 7, Hancock county,
Maine, and has attached, to enforce a lien
claim for the sum of twenty dollars and forty
four cents, certain spruce pulp-wood lying
and being yarded In the woods on the
southerly side of and near the top of the
Western Mountain, so culled, In township No.
7. Hancock county, Maine, and lying westerly
of Little Tunk Pond, the own« r of said pclp*
wood being unknown to the plaintiff; and
whereas said suit is now pending in said
Ellsworth Municipal Court, at said Ellsworth,
within and for said county of Hancock;
and whereas the owner of said pulp-wood has
not voluntarily appeared and become a party
to said suit.
Now therefore notice
of said
snit is
ordered by the publication of a copy of ibis
notice, attested by the recorder of said Ellsworth municipal court,
in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper published in said
Ellsworth, two weeks successively before the
first Tuesday of February, a. d. 1WI5, to which
time ‘aid suit is continued, at tbe Ellsworth,
municipal court room, in said Ellsworth,
when and where tbe owner of said pulpwood
may appear and become a party of said suit.
R. E. Mason,
Judge of Ellsworth Municipal Court.
A true copy.
Attest—T. F. Mahoney, Recorder.

WHEERA8.

FERTILIZERS
COUNTY

NEWS

night. The (con
the home team.

Mrs. Mary Kin© Is very ill.
H. M. Pen© spent the week-end in Islesboro.
Mrs. Frink W. Cole hii gone to Boston
s few months.

SOUTH BLUEHLLL.

for

A. H. Mayo
Saturday*
V. H. Flye, of Bangor,

Mre. Harry Gray and daughter Edna
visiting In Blnehlll.

from Rocklind
wis

Work

in town list

is

week.

sardine factory and wharf

progressing rapidly.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as.
Ellsworth Municipal Court.
Case No. 9026.
January term, a, d. 1915.
Felix Yollette. otherwise called Felix Gnyette
Amede Levesque, and certain spruce pulp*
wood attached on the writ.
Felix
Yollette otherwise
called Felix Gnyette. of Ellsworth,
Hanccok county, Maine, has brought a lien
suit against Amede Levesque, of Lewiston,
Maine, commorant of Township Mb. 7, Hancock county, Maine and has a tached. to enforce a lien claim for tbe sum of thirly-seven
dollars and thirteen cents, certain spruce
pulp wood lyi g and being yarded in tbe
woods on tbe southerly side of and neir the
top of tbe Westein Mountain, so called, in
township No. 7, Hancock county, Maine, and
lying westerly of Little Tank Pond, the owner
of said pulp wood being unknown to the
and whereas said snit is now pendplaintiff;
ing in said Ellsworth municipal court, at said
Ellsworth, within and for said county of
Hancock; and whereas the owner of said
has not voluntarily appeared and
pulp-wood
become a party to said suit;
Now
therefore
notice
of said salt is
ordered by the publication of a copy of this
notice, attested bv the recorder of said Ellsworth municipal court, in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper published in said
Ellsworth, two week* successively before the
first Tuesday of February, a. d. 1915. to which
time said suit is continued, at the Ellsworth
municipal court room, in said Ellsworth,
when and where the owner of said pi up wood
may appear and become a party to said suit.
R. E Mason,
Judge of Ellsworth Municipal Court.
A true copy.
Attest—T. F. Mahoney, Recorder.

covery.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Howard are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son—
Halph Froctor.

Annie Smith has returned from
where she was called by the ill-

WHEREAS.

Mrs. Abbie Cbatto, an aged resident of
place, fell down stairs Thursday
morning, dislocating her wrist and bruising herself considerably.

of her aunt.

ness

the

Ur. G. F. Candage Is in poor health.
His many friends hope for a speedy re-

Mrs. Edith Phillips is visiting her son
and his wife in Mlddieboro, Mass.
Mrs. H. M. Pnse tod little daughter are
isiting her mother in Isiesboro.
Miss

on

are

Mrs. Uraie Shea, ot Bluehill, is working
for Mrs. Julia Sylvester.

Mrs. Austin Herrick, who bis been very
ill, is improving.

Boston,

25 to 28 in fevor ot

The library association ia preparing tor
a drama, “The Waytarere,” to
be presented in February.
The proceeds will
be for the library.
Jan. 25.
C.

BKOOK LIN.

returned

wai

this

Mrs. A. W. Bridges, who bis been visiting her mother in Arlington, Mass., is
borne.

Mrs. George W. Staples is home from
Boston, after spending several weeks
there.
Owen L. Fly© left
Monday for New
York. Lie will alio visit in Portland and

About forty neighbors and friends met
with the family of F. F. Moulton at
Central ball Thursday evening. Games
and dancing were enjoyed and refreshments served. A conch bed was presented
Mr. and Mrs. Moulton as a token ot es-

Bolton.

teem.

Jan. Zi.

Fred Hamilton and wife, who have been
visiting their aon and daughter in Massaebusetts, returned home Wednesday.

Spec.

BURRY.
All schools in town have closed with the

Frank Free!hey, the oldest son of W'ard
Freetbey and wife, who cut his right leg
badly two weeks ago, is better.
.Mrs. Warren Ford has gone to Homer-villa, Mass. Later she will go to Lawreuce. Mass., to visit her son Oscar, who is

exception of the high school.
Mrs. Otis Co nary nnd son Jim
ing; id New po^l.

are

visit-

Mrs. Sukeforth, of Camden,is taking
Mr*. Evelyn Cousins.

care

of

Mrs. Evelyn Cousins, who has been
NOTICE OK FORECLOSURE.
employed there.
TIT HERR AS, Emma J. Wood, of Eden,
Na*k*Bg l< dge, F. and A. M., will in- seriously ill of pueumonia, is gaining.
Hancock county. State of Maine, by
v v
stall officers Wednesday evening, Feb. 3.
Little Charlie Williams, who has been her mortgage deed
dated the third day ol
a. d. 1914, and
recorded lu the
W.
G.
of
ill
Herrick,
of
is
September,
Mass.,
considered
Cspt.
Somerville,
seriously
pneumonia,
Hancock
is

iu-talling officer.

out

of

danger.

county, Maine, registry of deeds,
conveyed to me. the inderparcel of real estate situated

book SOS, page ‘291,

signed,

u

Sqgxl ITottas.

fttgal Nsturn.
Or IOMCUMDM.
G»or,e H. Grant, of Ell*.
worth, ilAt)cook county. Maine, by hit
deed of mortgage dated
April *nd, 1908 recorded In the registry of deeds for said
county of Hancock in book 449, page 499 coneeyed to Mabel Hunt Slater certain lots or
parcels of land situated in the town of Sor
rento In said Hanoock county, formerly the
property of the Frenchman’s Bay A Mount
Desert Land and Water Company, to wit:
NOTH'*

WHEREAS,

All those various lots or parcels of land described as conveyed to the said George H.
Grant by Calvin Page and Parker W. Whittemore, surviving trustees under the will and
codicil of Frank Jones, late of Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, deceased, by deed dated Oct.
1st, 1907a nd recorded tn the registry of dt-eds
for said Hancock county in book 400, page 8,
to which deed and said record thereof express
reference is hereby made for full and particular description.
AND WHERE AS. since the execution and
delivery to the said Mabel Hunt Slater of
said mortgage, the following described real
estate has been re leaned from under the terms
of said morgage, to wit: Ail the premises described as re eased or conveyed tn the follow-

ing deeds, namely:
a.
Sorrento Realty Company to Nathan P.
Poster, dated September-, 19C8, recorded

in vol. 40ft. page 10<l.
b. Sorrento Realty Company to Nathan P.
Fester, dated October 80, 1908, recorded in vol.
468, page 309.
c. Sorrerto Realty Company to P. L Aiken,
dated October 80, HAS, recorded in vol. 472,
page 809.
d
Sorrento Reilty Company to Edward
deV. Morrell, dated November 18, 1911, recorded in vol. 486. page 1«7e. Sorrento Realty Company to Kather ne
L Viall and Virginia F. Ateshlan, dated
February 5, 1912. recorded in vol. 488, page 99.
f. Sorrento R. ally Company to Zachariah
Cbafee. dated February 0. 1912. recorded in
vol. 488. page 296.
Sorrento Fealty ^Company to Edward
^
Morrell, dated November 11, 1912, recorded in vol. 494, cage 846.
h. Sorrento Realty Company to Edward
deV. Morrell, dated November 11, 1912, recorded in vol. 494, page 348.
i. Sorrento Realty Company to Caroline F.
Bray ton. dated February 20, 1918, recorded in
vol. 498, page 84.
J. Sorrento Realty Company to Margaret T.
Jackaon, dated August 20, 1918, recorded in
volume 500, page 231.
k. Sorrento Re * It y Company to Altharoae
Rice, dated October 29, 1913, recorded in volume 19*2, page 122.
l. Sorrento Realty Company to Annie F.
Bowman, dated October 29, 1918, recorded in
volume 500. page 492.
m.
Sorrento Realty Company to Nettie S.
Conners dated November 18,1912, recorded In
vol. 502, page 470.
n
Sorrento Realty Company to Nathan P.
Foster, dated November 13, 1912, recorded in
vol. 511, page 232.
o.
Sorrento Realty Company to Nathan P,
Foster, dated November 18, 1912, recorded in
vol. fill, page 236.
AND WHEREAS, the raid original mortgage to said Mabel Hunt Slater and the
debt thereby secured was by said Mabel
Hunt Slater, on July 80, 1909, duly assigned
to the Panther Car Company, by assignment recorded in vol. 462, page 88, and by
said Panther Car Company on August 4. 1910,
duly assigned to the uudersigned, Merritt T.
Ober. by assignment recorded in vol. 472,
page 171.
AND WHEREAS, the condition of said
mortgage has been and is now broken, NOW
THEREFORE, by reason of the breach of tue
condition the»-aof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage and a foreclosure upon all of
the property described as conveyed in said
mortgage, not released and .theieufter conveyed bv the said Sorrento Realty Company,
as hereinabove recited,
paragraphs "a” to
"o’* inclusive.
Mkrritt T. Ober.
Dated this thirteenth day of January, 1915.

g^

NOTICE OP

NOTICE or rOKlCLOOCkl.
George H. Grant, of BUeworth, Hancock county, Maine, br hie
deed of mortgage dated July 3u, 190* recorded in the registry of deeds for said
county of Hancock in book 498, page 110, conveyed to Mabel Hunt Slater certain lota or
parcels of land situated in the town of Sorrento in said Hancook county, formerly the
of the Frenchman's Bay A Mount
esert Land and Water Company, to wit:
All those various lots or parcels ot land described as conveyed to the said Gorge H.
Grant by Calvin Page and Parker W. Whittemore, surviving trustees under the will and
codicil of Prank Jones, late of Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, deceased, by deed dated Oct.
1st. 1907, and recorded in the registry of deeds
for said Ham ock county in book 450, page 8,
to which deed and said record thereof .express
reference is hereby made for full and particular description.
AND WHEREAS, since the execution and
delivery to the said Mabel Hunt Slater of
said mortgage, the following described real
estate has been released from under the terms
of said mortgage, to wit:
All the premises
described as released or conveyed in the following deeds, namely;
a. Sorrento Realty Company to Nathan PFoster, dated September-, 1918, recorded
in vol. 455, page 100.
b. Sorrento Realty Company to Nathan P.
Foster, dated October SO, 1908, recorded in
vol. 468. page 809.
c. Sorrento Realty Company to P. L. Aiken,
dated October 80, IMS, recorded iu vol. 472,
page 859.
d. Sorrento Realty Company to Edward
deV. Morrell, dated November 18, 1911, recorded in vol. 486. page 167.
e.
Sorrento
Company to Katherine
L. Vlall and Virginia F. Ateshian. dated
February 5,1918, recorded in vol. 488, page 99.
f. Sorrento Realty Company to Zacbariah
Chafee, dated February ft, 1912, recorded in
vol. 488, page 296.
g. Sorrento
Realty Company to Edward
deV. Morrell, dated November 11, 1912, recorded in vol. 494, page 846.
b. Sorrento Realty Company to Edward
deV. Morrell, dated November 11, 1912, recorded In vol. 494. page 848.
i. Sorrento Realty Company to Caioline F.
Brayton, dated February 25, 1918, recorded in
vol. 498. page 84
J. Sorrento Realty Company to Margaret T.
Jackson, dated August 20, 1918, recorded in
volume 500, page 231.
k. Sorrento Realty Company to Altharose
Rice, dated October 29, 1918, recorded in volume 502, page 122.
I. Sorrento Healty Company to Annie F.
Bowman, dated October 29, 1913, recorded in
volume 500. page 492.
m.
Sorrento Realty Company to Nettle 8.
Conners, dated November 13,1912, recorded in
vol. 5l»2, page 470.
n.
Sorrento Realty Company to Nathan P,
Foster, dated November 18, 1912, recorded in
vol. 511, page 282.
o.
Sorrento Realty Company to Nathan P.
Foster, dated November 18, 1912, recorded in
vol. 611, page 286.
AND WHEREAS, the said original mortgage to said Mabel Hunt Slater and the
debt
secured
was
thereby
by said
Mabel Hunt Slater, on July 30. 1909, duly
assigned to the Panther Car company, by as
signment recorded in vol. 482, page 88, aud by
said Panther ( ar Company on August 4,1910,
duly assigned to the undersigned, Merritt T. Ober, by assignment recorded in vol.
472, page 171.
AND WHEREAS, the condition of said
mortgage has been and is now broken, NOW
THEREFORE, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage ami a foreclosure upon all of
the property described as conveyed in said
mortgage, not released and thereafter conveyed by the said Sorrento Realty Company,
as hereinabove recited,
to
paragraphs
“o” inclusive.
Merritt T. Obkk.
Dat6d this thirteenth dav of January, 1915.

WHEREAS.

Broperty

Realty

FORECLOSURE.

certain

Mist Rather Gott came home last week in *>aid
chapter, O. E. 8., held its inNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
HF.REAH, Harold O. Tracv. Peleg L.
Eden, and bounded and described as
stallation Friday evening, J«u. 23, m Ma- on account of ill health. She is w ith her follows, to wit:
Tracy, Julia L. Tracy, all of Winter
The Sorrento Realty Comof Hancock. State of Maine,
at a spotted flr tree which marks
Harbor,
couuty
Beginning
WHEREAS,
pany, a corporation of Sorrento, Hansoni** bail.
Grand
Representative Mrs. mother, Mrs. G. F, Ingalls.
Mildred
the northwest corner of the lot herein con
Tracy, of said Winter Harbor, cock county, Maine, by it* deed of mortgage
tbe said Harold O. Tracy, Joining dated
Alma T. btnill, of Columbia chapter,
Otia Carter is driving K. F. D. No. 1. veyed; thence south 62 east, thirty six and wife of an
Sept. 16th. 1909, recorded iu the registry
21-100 rods to an iron bolt driven in the ground
therein
grantor and releasing all her rights of deed* for Said county of Hancock, iu book
8edg*«ck, was ihe initialling officer, as- George Phillips, the driver, is conHned to on the south side of the town
way known as the of dtscent and ail other rights in the premis- 462, page 307, conveyed to George H. Grant
s is ted «*> l'a-i Matron Nellie M. Robbins,
deed dated the 29th certain lots or parcels of land situated in the
Beaver Dam road; thence south ah“ and
west
es, by their mortgage
the bouse with rheumatism.
one hundred and nine and 9 100 rods to un Iron
day of September, a. d. 1908 and recorded in town of Sorrento in said Hancock county,
a# grand marshal.
The officers are:
Mrs.
Thomas Perkins and wife, who have bolt set in the ledge in the north line of land the registiy of deeds for said conntyof Han- formerly the property of the Frenchman's
HeUe C. hridgra, Wf. M.; Dr. F. 8. Herof Brewer or unknown; thence
said north cock. State of Maine. January 18. 1909, book Bay & Mt. Desert Land and Water Company,
been with Mrs. Perkins' mother, Mrs. E. line and the north line of laud by
of the heirs of 4M. page 302; conveyed to me, tbe undersigned to wit: All those various lots or parcels of
rick. W. i*.; Mrs. l.izzie W. Herrick, A.
N. Osgood, since July, returned to their John T. H iggins, north 53° and 30' west thirty- William Burnham, of tbe city of Philadelphia, land described, as conveyed to the said
state of Pennsvl vania. certain real estate situseven and 5 10 rods to an iron bolt driven
M.; Mrs. Lizzie Mayo, treasurer; Mias home in Boston
George H. Grant by Calvin Page and Parker
Tuesday.
in the ground at the southeast corner of land ated in sa*d Winter Harbor and in said mortW. Whitteniore, surviving trustees under the
Ada H< mck, secretary; Miss Musa DulL<><<kout

lard,

they,

Mrs. Lizzie Free-

conductress;

chapiain;

Mrs.

Mary

Freeihey,

Mr». Carrie Flye, organist; Miss
Helen \Ly •. Artel ; Mrs. Alice die wart,
Kutl:; Mias K*tbvl Cole, Father; Mrs.

warauai,

Celtsta

Kane,

F.ecta,

liaru«

.Maltha, Miaa OiiVe
Freeihey, sentinel.

<<d«iUtioii, supper
b> a short program.
from

kLtr.

Columbia
Jau.

Kane,
After

|

served, followed
There were visitors
chapter, Deer Isle, and

ofVie*

was

chapter, Stdgwick.
L’NK FKMMK.
WfejaT 1 HE MONT.

M
h

I

s.

C.srk, of Manset, in visiting
George W. Luut tad Mm.

A.

‘isiert,

Mr-

L. W. Kumill.
Mr

ip

E.

1

|

bat

been

the

quite ill of
improving.

past wwk, but ia now
Mrs. Eva Kelley, of Heal Cove, visited
her mother, Mrs. L. B. Hprague, last week.

Mrs. Ethman Carter has gone to Lindaughter, Mrs. Edith

us,

daughter Leita
Otis Ingalls and

wife and

with

successful term of school taught by
Eunice Dunber closed last week.
Miss Dunbar will now attend the normal
school at Gastine.
A. G.
Jan. 25.
A

Miss

11,

rUc club

tl.e home o(

at

was

organized Jan.

Heed. Owthey could not

ltuiea’ aid society met with Mrs.
Agnes Dow Wednesday, Jan. 20. The
society will meet with Mrs. Maud Lawton
at the home of her mother, Mrs. Daniel
The

Dorn, where Mr. aud Mrs. Lawton are
keeping house this winter. Mr. and Mrs.
Dow

are

at Owl’s

goes trawl

Head, where Mr. Dow

tithing.

The Junior league met at the home of
Mrs. Ashbury Lope us, and elected officers
for the coming year as follows:
Presideut. Miss Keta Kumill; assistant, Milton
Pomroy; vice-president, Fred Latty; secretary, Bessie Heed; treasurer, Granville
Walls. Mrs. Lopaus is liked very much

by the
w

young

people,

as

is Mrs.

Pervear,

ho

took charge of the league for the two
nionths Mrs. Lopaus was away.
Jan. 25.
Thelma.
PKOBPECT HAKBOK.
Warren Bhaw, U. 8. N., left Wednesday
to join hit
ship, the Georgia, in Boston.
The Bed Men and Pocahontas had a
joint installation Thursday night. U was
* pleasant affair.
Mrs. Louise Wood, of West Gouldaboro,
*•
visiting her daughter, Mrs. George
Allen, at the Hands.
Mrs. William Btswart went to Portland
Thursday to visit her daughter, Mrs.
Harlan Butler, and have treatment for her
eyes.

The library Thursday club met last
"eek with Mrs. W. P. Brooe. There was
* good
Refreshments were
attendance.
•erved.
The Mabridge high school played the
A. A. baalcet-ball team here Tuesday

Childrens C ought—Children's Colds,

Both

Are Serious.
When one of your little one shows symptoins of an
approaching Cold, give it Dr.
“• I s
It acts
Pine-Tar-Hooey si once.
quickly, and pretents the Cold growing
Vtry healing soothes the Longs,
**>sen. the mucous, strengthens the system,
i* * eusranteed. Only 25c. at your Druggist.
bottle to-day. Hadden's Arnica Salve

jvorse.

for Bores.

severe

Mrs. E. B.

ing to Mrs. lie* d’* illness,
woik last Haturday.

—

A

ARLINGTON,

NORTH BROOKUN.
Allen Cole is

Mrs.

Busy

STATE OP NAIN».
Hancock bb.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fl'th day of January, in the year of
our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and
fifteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
EDWARD CUMMINGS GREENE, late of

coinville to visit her

family.
I'tie

ANON.

s

Haslam.
Kttd

Edwin l> i| a
•pent Sunday

of Edward Hauior; then following the east
line of said Hamor and the east line of
land of Beth H. Hopkins north 39° and 3u' east
NORTH BEDGWICK.
one hundred and nine and 33 100 rods to the
place of beginning, containing twenty five
Roy Allen and wife are in Boston.
and fourteen-hundredths acres, more or less,
to a survey of E. I. Lord made in
according
John Thurston was in Boston last week
January, 1900, together with ah buildings on
on business.
the above described parcel. Being the same
conveyed to said Emma J. Wood by
Mrs. James Douglass, who has been very property
W. King by deed dated July 2, 1906, and
j Arno
I recorded in Hancock connty, .Maine, registry
is
much
better.
ill,
| of deeds, book 430, page 486, to which referCora Allen, who has been in Brooklin a ence is hereby made; and whereas the con*
I dition of said mortgage has been broken:
few weeks, is home.
NOW THEREFORE, by
reason
of the
Roland Clapp and Oscar Bowden are breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
; foreclosure of said mortgage, and give this
shed
on
the
blacksmith
shop.
building a
notice for that purpose.
Charles Lockry, who has been employed
William E. Phach
January 12, 1916.
at P. B. Friend’s, has returned to Boston. !

Jan. 25.

Myrtle Powers,

Mrs.

conduct rest;

associate

Quite
weir

recovering from

a

illness.
s

number

here

are

getting oat

materials.

Leroy FI ye returned Wednesday from

!
a

trip to Ellsworth.
David Livingston, of Providence, R. I.,
is visiting his aunt, Mrs. H. K. Grindle.
business

Henry Grindle, who moved away last
was here Bunday
visiting old friends
and relatives.
Fred Hamilton and wife have returned
from a short visit among relatives in Bos-

fall,

ton and

Hopedale,

Mass.

Charles Pervear is spending the winter
his parents, George Pervear and
ife, at the old homestead.

with
w

Elisha Sanderson, at the preaching
the cbypei Bunday afternoon,
announced his resignation, to take effect
Kev.

service in

the last of

February.
Xenophon.

Jan. 25.

SWAN’S ISLAND.
Smith entertained the ladies’ aid

Mrs.

society Friday.
Schooner

loading fish

Enterprise, of
for S. Morse

Deer

Isle, is

& Son.

Miss Doris Torrey, of Atlantic, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Ira Torrey.
Mrs. Mary Gott will board with Mrs. F.
F. Morse for the remainder of the winter.
Blanchard Tainter and wife are spending a week in Portland with Mrs.
'Painter’s sister, Mrs. F. W. Kent.
Jan. 25.

Spec.

DEDHAM.
Oaten Goodwin, ol Bangor, ia viaiting hia
aunt, Mra. G. W. Brewster.
J. A. McLaughlin ia viaiting in

Mrs.

Brewer.
Mlsa Marcia BurriU, who ia attending
the Buckaport seminary, waa at home for
the week-end.
Mice
Edea, of Pasaadumkeag, ia

Myrtle

viaiting her uncle, Gerald Thompson.
Harold Buzaell accidentally awallowed a
souvenir coin last Thursday, and ia in
the hospital in Bangor.
Jan. 25.

B.

in the county of Middlesex, and common*
wealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the
probate thereof in said county of Middlesex,
duly authenticated, having been presented to
the judge of probate for our said county of
Hancock for the purpose of being allowed,
filed and recorded in the probate court of our
said court of Hancock.
Ordered, That, notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaprinted at Ellsworth, in said count} of
lancock, prior to the second day of February,
a. d.
1915, that they may appear at a
court, then to he held at Ellsworth,
n and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and thow cause, if
any they have, against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest—F.. E. Chask. Register.

Eer

gage deed described as follows:
‘*A certain lot or parcel of land, together
with the buildings thereon situated in said
Winter Harbor and bounded aud described as
follows, to wit: Beginning on the southerly
side of Main street at the
northeasterly
corner bound of Richard W. Farrar's home
lot and thence running by said Farrar lot
southerly one hundred feet to the southwesterly corner thereof; thence by said lot
easterly sixty-seven feet to the Globe Hall
lot, so-called; thence by said Hall lot and
other lands southerly two hundred and one
feet more or less to the lot of land conveyed
by said Peleg L. Tracy to Byron Tracy; thence
by the last mentioned lot westerly one hundred and fifty-two feet to land of Charles E.
land
of said
thence
said
Grover:
by
Grover northerly eighty one feet to land
formerly of Rebecca Rice, now land of P. G.
and R. M. Torrey; thence by the last mentioned land and land of Fred V. Joy easterly
sixty-six feet to the southwesterly corner of
said Joy land; thence by said Joy iand
northerly ninety-one and one-half feet to
thence by said street
said Main street;
ras'erly sixty four feet to the place of beginning. containing one acre, more or less. Excepting and reserving, however, a right of
way, in common, twelve feet wide, as appurtenant to said land of Byron Tracy out to the
main street.
Being the same premises conveyed by the said Peleg L. Tracy to the said
Harold G. Tracy, by deed dated Feb. 20, 1908,
and recorded with said registry, in book 447,
page 412.”
And whereas the condition of said mortgage has been and is now broken, now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the said condition of said mortgage, I the said William
Burnham, the owner and holder of said mortgage and tbe debt thereby secured, claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage and upon all the
property therein described as conveyed.
William Burnham.
Dated this twentieth day of January a. d.
1915.
NOTICK OP FOKKCLOMUKE.
OlinD. Wood, of Eden. Han-

rtrobate

cock county, Maine, by hin mortgage
WHEREAS.
of December,
d.
deed dated the third

STATE OP MAINE.
Hancock rb.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
ou
the fifth day of Jauuary, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
fifteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will ana testament of
MARY O. H. LONGSTRETH, late of thecity
and connty of PHILADELPHIA,
commonwealth of Penntylvauia, deceased,
and of the probate thereof in said county of
Philadelphia, duly authenticated, having
been presented to toe judge of probate for oar
said county of Hancock for the purpose of
being allowed, filed and recorded in the probate conri of our said county of Hancock.
Ordertd, that notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by publishing a
weeks successively
a copy of this order three
a
in the Ellsworth American,
newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, In said county of Han
cock, prior to the second day of February a. d.
1915, that they may appear at a probate court
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for said
county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the forenoon
and show cause, if any they have,
against the same.

1913, and recorded in the Hancock county,
Maine, registry of deeds, book 500. page 536,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot
or parcel of land situuted in said Eden, and
bounded and described as follows, tc wit:
Beginning at an iron bolt driven in the
ground on the south side of the town way
known as the Beaver Dam road; thence south
tifty two degrees east thirty-six and twentyfour hundredths rods to a stake in the west
line of land of Orient H. Carpenter or unknown: thence following said west line and
the west lit.e of land of Ansel H. Leland and
others south thirt -fight degrees west one
hundred and nine rods to a stake; thence
north fifty three degrees and thirty minutes
west thirty-seven and five tenths rods to au
iron bolt set in a ledge; thence north thirtyeight degrees and thirty minutes east one
hundred aud nine and nine one hundredths
rods to the place of beginning, containing
twenty five and fourteen hundredths acres,
more or less.
Being the same premises described as conveyed in the deed from Lorinda
H
Wood to me, the said Olin D. Wood, dated
May 19, 1908, and recorded in the Hancock
county. Maine, registry of deeds in book 460.
page 429. to which deed and the record thereof
express reference may be h*d; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken:
NOW, THEREFORE, by reason of the
breach of the c ndition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage, and give this
i
W. E. Peach.
notice for that purpose.
January 12, 19iA.

A

BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judg? of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest— E. E. Chase. Register.
subsetlber

hereoy gives notice thst
appointed adminis-

day

a.

subscriber
bereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
CLARENCE 8. ORINDLE, late of BUCK8-

THE

PORT,
Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
having demands against the fate of said deceased are desired to present
Crsons

he has been duly
THE
trator of the estate of

in the county of

LEONARD G. GRANT, late of HANCOCK,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
as the law directs.
AU perdemands sgainst the estate
are desired to
deceased
of said
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im
Gkosqk A. Mabtin.
mediately.
Jan. IS, 1915.

the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imVallib L. Urindlb.
mediately.
Bucksport, Jan. 12,1915.

given bonds
sons
having

subscriber bereoy gives uotice that
be haa been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
HANNAH WASSON, late of SURRY,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as tbe law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
tbe same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imGbobob H. Wasson.
mediately.
Surry, Jan. 7,1915.

THE

subscriber bereoy gives notice th^t
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
LOUISE J. GOODWIN, late of ELI*8-

THE

WORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All perbonds
as
the law directs.
given
demands
sons
having
against the esto
said deceased are desired
tate of
the same for settlement, and all inehted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.

Sresent

Ruth T. Goodwin.

January 12,1916.

will aud codicil of Frank Joues, late of Portsmouth. New Hampshire, deceased, by deed
dated Oct. 1st, 1907, and recorded in the Registry of deeds for said Hancock county, in
book 450, page 3, to which deed and said
record thereof express reference is hereby
made for full and particular description.
AND WHEREAS, since the execution and
delivery to the said George H. Grant of
said mortgage, the following described real
estate has been released from under the terms
of said mortgage, to wit: All the premises described as released or couveyd in the following deeds, uamely:
a.
Sorrento Realty Company to P. L. Aiken,
dated October, HO, 1908, recorded in vol. 472,
page 859.
b- Sorrento Realty Company to Edward
deV. Morrell, dated November 18, 1911, recorded in vol. 486, page 157.
c. Sorrento Realty Company to Katherine
L. Viall and Virginia F. Ateshian, dated
February 5, 1912, recorded in vol. 488. page 99.
d. Sorrento Realty Company to Zncharlah
Chafee, dated February 5, 19i2, recorded in
vol. 488, page 296.
e. Sorrento
Realty Company to Edward
de V. Morrell, dated November II, 1912. recorded in vol. 494. page 346.
f. Sorrento Realty Company to Edward
de V. Morrell, dated November II, 1912, recorded in vol. 494, page 348.
g. Sorrento Realty Company to Caroline F.
Brayton, dated February 25,1913, recorded in
vol. 498, page 34
h. Sorrento Realty Company to Margaret
T. Jackson, dated August 20, 1913, recorded in
volume 500, page 231.
i. Sorrento Realty Company to Altharose
Rice, dated October 29, 1913, recorded in volume 502, page 122.
j. Sorrento Realty Company to Annie F.
Bowman, dated October 29, 1913, recorded in
volume oOO, page 492.
k. Sorrento Realty Company to Nettie S.
Conners dated November 13, 1912, recorded in
vol. 502. page 470.
1.
Sorrento Realty Company to Nathan P.
Foster, dated November 13, 1912, recorded in
vol. 511. page 232.
m.
Sorrento Realty Company to Nathan P.
Foster, dated November 13, 1912, recorded in
vol. 511, page 236.
AND WHEREAS, the said original mortgage to said George H. Grant, and the debt
thereby secured was by said George H. Grant,
on August 4th, 1910,
duly assigued to the undersigned, Merritt T. Ober, by assignment recorded iu vol. 4?2, page 208.
AND WHEREAS, the condition of said
mortgage has been and is now broken, NOW
THEREFORE, by reasou of the breach of the
condldiou thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage and? a foreclosure upon all of
the property described as conveyed iu said
mortgage, not released and thereafter conveyed by the said Sorrento Realty Compauy,
as
hereinabove recited, paragraphs ‘‘a" to
“in” inclusive.
Mkrkitt T. Obkk.
Dated this thirteenth day of January, 1915.

TO *11 pfraoni Inter#*!** I* either of th*
estatos hereinafter named;
At a probate ootri held at Bllsworth. In and
for the county of Hancock, on the fifth
day of January, a. d. 1915.
following matter** harlot been prose nt.td for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, It is hereby ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all persons interested, ny causing a copy of this order to be
nublfebed three week* successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Bllsworth, in said county, (hat they may
appear at a probate ooert to be held at Bileworth in said com ty, on the second day of
February, a. d. 1919, at ten of the clock in th«t
forenoon, and he heard thereon if they see

THIS

oause.

Lucinda G- Harmon, late of Southwest Harbor. in said couBty, deceased. A cei tain instrument purporting to be the last will and
testsment of said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Luoy
Harmon
Stewart, the executrix therein
named.
George W. Dennett, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
cf said deceased, together with petition for
thereof, presented by Etta Dennett,
le executrix therein named.
Horace F. Lord, late of Dedham, in said
counfy, deceased. A Certain instrument purporting to be the last will ar.d testament of
paid deceased, together with ueiitiou for probate thereof, presented by M irgarei B. Lord,
the executrix therein named.
Fannie M. Miller, late of Edeu, in said county, deceased. a certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of said
deceased, together with petition for probate
thereof, presented by Myra D. Joyce, the
executrix therein named.
Charles A. Turnbull, late of Mount Desert,
in said county, deceased.
Petition that
Charles A. Turnbull or some other suitable
person be appointed administrator of the estate of said deeaased, ^resented by Emma J.
Turnbull and Charles A. Turnbull, widow and
son of said deceased.
William B. Grant, late of Orland, In said
Petition that John E.
county, deceased.
Marks or some other suitable person be a
pointed administrator of tbe estate of
deceased, presented by Millie E. Marks,
daughter of said deceased.
Colon Leach, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Ella Leach
or some other suitable person be appointed
administrator of the estate of said deceased,
presented by Blla Leach, widow of said deceased.
Emily 8, Tapley, late of Brooksville, in said
Petition that James H.
county, deceased.
some other suitable person be
Tapley^ or
pointed administrator of tbe estate of salt,
deceased, presented by James H. Tapley, a
son of said deceased.
John P. Tapley late of Brooksville, in said
Petition that James H.
county, deceased.
Tapley, or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate not already administered of said deceased, presented by James H. Tapley, a son of said de-

Rrobate

j>-

aj^

Eleuer E. Barbour, late of Btonington, in
said county, deceased. Petition that John P.
Barbour, or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator with the will annexed of the estate not already administered
of said deceased, pr sented by Granville H.
Barbour, son of Said deceased.
Edward B. Harvey, late of Bucksport, In
said county, deceased. First account of Edward E. Harvey, admiuistrator, filed for settlement.
Angeiine Fogg. late of Bucksport, in said
First account of Wesley
county, deceased.
C. Webster executor, filed for settlement.
Augustus C. Havage, late of Mount Desert,
in stud county, deceased.
Third account of
George A. Savage, sole surviving executor,
filed for settlement.
Mary M. D>esaer, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. First and fiual account of
Caroline D. Witberle, executrix, filed for settlement
Charles P. Jarvis, late of Surry, in said
First account of Ella M.
county, deceased.
Jarvis, administratrix, fll»d for settlement.
Wesley T. Bates, of Brooksville, in said
county. Tenth and final account of Wheelock
C. Bates, guardian, filed for settlement.
Harvey C. aunders and Oscar L. Saunders,
Petition
minors, of Surry, in said county.
filed by Delia E. Sauuders, guardian, for license to sell certain real estate of said minors,
as described in said petitiou.
Lffie B. Workman, a minor of Franklin, in
said county. Petition filed by Frank A.
Workman, guardian, for lincense to sell certain real estate of said minor, as described in
said petition.
Mary M. Harper, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Charles
W. Harper, administrator, that an ordei be
issued to distribute among the heirs-at law of
said deceased, the amount remaining in the
hands of said administrator, npon the se.tlement of his second account.
Anthony Howard Hinkle, late of Bar Harbor, in said county, deceased. Petition filed
by Katherine D. Hinkle, executrix of the last
will and testament of said deceased, that the
amount of inheritance tax upon the estate of
said deceased, specified in said petition, which
was
inadventently omitted from a previous
petition filed in said court, upon which the
tax was assessed and paid, be determined by
tue judge of probate.
Thankful D. Patterson, late of Bucksport,
Petition filed by
in said county, deceased.
Harry F. Ames, administrator, for license to
sell certain real estate of said deceased, as
described in said petition.
Charles H. Bowden, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Fred
K Page, administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as descibed
in said petition.
Elmer P Spofford. late of Deer Isle, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, pr» sented by Lena A. Spofford
and JulUH. McCiornll, executrices therein
named.
Sarah E. Torrey, late of Deer Isle, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment of
Charles F. Gray, administrator with the will
annexed, presented by Mary A. Howard, a
beneficiary, the executor named in said will
being now deceased.
BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—E. E. Chase, Register.

notice that
adminis-

NOTICE OF POKE( LOHUKK.
T'lT'HEREAS Charles M. Wltham. of Ellsff
worth, Hancock
county, Maine, by
deed dated March 18, 1908, and recorded in
registry of deeds for Hancock county. State of
Maine, in vol. 464, page 361, conveyed to
Charles C. Burrill, of Ellsworth, in said
county, a certaiu parcel of real estate situate
iu Ellsworth, Hancock couuty, State of Maine,
and bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the westerly corner of land
formerly owned by J. L. Moore, and the
northerly corner of Edward Moore’s lot;
thence ruuuing south 46
west, 250 rods more
or less ou said Edward Moore’s line to his
westerly corner; thence north 85° west 20 rods
to a stake marked as a corner; thence north
6° east to two fir trees marked “J. A. D”. at
the end of a line run by J. A. Deane. Jan. 5,
1868. thence north 45° east to the southerly
corner of lot of K. W. Vloore near a yellow
tree
marked “J. A. I>. 1863” thence
birch
south 45 east 75 rods more or less to place of
beginning, and containing 116 acres more or
less as surveyed by J. A. Deane, Jan. 5, 1863,
being wild laud.
Which said mortgage was assigned by said
Burrill to L F. Giles Dec. 1, 1909. which assignment is recorded in said registry, voi.
511
page 310; and said mortgage was'again
assigned by said Giles to me. the undersigned. Leon H. Brown, by assignment dated
Dec. 26, 1914. recorded in said registry, vol. 511,
page 311,
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
is broken, now. therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I, Leon H.
Brown, aforesaid, owner of said mortgage,
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Ellsworth, Maiue,this twelfth day
of January, A. D. 1915.
Lbon H. Brows
To all persons interested In either of the estates hereinafter named:
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the twelfth
day of January a d. 1915, being an adjourned
session of the Jaruary a. d. 1915 term of
said court.
following matter having been presented for the action therenpon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered: Thai
notice thereof be given to all persons interested. by causing a copy of thia order to be
three weeks successively in the
Usworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth in said county, on the second day of
February, a. d. 1915, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

LOEMUA GRAY, late of BROOKSV1LLE,
In tLe county of Hanoock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present tl*t
same for settlement, and all indebted theietc
are requested to make payment immediately
Whkklock C. Bates.
Brooksville, Jan. 5,1915.

MaryH. Lewis, late of Northeast Harbor,
town of Mt. Deaert. in said county, deceased.
A certain instrument purporting to be the
last will and testament of said deceased,
for probate thereof,
together with
presented by Mary E. Lewis, an executrix
therein named.
BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of aaid court
A true CDpy of the original order.
Attest:—E. E. Chabk, Register.

sub*criber
he has been
of the last will and

THE

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed executor
testament

of

LIZZIE A.

GOOG1N8, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being requirt d bv the terms of said will. AH
persons having demands against the estate ol

said deceased are desired to present the same
lor settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Edmond J. Walsh.
Ellsworth, Jan. 7, 1915.

subscriber hereby gives notice thal
he has been duly appointed administrator de bom's non of the estate of
CHARLES V. GRAY, late of TRENTON,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to mate payment imFrkd L. Mason.
mediately.
Jan. 5, 1915.

THE

sut -criber

hereby gives
has been duly appointed
THEheof the
estate of
trator

THE

Eublished

cause.

petition

COUXTY NEWS,
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THE ART
OF LOVE
A Lecture
t

on

Matilda

bobbins.

+

*

By T. A. MITCHEL

Aire.

•!

How to Secure

Husband

1
|

a

J

widow of

fifty, who bad bnried four husbands,
announced that she would give private
lectures in t hr |«irlor of her borne to
young ladle* on bow to get husbands.
A lecture would le given every Kridny
afternoon ut 3 o'clock.
On the first afternoon a numerous
audiem-e were gathered in the lectur
er's parlor.
Mrs. Robbins spoke as follows:
Young ladles, you have doubtless derived your ideas as to woman's part
in a courtship from novels, and that Is
the reason why you are not married.
The heroine of a novel is usually so
modest ihat she doesn't dare say her
There's more aecom
soul's ht r own
plished in this world in other fields besides matrimony by ass uni not* than
modesty ami more accomplished by
management than by assurance.
The tiest way to teach is by example.
Therefore I shall put this lecture in
But it's a real
the form of a story.
story, not an Invention. The heroine
didn't sit round and look pretty. She
That's what we
was up and doing.
must all be in this wor d If we want to
get on. Do you supfiose a young fellow who wants a position whereby to
start a fortune sits round and waits
for it? Xo: be goes out and hunts for
it. And Wuen he gets it does he modestly wait for somebody to tell him
Not if be wants to sucto do things?
ceed. lie does everything without being told and before it's wanted. That's
the part of a young fe’row starting ont
to fix himself in the world, and yop
young ladies should act on the same

That was the time before autoI am not Id favor of
mobiles came.
There is
autos foe courting purpose*.
too much rapid motion, and the driver'*
attention must be constantly on his
machine, to say nothing of bis grip being on tbe steering wheel. Abel and
Sallie drove out iu a box buggy behind
a lazy going horse.
Everything pertaining to love lu its early stages is
zephyT-like. ttmuub l admit the climax
or a brief |K*ri«Kl just before the climax
may be lb the nature of a hurricaue.
There was Just a suspicion of perfume
about Sallie. so delicate that ft could
only have come from articles that had
been kept in sandalwood drawers or.
it
more likely, in a monchoir case,
was very entrancing to Abel, and as
they rolled slowly over the smooth
road, the reins lying loosely on the
horse’s back. Abel had nothing to think
of except the girl beside him.
Sallie had by this time come to tbe
most difficult part of her work.
Every
man doubtless thinks that some time
married
and
will
be
he
baveji borne.
But marriage To him is like old age to
all of us
It is—1 mean it seems—far
distant.
Tbe bachelor thinks of the
present. Some men do not like to give
up their liberty for tbe obligations of
matrimony; some, who expect to do so
in time, never find a convenient seaAll men must be won.
son
Only
widowers or old Imchelors, tired of
their bachelorhood, marry intention-

Miss

HUSBANDRY

was

engaged.

Jones realized that there Is
One evening Mr. Rogers called on
safety In numbers but for tbe man she Miss Jones and waited In tbe parlor
was after, not for ber.
She didn't go
while be was announced. On a lounge
fooling about among tbe twenty men. lay a piece of white satin, a long white
8be picked out a steady young fellow
veil and some orange blossoms. Whiie
and made up ber mind to land him.
tbe gentleman was Inspecting them, a
His name was Abel Bugera. Nothing
vague suspicion as to the reason for
romantic
his
name
either.
about
their being there breaking through into
Rogers didn't have anything except
bis brain, a maid entered hurriedly,
what be was getting together himself,
gathered up the articles mentioned ansi,
but he was frugal and a bard worker.
with a look at Rogers indicating that it
The first thing Saliie did was to let
had not been intended be should have
Abel Rogers understand that she liked
seen them, carried them out of the
him. She didn't pout when be danced
room.
with some otber girl more than with
By this time It seemed to Mr. Rogers
her or look troubled if be didn't dance
that he stood on the edge of a preciShe smiled on him
with ber at all.
pice and was about to topple over.
when be came back after a lack of
When the maid re-entered with a mesattention jnst as pleasantly as if be
sage from Miss Jones asking to be exhadn't neglected her.
cused. since she was very busy, he
This sort of work has been called
caught at the mantel for support.
angling, and so it is. A skillful fisherCould it be possible that the girl he
man if a
fish doesn't bite right off
had lieen hanging about so long was
wouldn't think of trying to jerk the
going to lie married?
hook into its gills. and"when It does
The proper thing for Mr. Rogers to
bite he doesn't try to haul it out of the
do was to excuse the lady on whom he
water all at once.
Some fish can be
had called and go away
He did no
caught that way. but a gamy fish needs such
thing He sent u message to her
to be allowed to play itself out. So it |
begging her to see him for only a few
Is with a man.
First get him on the
moments.
hook, then play him.
She came. To carry out her supposed
We like those who like ns. and Abel
|ilan sbe should tie in sewing dress.
Rogers, being aware that Sallle I'ked
She knew better. She wore the most
him. was disposed to like her. There ;
becoming costume for ordinary wear
was nothing deceitful about this in
she possessed.
When sbe saw Mr.
Sallie.
She really liked him or ?he
Rogers looking as if the bottom bad
wouldn’t have tried to catch him
dropped out of the universe sbe reThere is a difference In a girl showing
garded him with a gaze of interested
a man that she likes him and showing
surprise.
him she wants him. Slowing tt would
“Oh. heavens!” he exclaimed frantiend uncertainty, and uncertainty is the
cally. “How could you hare done It?”
line by which site must pull him in
"Done what?"
after getting the book in bis gills.
“You are about to be married?"
Abel kuew nothing hIhmu Sallle's feel“ir
ings for him except that site liked him.
“Yes. Don't deny it. 1 hare seen the
She might bare liked several other
wedding dress, the Tell, the orange
men and loved one other.
blossoms."
It wasn't long before Sallie found an
“Yon have?"
opportunity to favor At>el above other
“Yes. 'I suppose I should not reproach
men.
Be came one evening to the
testing class after no absence, having you. but it is maddening. After ail my
devotion— Who is the man? 1 demand
Sallie turned
no partners engaged.
to know!"
down several names on her engageYoung ladles, l have gone far enough
ment card to give the dances to him.
This was an excellent way of showing ; in my illustration. This is not a love
•
fcitn her good will without Indicating atory: it is a lecture. I trust that 1
Perhave made myself plain and that 1
that she coveted hi* attention.
haps there are some among you who may have been of lieneflt in bringing
about for some of you that state which
will not see the distinction I make
here, but I assure you It U one of no it is woman's part to 011. The next lec
tnre will be given on next Friday after
little importance.
noon at the same boor.
Those who
Abel felt not only that some return
have not procured course tickets may
was due for this kindly act. but It
a return.
gave him pleasure to make
| procure them for $2 etch, i bid you
He Invited Sallie to go to drive with good evening.

Oapt. David Smith,
ia in Boston

Using Laftovsr* For Supper.
Snpi'rr is the meal at wliicb the

housekeeper may show her ability In using up leftover* If she i» ciev
er she may provide appetizing sur
prise*, which generally do not require
much material or time, says the Unit-

quantity of

ses or

!
j
1
1
:

|

j
i
|
|

|

Mr*.

Bangur

Ford

(wiled

BLUEHIUL.

I

Richardson,
brought the remains

Franklin, N. It.,
bis aunt, Miss
a former resident of this
here
for burial
The funeral was
place,
of

Julia Roberts,
in

Roberts

Wednesday.

Amherst
leaves

brother

Miss

Jot ham
Roberts, of Amherst, and Henry, of Mtllinocket, and one sister-Mrs. James Richardson, of this place.
Jan. 23.
C.
two

town.
Mrs. Fannie Hinckley, of West Raxbury. Mass., has presented the Con (rep.
tional riundsy school with seven book* for
its library.

Rev. K. A. Barker and wife were •'ailed
Calais by the death of Mr. Bsrker’i
mother, Mrs. John Barker.
They have

to

sympathy of the community. Sin.
Barker had made several visits here, and

the

msde many friends.

Jan. 2k

8ARGENTVILLE.
waa

in

Portland last

week.

Emery B. Hooper has returned
in Beverly, Mass.

to his

home

Walter H. Sargent left Monday for Boaton.

j

V

Mina Inez C. Nickels spent Saturday and
Sunday with Luther Herrick and wife.
Mrs. E. Idella Mill, of Brookiin,
iting Mrs. Charles Babaon.
Mrs. Adelle

upending

a

few

Milliken.

H.
MT. DESERT FERRY.

Ora Jordan and wife
Porto Rico.
Mra.

is

Georgia Grant is working for Mr*.

Eugene Moon.
Sir*. Harvey E. Colby
Bangor, recently spent

Evemrd OVant ia borne from Montreal,
he has been employed tb' ;«u
fourteen months.
Jin. 'M.
C.

1

Boston.
Walter Joyce, who has been ill *iiiot
November, is about again. Mr. Joyce is
grateful to the twenty friends and unffc*
bars, w bo shouldered axe*, went into the
woods and

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Fred Roberts is at home for the winter.
Jesse Murch has moved into one of ». N.
Grindle’s houses.

Substitute For Lard.
Pork trimmings will serve as a sub- ;
Galen Grindle, of North
Penobscot, is
stltute for lard In frying- These chd
spending s few weeks with hia brother
be obtained from yonr batrber.
The Roland.
economy lies not so much In the price
The Willing Workers met this week
paid. for. of course, there Is more oil
in lard than In tbe same quantity of with Mrs. Frsnk Staples. Ioe-cream was
meat, but tbe food fried In It does not
School closed Friday, after a successful
absorb ao much fat. and In that way
waste Is eliminated.
Then. too. tbe term taught by Miss Grace Stover, of
Brooksville.
flavor la greatly Improved. Tbe “trimmings” give tbe food the flavor of bam
The school league gave an entertainwitbont the disagreeable, fatty taste ment at Bagaduoe hail,
Saturday evening.
wbleh so often accompanies food cookA pleasing program was
enjoyed by a full
house.
ed in lard
Potatoes fried In It can be
Lucius
M.
eaten with pleasure, and breads and
Grindle, who has been employed at Bluebiil a few mouths, is at
other fried roods usually avoided can
home.
tie enjoyed when prepared with bacon
Jan. 25.
L.
or pork trimmings.
SOUTH HANCOCK.
8. E. Merchant are
building
a power-boat lor
parties at Birch Harbor.
W alter Clark ia
making barrels for G.
W. Col•>ell <S Co. and J. W.
Stioeon. Mr.
Welch, of Sorrento, and W. U, Bali are
wor.iii.ij for Mr. Clark.
The community was shocked
by a telegram announcing the death of F. M.
Watson. at me home in
Brooklyn, N. Y. this
moroiij. His remains will be brought
here for burial in Bireraide
cemetery

his wood for winter.

J. E M.
BL’CKBPOKT.

New* «M received here Monday o( IM
death ,t Portland of Laura, widow ot
Edward Berate;, formerly of tbu place.
Mra. Swatey «aa tor many year* one of
the prominent reeidenta of Buck,port.
Hi nee the death of her hnaband, about «ii
year* ago.sba bad made her home with ber
eon John in Pitufleld, and after bia .tealb,
with ber granddaughter, Mra. P. Anm, la
Portland. The remain* were hr >ugM
here for Interment.
VERONA.
regular grange meeting Jan 16,
the officer* were ioatalled by Uro. Norm
Heath, county deputy, eaatated by Uro.
Bidney Ripley end Bitter Grace Ripley.
•upper waa served at recast to .Post
eighty mem be re and viaitora.

Stmrrtiarmmu

end

AT NINETY.
Hale and Heart;.

G. W. Heath, of South Windham,
Maine, is 90 years “young"—ami still
hearty. For 00 years, lie lit*
used “L. F.” Atwood's Medicine. .inii

bale and

wood

are

“For

very interesting:
than 60 years I,. F. At-

more

wood's Medicine hat been

remedy

in ray

household.

a

family

At the sire

my sit
children use it from time to time. *
of 90, I am still

using it, and

Atwo.si
it first from L. F.
himself in 1S50, wlien he sold it Iro®
house to house. I hope others get «
much benefit as I have from the ns*.
of this medicine.”
(Signed) U. "•
Heath.
All Dealer*Large bottle, 35 cents.
Trial Bottle— FHEE--From Us.

bought^

“L. F.” MEDICINE CO.,

Portland,

Me.___
You Can Enjoy Life
Eat what you want and do* be troubled
with indigestion if you will take a

J6SS

Dyspepsia
Tablet

before and after each meaL Sold only
by us—26e a boot.
E. G. Moore.

yy

EAST OKU AN H.
D. leach ia ill.
Aver* Cray is seriously ill.

SIGNIFICANT FACT

W

The Reserve Fond of the Hafl-

Mr*. Alice White is
visiting in Belfast.
Mrs. Carrie Jordan, who haa been
nursing in Bucksiwrt the paat two
is

months,

:

fiis personal recollections o( Mr. At-

Wednesday evening.

I

chopped

Jan. 23.

At the

Parker, of Sedgwick, is
weeks with Misa Mary

Jan.jio.

oo

Harvard Staples and wife arrived home
Saturday from a trip to Cambridge and

Misa Lilia E. McIntyre, of Sedgwick,
•pent Saturday snd Sunday with Mrs.
Frank Harding.
Jan. 25.
But.

Whan Sarving Baked Potatoes.
A baked potato, sweet or
white,
ebould be broken open as soon as It
in d«ee or It becomes a bit
soger- Both
ha*e more flavor wben warmed over
thau milled potatoes, but tbe steam
should a i wa;s be let out of tbem while
they are hot.

LA NT 1C.

A

Schools have been closed two weeks
account of measles.

Mrs. Sarah C. Stover is .visiting in Blue-

Oconee

lister, of
days «t f. L

sou

few

where

fa ill.

That Underdone Joint.
If a Joiut ut meat should be too nnderdone to eat and several slice* bare
been carved out It can be cooked again
aud served up as a fresh Joint If tbe
hole Is tilled up with mashed potatoes
and cooked In a Drlafc oven for an hour.
The browned |>otatues will be much
appreciated, and that It Is tbe second
time ut sending It to table will not be
noticed

and

a

Colby’s.

vis-

George W. Grinds! and wife are spending a few days with friends in Portland.

taste.

home from

are

—

_

Leroy A. Chatto

Hatch. of North Panobscot, t9.
centl; spent • few days here.
Uay L. Carter tptot several days u«
week in Kock^and.

Hon. W. W. Wescott, representative to
; the legislature, spent the week-end ia

tune.

of

^

Luman

Crosby, little daughHerbert Crosby.
A. E. Bridges, wife and little son Raymond are visiting Mrs. Bridges' parents,
H. T. Stlsby and w ife. Mrs. Bridges, who
U in poor heath, will remain here for
Ed

i»

Mrs. Mary Wight and little *on Edreturned to Buckaport
Sunday
efter a viait with Mr*. Wight', mot tit
r,
Mr*. Alice J. Clement.
Jan. 25.
0

Saturday by

here

Buckaport tannery

K. Oray.

ward

last week.

wii

the

man at

Cbarle*

ter of

held

Bu.-ktu*

Clifton Spark* l* improving, after >«.
illnea*.
Hi* place a* night watch,

the illness of Ei'na

some

of

non*

Mrs. A1 best Mace has gone to Bangor
for convocation week.
Dr.

Smith,

Margaret

A wn, weight f< urteeo and
three-fooqj,
at t be borne of .Nfr.
Mr* Homer H. Dunbar January Jt

W. H. Crosby is confined to the house
with an abscess on his neck.

padding.

I

Reuben Hutching* haa been ill
wrt(tl
but wea reported better
Sunday.

day*,

pound*, arrived

Mrs. Dora Keene and Miss Alice Stlsby

sugar saute.

Oliva Oil In Cooksey.
In tbe making of dark rakes, sneb as
fruit spice cake or gingerbread, and
in puddings olive oil can he used instead or nutter. In making cakes the
olive oil and sugar are stirred to a
:
cream aa Is the case when butter Is
!
used and the other Ingredients added
j In tbe
ordinary way.
For greasing baking tins or pudding
dishes olive ofl can be more economically used than butter, as tbe small
amount Deeded can be poured from
tbe bottle directly Into the dish and
then applied with a bit of tissue paper.
Crust is not so liable to bum as when
butter Is used, and tbe flavor of tbe
crust Is much more delicious than when
lard Is adopted for tbla purpose.
Oiling tbe crust of bread or rolls Just
before taking from the oven gives an
! additional richness both of color and

_*_„

Harbor Tbunday to be
wjI4
ber daughter, Mr*. M. J. Jordin.

AURORA.
in

*

Proepect.

went to Seal

meal

were

for

ORLAND.

old landmarks of the town
has gone up in smoke. The Webb bouse,
about 100 year* old and owned by Levi
Webb, caught lire from unknown cause*,

Or the apples may lie put Into a stewpan for a few minutes, covered with
the biscuit dough and cooked for about
twenty minutes longer.
No sauce will be needed with this

ABOUT RUNT PIGS.

week

Utile Marine Churchill he* been
,,utt<
ill eeveral day*.

One of the

j

Yorker.

Brat of tb
Jan. 25.

the

the winter.

j

—

Koyc* Uttlefleld, who ha* been litin._
M. Forayin'* the paat few
monib,,

John Hesroer and wife, who hare a cottage at West Btomngton, bare been in
town the past week, the guests of Mr*.
Annette Fifleld.
They will leave neat
week for California for the remainder of

and vegetables
found anywhere—that is. of desirable j must lie eaten to satisfy the demand*
type, weight and development. Natu- of nature. For aotne this Is all right
rally the shortage in this department big for the majority of people a certain
will not be so keenly felt right at the amount of sugar and start b Is necesstart of the selling season as it will sary In tbe food. Children should not
be deprived of tbts kind of food
later on. but It is long odds that every
It Is
economical to provide a dessert even
animal «*f the sort bought right in I>c
cember and January will make big 1 if a simple one.
In arranging for a dinner, plan a
money for the buyer before spring. If
a word to the wise 1k» sufficient it is to
light dessert when the rest of the meal
all w ho intend to buy Uerclieron mares is to be substantial
When tbe main
to get in while the getting is good and
part of tbe dinner Is to tie llgbt let tbe
not wait until the full nakedness of the
dessert he hot and substantial.
land has been laid bare.
For example. If tbe first part of tbe
Similarly eastern farmers, who mad meal couslsta of cold meat and vegetabuy horses to do their work next [ bles serve a hot apple pudding for desspring, will, despite the present prices sert.
of grain, make money by buying as
A good one can be made of a pint of
early in the year as they tan. Every- flour, prepared as for cream of tartar
thing point* to a big rise, jterhaps In- biscuit, rolled tbln and Ailed with parflation. in ibe price of all sorts of ed and quartered apples, then steamed
horses in the not far distant future.
for two hours and served with molas-

hr,®a (tea

bean

A.

to nse up things of little value or to
attempt fussy dishes that require long
preparation. Aa far as everyday supThere was no
per is concerned, it is usually good and was entirely(destroyed.
policy to avoid elaborate dishes and let one living in the house. The house was
the most of the time and strength ex- about two miles from the village and the
pended for such things go to the main tire company was not called out.
Nihil.
Jan. 26.
This is especially
meal of the day.
true where the women of the family
EAST SULLIVAN.
do all the work
Walters Hill, ol Bar Harbor, ii» in town.
In many families supper Includes one
hot dish and a second course of preEugene Havey bas bwn boused with a
Here, as nt break- severe ease of lonsilitis.
serves and cocoa.
fast. some kind of bread, with butter
Tbe “scarlet fever’’ case proved to be
and a hot beverage. forms the basis of German measles, so tbe »«are is over.
of
tbe meal, with an appetising disb
Mr. and Sirs. Lufkin, of Corea, hare
eggs. meat, cheese or vegetables.
been visiting tbeir daughter, .Mrs. Edwin
While noon dinner and supper are
Doyle.
the rule In most rural district* and
Miss Flynn, of Oakland, who is teach*
smaller commnnitles. In other part* of
ingin Umonvllle, was a guest over Sunthe country, as every one knows. Ittnch
day of Mmm Dorm Hatch.
and evening dinner take their place, a*
Law rence Orcutt came down from BanIs Inevitable where tbe wage earners
gor Baturday to play in Noyes orchestra
must be away from home all day long.
dance at West Gould#boro.
Id such cases what has tieeu said about for tbe
Friends of Albertis LeOacy and wife
If some of
supper applies to lunch.
the family carry their luticb away with are grieved to learn of tbe r.ealh of tbeir
them, bread and butter again form tbe little son, born in Last Sullivan, while
usual basis of the meal. »Uh cold Mr. LeOacy was teaching at Hridgbam
meat, bard boiled eggs or some other hill.
well as nutritious food
Miss Clarissa Johnson, s recent graduate
appetizing
and perhaps fruit and cake to com- of tbe PraabyU nan hospital in New York,
leaves this week for a position in the
plete and vary It.
northern part of New York stale, doing
district work.
Ossssris Are an Economy.
Jan. Jtt.
H.
When no dessert is provided a treater

Beef Cattle Conformation.
I have Been the butchers walk Into a
herd of young lieeves and Bay to the
owner. “We will give you $42 apleee
forfhose three animals there." pointing
out three upeelal <teer$. “We will give
yon $35 apieee for those six. and the
rest we will take at $30 !>er head.”
I
wondered at this and asked the buteher
why those three steers were worth so
much more per head than were the
others.
He explained to me that by
their conformation and development
when dressed they would give a much
higher weight of round steak and loins
those parts of beef which bring the
most in the market, than would the
other steers. The answer was logical
enough, and when I looked more closely I could see that these three steers
did excel in the weight of high priced
beef. This was an eye opener, and it
gires ns the cue as to what we should
desire In a beef sire.
Rural New

lira. Mabel Merrick la
where a be hi

Oapt. John L. CM* Haven,
business trip to Swan's •n».

Seller* and

served.

ed State* department of agriculture.
It is mistaken economy to add a good
deal of expensive material* In order

It is the opinion among horse
raisers that because of the European war there is sure to be a great
demand In the near future for good
animals.
Horses to command attention must be good -specimens.
The great demand at present is for
the big, smooth drafters. These cannot be raised from scrubs. The inference. therefore, is for farmers to
breed only from pure bred sires
The pictuie shows students of the
University of Wisconsin judging
the points of a horse.

Slow Development le UeuaMy the Result of Insufficient Feed.
Quite often we see litters of newborn
pigs with one or more runts, but this
is not the kind of runts I wish to discuss, writes It. A. Galliher in Farm
and Fireside. It is the kind that are
not "natural born runts," but somehow
fail to grow as rapidly and thrive as
well as their mates. I have seen them
often and have racked my brains to
know wbat was the trouble. I have
lately discovered one cause which I lielieve will hold good iu nine cases out
of every ten. it is this: Some pigs eat
and drink very rapidly.
Others eat
and drink very slowly. The slow eaters are Invariably the runts if the pigs
are all fed together.
Simple, isn't It?
Yet it is a fact.
Recently the writer's attention was
called to apair of pigs belonging to a
neighbor. They were the same age.
had been given tbe same care and
were always fed together.
Both were
thrifty pigs, but one was at least a
third larger than the other. The own
er asked me wbat 1 thought was
wrong. I told him what I had learned ami advised him to separate his
pigs and test the matter. The next
time I saw him he told me that he hail
followed these simple instructions and
found that the larger of the two pigs
ate his feed in about a third less time
than tbe small one.
Now. the thing to do with a hunch ot
pigs is to test their eating capacity
separately and then final each kind by
themselves. If (his rule were followed not only w^h hogs, but with all
other live stock, there would be fewer
poorly devel«i>ed animals.

—

dredger,

Mr*. Delilah Cunningham, of Vinalhaven, will install oIBcers of Rock bound
About
Kebekah lodge Tuesday evening.
150 guests are invited- A banquet will be

pable

iw
^

H. H. Dunbar and Wife are
retell
congratulation* on the birth of * ,0!1
U
Jan. M.

Thuriow are on a
Island and Freocbboro,

ca-

a

H. H. Blaiedelt U dolor quite * ba|i
lira rabbit* for ahlpoant.

business.

on

Capt. Stephen

OUTLOOK FOR HORSES.
Pur* Br*d Drafter* Sur* to B* at a
Premium Far S*v*ral Year*.
In the pure l>red horse business the
outlook is bright. says John Mason
in the National Stockman. Belgium
has loot the moot of her horses. making
imports from that country Imjiosslble
or at best unlikely for an indefinite period. in Fntni-e we learn that the sup
ply of two-year-olds, yearling* and
foals are still Intact, tint no one can tell
when the import business may be resumed. Those who hare Imported stallions on hand may safely count on selling them higher than they hare sold
for years, while our breeder* with rugged. thick. well grown natire horses to
offer will find a ready demand for
them.
Especially should this prove true of
the females. There Is no great stock
of Fercbcrou mares and fillies to tie

of the steam

Mr*. H.

buying

Lewi* Marco* has moved to the hout*
of Fred E. Webb.

Culinary
JSctes

Abel

person on whom they are working to
the point
tlirls also often fail in landing a man whom they have got to the
water's edge
Mr. Rogers, having been brought
thus far. hid fair to remain with the
hook in his gills flopping a bunt in the
Tbe timid girl, haring thus
water
far succeeded and being balked, would
The rush girl
remain in statu quo.
principle.
would Jerk tbe line, break it. and tbe
Now for my story of the way one
fish would go swimming away merrily.
young lady secured a husband.
Tbe wise girl would use a landing net.
Her name was Jones. Sarah Jones.
That is what Sallie Jones did. She
Just plain Sarah Jones, not Maltravers
Rut ev -n a land
used a lauding net
or Montmorency, like the heroines of
ir.g net may lie used carelessly or at
novels, or Gwendolln or Jaquelin for a
least injudiciously * Miss Jones studied
first name. A girl doesn't need a high
out whatever she did.
After a few
a
name
to
she
husband:
sounding
get
months of dallying on tbe part of Mr.
needs something that I'm going to tell
Rogers she set up a rival—not a real,
Sarah Jones the day she
you about.
bona fide rival, but one merely to cxwas eighteen sat down and did a job
of thinking. She wasn't long about it. ; cite u bit of susaJcion. Indeed, by this
time she was considered by tbe young
for she was an acting girl, and when
men to t«iong to Abel Rogers, and it
she hud got her thinking done she actwas not easy for her to secure n rival
ed at once on her decision. That deAbel did not seem very much fright
cision was that her place was In a
ened. At any rate, be showed no sign
home as a wife and the mother of
of being brought to terms.
Perhaps
children.
be was thlukiug that be couldn't afford
Saliie Jones didn't go at things blindly: she thought them out beforehand. to marry or that, after all. It wouldn't
be such a hardship to let Sallie Jones
She knew that she couldn't get margo to another.
ried if restricted to the society of girls.
Tbe experiment having failed. Miss
She
So she Joined a dancing class.
Jones resolved upon another. She be
couldn't afford it. but she had to afcame suddenly very gracious to Mr.
ford It, and whatever has to be done
Is done if the party to do It Is of the
Rogers. At the same time be noticed
right stuff. She bad ber eye fixed on that whenever be asked her to go out
It
with him she made some excuse.
that dancing class, and she joined
did not occur to him that the excuse
without knowing where the money to
was not valid.
Be supposed he bs|e
pay ber way was to come from. There
were twenty young men members and
pened to ask her at times when she

twenty-five girls.

LIVE STOCK

daughter,

with her

bar.

STONINOTON.

ally.
Rogers was loosing torwara to
tbe day when, having accumulated a
competence, be would settle dowD and
It was tbe business of
take a wife.
Sallie Jone« to break through this future Intention and make it a present
one. And here, again, girls' work shows
a similarity to men a work.
Many men
who have good addrews and are excellent talkers fall in putting through
schemes because they cannot bring the

now

Mck

Comty Saviap

la* equals

7 per cent of the depositsGood for YOUR caah !
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